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ABSTRACT
Transport Phenomena in Lead Halide Perovskites and Layered Materials
Giselle A. Elbaz

This thesis focuses on the electrical and thermal transport properties of two distinct
systems: lead halide perovskites and layered materials. While unrelated, each system relies on
diffusion phenomena in several ways. The first part of this work therefore explores particulate,
charge carrier and thermal diffusion to establish a framework on which the rest of this thesis lays.
In this first section, an introduction to the many measurement techniques are also included. The
interested reader and future members of the lab will hopefully find this as a useful primer and can
also find relevant and practical information involving the manipulation of some of these
instruments in the Appendix as well.
The second part of this thesis focuses entirely on lead halide perovskites. Despite its
complex nature, or perhaps because of it, lead halide perovskites have recently enjoyed increasing
attention from the scientific community at large for photovoltaic, thermoelectric and
optoelectronic applications. Although photovoltaic efficiencies over 20 % have been reported and
continue to rise, very little is still understood about the mechanism of transport within the system
as a whole. Debates on improving performances have focused primarily on the A-type cation in
the APbX3 perovskite structure, often pointing to the organic cation as the magical ingredient that
lends lead halide perovskites their superpowers. We explore this notion by studying the diffusion
lengths of charge carriers and mean free paths of phonons in a series of lead halide perovskites,
focusing both on the A-type cation and the halide anion composition. Using several optical and
optoelectronic techniques, we show that that the composition of the A-type cation has only a

secondary effect on thermal and charge carrier transport, and note that the halide is a stronger
influencing factor for both means of transport. We deconstruct the transport distances into
individual contributions from speed and lifetime, and note differences not only across the series of
perovskites but also between charge carrier types, ultimately allowing us to suggest areas of
improvement for future photovoltaic and thermoelectric device designs. Finally, we begin the
exploration of the interplay between structure and transport through a detailed study of the crystal
structure via SCXRD as well as the transport phenomena, both as a function of temperature.
The third and final part of this thesis shifts gears and looks at the work that we’ve done
with layered materials and intercalation. The intercalation of layered materials is a time-honored
tradition in chemistry and has proven to be an effective and reversible doping method for many
solid-state materials. This sections begins with a discussion of more traditional materials and the
development of techniques within our lab that can now be used to intercalate mesoscopic samples
electrochemically. We then expand this study to include van der Waals heterostructures, showing
for the first time ever, the intercalation of a heterointerface of this nature. We then conclude with
preliminary work that has been done to extend the traditional notions of layered materials and their
intercalation to superatomic structures. Both of these systems represent a path to new classes of
exciting and yet-to-be-studied materials.
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Part I

Introduction

The following chapters introduce the basics of the science and measurement techniques used
throughout this thesis. As such they are based heavily on personal experience and widely
accepted concepts in the fields of chemistry, physics and engineering.

1

Chapter 1.

Diffusion Processes

This chapter describes the basics of diffusion as it applies to the many different systems to be
discussed in the following chapters. After a broad introduction to the topic, the theories of carrier
and thermal diffusion, along with accompanying background information on charge carriers and
phonons, will be discussed.

Getty Images Science Photo Library

Figure 1.1: Diffusion of a blue dye in water. Upon addition, the concentrated dark blue liquid
droplet spreads out in the clear liquid and becomes less concentrated and a lighter blue. Modified
from Getty science images library.

1.1 Introduction
Diffusion is a more ubiquitous phenomenon than one might initially realize. It is pervasive
in respiration, the smells of a rose and the brewing of a good cup of tea. Broadly speaking, we can
2

define diffusion as the net motion of a species in response to a concentration gradient, from a region
of high to low concentration. A common example of this can be seen in Figure 1.1 which shows
the gradual spreading out of a concentrated blue solution in a clear liquid. If enough time passes,
the two liquids will ultimately equilibrate and the entire Erlenmeyer will appear a homogenous
color of blue.
Despite its presence in daily life, a sound mathematical description of the diffusion process
did not exist prior to the mid-1800’s. Diffusion is characterized by what we now call the random
walk, which describes the path an object takes when it consists of successive random steps. Over
time, randomly moving objects can travel large distances. Figure 1.2 below shows two possible
pathways for a random walk. In case a, there is an equal probability for the object to move in any
direction, meaning that it is possible that the object can land not too far off from where it started
despite a great number of steps. In case b, there is a higher probability of moving to the right rather
than the left. This is an example of a biased random walk, so that while the motion is random, a
certain distance, dx, will likely be crossed over time.

a

b
dx
x

x

Figure 1.2: Scheme of an object on a (a) random walk (b) biased random walk. In a biased random
walk, the particle is more likely to travel in one direction over the others, leading to an eventual
net movement.

In the case of molecular diffusion, such as gas particles in a room or the example of blue
liquid given above, the motion of the particles is propelled by thermal energy and changes in
chemical potential. In the cases of charge carrier diffusion and thermal transport discussed in future
3

sections, similar forces are at play. Thus, a thermodynamic treatment of diffusion kinetics is
appropriate and the kinetic theory of gases proves to be a useful model. At absolute zero (T = 0
K), no diffusion will occur but above this temperature, there will be an additional kBT/2 unit of
thermal energy per degree of freedom. When gas particles are in motion, they will, at random,
collide with other particles in motion. The number of collisions that a gas particle experiences, N,
will be proportional to the time it is travelling, t,
!=

#

(1.1)

$%

by a proportionality constant, τC (often called the relaxation time,) which represents the average
time between collisions. How far a particle travels on average between collisions is known as the
mean free path, Λ:
Λ = ' )*

(1.2)

where v is the velocity of the gas particle.
If we now want to consider an ensemble of ideal gas particles, we can define a diffusion
flux vector, Φ, which describes the net magnitude and direction of flow of gas particles in bulk
per unit area. Before a rigorous thermodynamic treatment of diffusion was outlined, Adolf Fick
derived two empirical laws that are still widely accepted today. The relationship between the
diffusion flux vector, Φ, and the change in particle concentration, n, as a function of distance is
described by Fick’s first law:
+ = −-./

or

Φ = −-

34
35

(1.3)

where D is a proportionality constant dubbed the diffusion coefficient (or diffusivity). As diffusion
evolves, the concertation gradient will also evolve over time, t, and can be described by Fick’s
second law of diffusion
34
3#

= -. 6 /

34

or

3#

4

=-

37 4
35 7

(1.4).

An important implication of Eq. 1.4 is that the length over which something diffuses is
directly related to the square root of the time it has been traveling and the diffusion coefficient, D.
Thus, if there is some average lifetime of travel, τ, we can define an average diffusion length, LD
89 ∝ -)

(1.5).

In the special case where a collision represents the end of travel for an object, τ = τc and the
diffusion length is equivalent to the mean free path (Λ) in Eq. 1.2.
It is useful at this time to consider a situation in which the movement of an object is also
influenced by some external potential energy, U, which attracts a large number of an object to a
low energy state, causing a net drift in a given direction. The force due to this potential energy, F,
will create an average velocity, vd, driving particles towards to the low energy state. The force and
drift velocity are related to each other through the mass of the particle and the average time
between collisions, τc,
'; =

<$%
=

= µ?

(1.6).

The proportionality constant µ is known as the mobility of a particle and is related to how quickly
a particle can travel in a potential energy gradient based on the number of collisions it has and the
speed it can pick up between collisions.
Due to its nature, drift often creates regions of higher concentration, to which diffusion
processes respond in kind. At equilibrium, the net movement towards to the low energy state will
be equal and opposite to the net movement due to diffusion. If we define the net flux due to drift
as
+@ABCD = −/µ.E

(1.7)

then at equilibrium we can state
+@ABCD = −+@BCCFGBHI

or
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− /µ.E = -./

(1.8).

Einstein showed that for classical, non-interacting, point objects, this expression along with
Maxwell-Boltzmann kinetic theory (/ = AK

L

M
NO P

) reduces to

- = µQR S

(1.9)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature.

1.2 Carrier Diffusion
Similar to gas particles, free carriers (holes and electrons) in a metal or semiconductor can
experience both diffusion and drift. We can once again define a relaxation time, velocity and mean
free path for charge carriers and as we will see, derive similar equations as those listed above.
However, when dealing with charged species there are a few distinctions. In crystalline materials
charge carriers travel in a periodic potential due to the lattice structure of the atoms which often
causes strains on their movement. Despite this, it can be shown that carriers still behave as
Brownian particles (thus mimicking an ideal gas) and Fick’s laws of diffusion still apply. The only
difference now is the introduction of the elementary charge, q, and an effective mass, m*, as
interactions with the lattice changes the mass that a particle appears to have while traveling through
it. Thus, for example, the mobility, µ, is now defined as
µ=

T$%
=∗

(1.10).

We also introduce terms like conductivity (σ) and resistivity (ρ) which relate to the mobility and
carrier concentration, n,
V = WLX = /Yµ
and represent a material’s ease of which carriers can flow through.
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(1.11)

Although the initial equations of motion for carriers are more complex, the ultimate
derivations for the diffusion and drift equations are quite similar to those presented above. Much
like Fick’s first law of diffusion, we can relate the carrier flux, Φi (i = n, p), to a concentration
gradient
ΦZ = −-

34
35

or

Φ[ = −-

3\
35

(1.12)

where n and p are the electron and hole concentrations respectively. Furthermore, if a charged
species is subjected to an electric field, E, they will respond to the force of the field (F = qE).
Charge carriers thus experience drift where their flux is
+I = −/µ]

(1.13)

Since these both refer to the movement of charge carriers, we can define the diffusion and drift
current density, Ji, as the charge (q) × carrier flux. At equilibrium we can state that Jdrift = – Jdiff
and therefore,
−Y/µZ ] = Y-Z ./

or

− Y_µ[ ] = Y-[ ._

(1.14).

Upon considering the density of states and a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, the Einstein relation
described above reduces to
-` = µ`

aO b

(1.15).

T

Using this relation, we can define an average diffusion length, LD,
8c` =

-` )` =

µ` )`

aO b
T

;

e = /, _

(1.16).

While carriers do experience collisions both with themselves and with the lattice (through electronphonon interactions), the relaxation time is only introduced into the diffusion length via the
mobility. Many collisions are often required before a carrier is scattered to a point of rest (τ > τc)
and as such, carrier diffusion lengths are often significantly longer than their mean free paths.
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In the case of semiconductors, there are a few situations to consider beyond the direct
application of a potential difference across the material as once might see in a circuit built entirely
of metals. To do so, we must first digress and briefly discuss n- and p-type semiconductors as well
as what occurs at the interface between a semiconductor and a metal.

Figure 1.3: Schematic band diagrams of metals, semimetals, semiconductors and insulators
portraying their relative energies and density of states. The filling of electron states is represented
by black while white represents empty states. Reproduced from Ref. [1].
Semiconductors represent a large body of materials that do not behave as metals nor
insulators. Much like an insulator, their energy levels represent a situation in which their valence
bands (VB) are full and their conduction bands (CB) are empty in the ground state. Likewise, the
Fermi level (EF), which represents the energy at which there is a 50% probability of being filled
by an electron at any given time, lies in the middle of the energy gap between the filled VB and
empty CB. In the simplest model that we can imagine, the key difference between a semiconductor
and an insulator is displayed in Figure 1.3: in an insulator, the size of the energy gap between the
VB and CB is quite large while in a semiconductor it is rather moderate. This moderately-sized
band gap (Eg) can be overcome by thermal activation (Eg < kBT), which can temporarily promote
some electrons to the CB, leaving behind holes in the valence band. A thermal equilibrium is
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established where at moderate temperatures, there is an appreciable number of electrons that have
been promoted to an excited state. This results in partially filled bands that allow the movement of
electrons and holes in the system, as depicted by the intrinsic (center) semiconductor band diagram
in Figure 1.3. The more electrons that are promoted, the more holes that are left behind, the higher
the conductivity of the semiconductor.
Intrinsic semiconductors, in their purest of forms, do not generally represent particularly
useful or interesting situations. However, the level of conductivity, i.e. filled/empty states, can
often be controlled by doping or the introduction of extra charge carriers through impurities, crystal
defects or electric field gating. Doping can manifest in two classes of semiconductor: n-type and
p-type. In the former, there is an excess of free, mobile electrons while in the latter there is an
excess number of free holes (or a deficit of free electrons). Thus, in an n-type semiconductor the
majority carriers are electrons and the minority carriers are holes. The reverse is true for p-type
semiconductors; holes are the majority carriers while electrons are the minority carriers. These
differences imply that unlike an intrinsic semiconductor, the EF of an n-type semiconductor will
typically lie closer to the CB while the EF of an p-type semiconductor will typically lie closer to
the VB.
When an n- and p-type semiconductor come into contact, charge transfer will occur at the
junction. Figure 1.4 shows a magnified interface between two dissimilar semiconductors and the
ensuing charge imbalance and electric field. At the start, there is a larger concentration of electrons
in the n-type semiconductor in comparison to the p-type semiconductor and vice versa. This causes
a diffusion current as electrons flow into the p-type semiconductor and holes flow into the n-type
semiconductor. The buildup of charge at the interface results in an electric field which propels a
drift current that opposes diffusion. The charged interface of the p-n junction is known as the
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depletion width, w. The final depletion width represents an equilibrium between the diffusion and
drift currents. It is thus named because there is a dearth of majority carrier respectively from each
semiconductor at the interface, leaving behind an insulating layer.

Figure 1.4: (a) At t = 0, right when the two semiconductors come into contact. (b) An electric field
results from the diffusion and causes a drift current in the opposite direction until an equilibrium
is established, creating a self-limiting area known as the depletion region, w.

A similar situation occurs when a metal and semiconductor come into contact. The Fermi
levels of the two materials must align, which requires charge transfer between the metal and
semiconductor. The degree of transfer is related to the work function of the metal and the electron
affinity of the semiconductor. Like the case of the p-n junction, the transfer creates a local
imbalance of charge neutrality and an electric field at the junction. This is represented by band
bending at the interface on an energy diagram. The four possibilities for metal-semiconductor
junctions are depicted in Figure 1.5, combining a low or high work function metal with an n- or ptype semiconductor. In cases (a) and (d), the transfer of majority carriers to the metal is a downhill
process and as such, an Ohmic contact is formed. In cases (b) and (c) though, there is an energy
barrier (known as a Schottky barrier) that can hinder the flow of any majority carriers between the
semiconductor and the metal.
10

Figure 1.5: Schematic band diagrams of metal-semiconductor junction showing the band-bending
at the interface for both (a-b) low and (c-d) high workfunction metals with (a,c) n- and (b,d) p-type
semiconductors.

The depletion region formed upon contact represents an equilibrium in which no net flow
of current is observed and is a tangible example of when Eq. 1.14 is applicable. As long as nothing
disrupts this equilibrium, no net flow is observed. There are several stimuli that can alter this
delicate balance. For example, when a voltage difference is applied across the interface (often
referred to as a bias). The applied electric field will drastically increase the drift current and likely
spark an additional diffusion current in response. Similarly, in a photovoltaic cell, when the
concentration of carriers is altered by the absorption of light and the creation of new, mobile charge
carriers. If the light source is not applied equally throughout every inch of the semiconductor, a
concentration gradient is quickly developed leading to new diffusion currents. The details of
diffusion due to a local, point source excitation are explored at length in the following chapter
when scanning photocurrent microscopy is discussed.
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1.3 Thermal Diffusion
The methods of kinetic theory that we have examined thus far can also be used to establish
the theoretical framework for thermal conductivity. We will once again consider an ensemble of
ideal gas particles first and then extend the discussion to liquids and solids. Temperature is a
measure of the average kinetic energy in a system. Analogous to a physical concentration, a high
temperature represents a high concentration of kinetic energy. Heat can therefore flow or diffuse
from regions of high concentration (high T) to regions of low concentration (low T.)
We can relate the thermal flux or flow of heat energy per unit area, q, to the temperature
gradient
g = −Q.S

or

Y = −Q

3h
35

(1.17)

where k is the thermal conductivity and T is the temperature. Although Eq. 1.17 is known as
Fourier’s law, the format is identical to that which we established in section 1.1 with Fick’s first
law; the thermal conductivity is a diffusion coefficient under a different name. Because we are
dealing with energy and heat however, we must also take thermodynamics into consideration.
While we can still draw parallels with what was formerly developed, this will slightly alter some
of our previous definitions and equations.
First, we know from general chemistry that the change in heat energy, ΔQ = mCΔT, or per
unit volume
Δjk = Wl[ ΔS;

W=

=
k

(1.18)

where ρ is the density and Cp is the specific heat capacity. Second, we know from the first law of
thermodynamics that the total energy of an isolated system is constant. In other words, energy
must be conserved, it cannot be created or destroyed. When combined with Fourier’s law (Eq.
1.17), these three concepts produce the heat equation
12

3h
3#

− m. 6 S = 0;

m=

a

(1.19)

*o p

where α is a constant known as the thermal diffusivity and is related to the thermal conductivity
we defined in Eq. 1.17. In one dimension, Eq. 1.19 reduces to
3h
3#

=m

37 h

(1.20)

35 7

which is analogous to Fick’s second law with the distinction that in addition to the diffusion
constant we had defined (k), the density and specific heat capacity are important parameters as
well in determining the diffusion of heat as a function of time.
The simplest case we can consider is a container of ideal gas particles with a temperature
gradient, wherein one side is warmer than the other. As the gas particles travel in the container,
one of two situations can occur: 1) a “hot” gas particle can travel on a random path to the cold end
of the container and vice versa 2) a “hot” gas particle can collide with a colder one and transfer its
kinetic energy to it. We therefore once again need to introduce the concepts of mean free path,
relaxation time and velocity when considering the system on the molecular level.
The net flow of heat energy at a given moment per unit area, q, will be connected to the
number of collisions that take place between hot and cold particles and the temperature gradient
propelling the diffusion of heat. The number of collisions will in turn be related to the number
density of particles, ρN, the velocity at which the particles are traveling, ', the distance the particle
travels prior to collision, Λ, and the amount of heat energy each particle has, c. We can therefore
state that the heat flux in one dimension, from a microscopic picture, is given by
Y ∝ Wq 'Λr

3h

(1.21)

35
X

where the constant of proportionality can be shown from kinetic theory to be − .
s

As we have essentially recovered Eq. 1.17, this means that the thermal conductivity, k, can
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be related to number of collisions taking place, namely
X

Q = Wq 'Λr
s

(1.22).

Rather than considering single particles, on a macroscopic scale, it is convenient to replace the
particle density, ρN, and the heat capacity per particle, c, with the mass density, ρ, and specific heat
capacity, Cp. Since thermal conduction for all fluids, that is gases and liquids, takes place from the
random motion of particles, the thermal conductivity
X

X

s

s

Q = Wl[ 'Λ = Wl[ ' 6 )*

(1.23).

(Recall Eq. 1.2.) The amount of energy each particle can store, its heat capacity, will be dependent
on the number of translational, vibrational and rotational modes it can access. The number of
modes and thus heat capacity will increase as the temperature of the particle is increased. Hence
Q ∝ S in typical gases and liquids.
In a standard solid, we do not have a flow of particles to carry heat. However, anyone who
has grabbed an aluminum pot off a hot stove with their bare hands knows that solid metals can
often be good conductors of heat. Similarly, we do find non-electrically conducting solids such as
mica to be thermally conducting. We must therefore broaden our model to include these
possibilities. In a solid, there are two sources of heat conduction. The first we have already
discussed: itinerant charge carriers which flow similarly to gases and liquids. The second will
require the introduction of phonons, which necessitates a bit more discussion. Nonetheless, we
will see that in the quantum mechanical picture, phonons can also be treated like a quasiparticle
much in the way we consider holes and electrons to be particles.
Let us first consider solids with many free carriers. We will focus our discussion on
electrons as they are the primary carrier in solid metals but it should be noted that this discussion
can extend equally to semiconductors which can have a bipolar contribution to thermal
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conductivity where both holes and electrons can carry heat. Because the carrier concentration in
semiconductors in not always large, carriers can but do not always play a large contributing factor
in heat conduction.
As we mentioned above, free electrons traveling through a lattice can often be considered
as an ideal gas. They have an associated kinetic energy as they move and as such they carry heat.
The average translation kinetic energy of a gas in and thus a free electron in 3D is by definition
X

s

6

6

t. v. = w' 6 = QR S

(1.24).

If we assume that drift velocity of the electron, vd, and the average velocity of the particle evoked
in the discussion of heat conduction are the same, we can find the relationship between the motion
of the electron through electrical conductivity, σ, and the thermal conductivity, k. The specific heat
s

capacity for one mole of monatomic ideal gas particles, C = !x QR . Integrating this into Eq. 1.23
6

yields
X

Q = /QR 'Λ
6

(1.25).

Similarly, combining Eq. 1.2, 1.10 and 1.11, we can define the conductivity, σ,
V=
where w' =

saO b
z

ZT 7 y
=∗ z

(1.26).

according to the equality in Eq. 1.24. The ratio between k and σ can therefore

be stated as
a
{

=

saO 7
6T 7

S

(1.27)

which is known as the Wiedemann-Franz Law. Thus, much like for fluids, there is a direct
relationship between the contribution to thermal conductivity from electrons and temperature
(Q|}|~#ÄZ ∝ S).
In comparison to fluids and charge carriers, the behavior of a phonon’s contribution to
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thermal conductivity with temperature can be quite different. Phonons describe the collective
vibrational motions of a solid which, like the vibrational modes of a simple molecule, exist in
quantized levels. In classical mechanics, the phonon can be thought of as a wave propagating
through a solid as shown in Figure 1.6a with a characteristic wavelength, λ. As a consequence of
wave-particle duality, quantum mechanics allows us to extend this picture into a particle. Although
the motions of the many atoms in a lattice are complex, we can divide them into two categories:
acoustic and optical. Figure 1.6b depicts the two subdivisions for a 1D chain of atoms. As evident
in the figure, acoustic phonons represent the coherent motion of atoms away from their equilibrium
lattice positions while optical phonons represent the out-of-phase motion, in which neighboring
green and blue atoms are moving in opposite directions.

Figure 1.6: (a) A vibration wave propagating through a square lattice of green particles, adopted
from Ref. [2]. The collective motion is known as a phonon. The wavelength of the wave, λ, is
labeled in black. (b) Difference in the motions of an acoustic and optical phonon, shown for a 1D
chain of atoms.

To define thermal conductivity as in Eq. 1.23, we must once more designate a velocity,
mean free path and relaxation time when considering the movement of phonons. The speed at
which the wave travels, v, is directly related to the frequency at which the atoms in a lattice
oscillate, ω. Although we can describe the speed at which one wavelength travels in a unit time,
(the phase velocity,) the rate at which energy is transported by a wave is known as the group
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velocity, vg. The group velocity is derivative of the angular frequency, ω, with respect to its angular
wave number, k (not to be confused with thermal conductivity.) The relationship between ω and k
is known as the dispersion relation and its form varies from solid to solid.
The random motion of phonons imply that they can collide and scatter with other phonons
as well as with a static impurity or boundary within the lattice. The average distance a phonon
travels between two scattering events is the mean free path, Λ, and the time between two scattering
events, τc. Umklapp scattering is a phonon scattering process in which the crystal momentum is
only conserved to within a reciprocal lattice vector. This means that the final phonon is located
outside the Brillouin zone and results in a change of total momentum that hampers the flow of heat
in a lattice. While scattering with a boundary or impurity is temperature independent, scattering
amongst phonons is related to the number of phonons present. Analogous to a molecule where
more vibrational modes are accessible at higher temperatures, the number of phonons increases
with increasing temperature. As the number of phonons increase, the higher probability there is of
a collision to reduce the mean free path.
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Figure 1.7: The temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of a typical (a) metal and
(b) dielectric single crystal.

The precise relationship between the number of phonon modes populated and the
temperature depends on the temperature limit in which the crystal is in. We can define the Debye
temperature, θD, as the temperature at which even the mode with the smallest wavelength (or
17

highest frequency/energy) is populated. Above θD, there is a direct relationship with number of
phonons populated and thus an indirect relationship between mean free path and temperature. This
inverse relationship implies that for thermal conductivity contributions limited by the mean free
path Q[ÅÄZÄZ ∝ S LX . Below the θD, the relaxation time increases exponentially with decreasing
temperature and so as a system is cooled, the thermal conductivity increases exponentially
ÇÉ

(Q[ÅÄZÄZ ∝ K P ) until it becomes limited by scattering from the static imperfections in the lattice.
At this point, the heat capacity of the solid becomes important once more and there is a direct
relationship between the thermal conductivity and the temperature dependence of Cp. At very low
temperatures, this implies that Q[ÅÄZÄZ ∝ S s .
Our discussion of kphonon thus far has focused on crystalline lattices, where it is assumed
that there is periodic nature to the arrangement of atoms in the solid. We have however mentioned
the possibility of phonon scatter with boundaries as limitations of the mean free path but in the
extreme limit, when a solid is composed of nothing more than imperfections, Umklapp scattering
will not be an important contribution to k at any temperature. In these amorphous solids, the mean
free path is permanently set by the imperfections and barring any phase transitions that change the
disorder within the structure, the thermal conductivity will appear fluid-like and dependent on the
specific heat capacity of the material (Q[ÅÄZÄZ ∝ S above θD).
Taking all these processes into account, the thermal conductivity in a solid can be expressed
as contributions from three different sources:
Q#Ä#Ñ} = Q~Ñ`| + QÑ~ÄÜá#`~ + QÄ[#`~Ñ}

(1.28).

As we stated above, the conductivity and number of charge carriers will determine the extent of
contribution from itinerant electrons and holes to k. What remains is a comparison between
acoustic and optical phonons in determining the contributions from the lattice. The dispersion
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relation of each directly determines its group velocity, vg, and thus its contribution to k based on
Eq. 1.23. Because acoustic phonons have a greater energy dispersion, their group velocities tend
to be much greater than those of optical phonons. The contribution of optical phonons to the total
thermal conductivity is therefore usually quite small and often negligible with respect to QÑ~ÄÜá#`~ .
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Chapter 2.

Measurement Techniques

This chapter describes the optical and electronic methods (and any relevant theories) presented
throughout this dissertation. The techniques discussed include non-contact methods such as timeresolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) and frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR),
purely electronic techniques such as conductivity (Kelvin, Van der Pauw and TLM) and the Hall
effect as well as optoelectronic techniques such as scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM).
Details on the operating procedures and necessary codes used to work up the data can be found in
the Appendix.

2.1 Time-resolved Microwave Conductivity
Time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) has been used to study the carrier
dynamics in thin films and single crystals alike.1–3 By probing the change in photoconductance as
a function of time, TRMC provides both a contactless measure of the lifetime as well as an estimate
of the mobility for photogenerated free carriers, irrespective of their recombination mechanism.1,4,5
The change in photoconductance, ΔG, is measured post sample excitation by monitoring changes
in microwave amplitude (P) and/or phase (θ) as a function of time, as shown schematically in
Figure 2.1.
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sample

Figure 2.1: Schematic, reproduced from Ref. [6], depicting how a microwave (solid line) is
attenuated (dashed line) when it passes through a sample of moderate conductivity (blue). The
changes in wave amplitude, ΔP, is highlighted, but the wave phase can also be altered.

(b)

Figure 2.2: (a) Diagram, reproduced from Ref. [5], of the home-built TRMC setup at UPenn,
shown for a 532nm laser. Legend: VCO = voltage controlled oscillator (microwave source), I =
isolator, At = 10 dB attenuator, C = microwave circulator, D = microwave power detector, A =
amplifier, HP = high pass filter, S = oscilloscope, COMP = computer, WP = rotating half wave
plate, P = polarizer, BD = beam dump, FS = UV-fused silica window, and PM = power meter. (b)
Schematic representation of the resonant cavity, reproduced from Ref. [6]. The red line represents
a standing wave formed in the cavity by sealing all possible modes of egress.
A diagram of the home-built TRMC setup is shown in Figure 2.2a. As with most TRMC
setups, it consists of (1) a microwave source, (2) a pulsed laser [3-5 ns excitation, 532 nm,
Continuum Minilite II] for photoexcitation, (3) an air-tight, home-built resonant cavity [resonance
peak ~ 9 GHz] where the sample is loaded, and (4) detectors for acquisition. A schematic of a
standard resonant microwave cavity is shown in Figure 2.2b, with a standing wave drawn in red.
The length of the cell, L, is chosen to match the exact wavelength of the resonant frequency and
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the sample is placed precisely at one of the electric field’s two maxima, (at ¾ L.) Light enters
through slits in the brass cavity that are sealed with a quartz window while microwaves enter
through a mm-sized copper iris on the opposite end.
The microwaves are generated by an HP 83712A Synthesized CW generator and passed
through an isolator [Pasternack] to prevent back-reflection into the source. They are then passed
through a circulator [Pasternack] and are directed into the microwave cavity by a coaxial to a WR90 antenna [Penn Engineering]. Reflected microwaves are directed back through the circulator into
a Minicircuits switch.
To visualize the resonance peak, microwaves are detected using an HP 8566B spectrum
analyzer. Once the frequency is set on the resonance frequency of the loaded cavity, an Agilent
8472B microwave detector converts microwave power into DC voltage which is amplified 25x by
an impedance matching amplifier [Comlinear CLC-221] and an additional 100x by an HP 462A
amplifier. Transients are digitized using a Keysight DSO-S054A oscilloscope. Microwave
transients are low-pass filtered using a Butterworth filter of the fifth order with a cutoff frequency
of 30 MHz and are deconvolved using the response time of the resonant cavity that is computed
from the parameters of the measured resonance peak of the loaded cavity.7
The change in power, ΔP is related to the change in photoconductance, ΔG by a sensitivity
factor, K, such that
!"($)
"

= −(Δ*(+)

(2.1)

where K is dependent on the resonant cavity quality and dimensions as well as the dielectric of the
sample measured.6 Just as in regular conductance, the change in photoconductance, ΔG, is defined
as the change in conductivity Δσ multiplied by a factor relating to the dimensions of the sample.
Likewise, for a well-behaved semiconductor, the photoconductivity, σ, is related to the mobility,
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µ and the carrier density, n (σ = qnµ). We can therefore relate the change in photoconductance to
the mobility as
Δ* =

,
-

/0(12 + 14 )

(2.2)

where w is the width of the sample in the y-direction, A is the area of the sample perpendicular to
the y-axis and the electric field vector generated by the microwave (i.e. height by length, h x l),
and q is the elementary charge.
At the peak change in photoconductance, ΔGmax, before any decay has occurred, the
quantum yield of photogenerated carriers, ϕ, can be defined as
5=

67

(2.3)

89 :;

where I0 is the incident excitation intensity (i.e. photon fluence) and FA is the absorptance at the
excitation wavelength. The free carrier mobility can therefore be related to known or measureable
quantities according to equation 2.4
5 12 + 14 =
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(2.4).

By measuring the temporal evolution in conductance (ΔG) upon photoexcitation, the free carrier
lifetime can be measured in addition to the sum of the mobilities. Furthermore, if we assume
quantitative free carrier generation following absorption and a constant average carrier mobility,
the recombination dynamics of free carriers can be extracted from the decay of the TRMC signal.
Although the modeling of thin films is well established, TRMC was used throughout this
work for single crystals scattered on a substrate. To accurately calculate the TRMC mobility of
discrete crystals, a digital image was taken of the sample (Figure 2.3). Using this image, a Python
script was used to create a matrix that depicts where a crystal is present (red, Figure 2.3c) and
absent (blue, Figure 2.3c).
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Figure 2.3: (a) Image of single crystals attached to glass substrate using Scotch double-sided tape.
(b) Image converted to matrix where each pixel is assigned a brightness value. (c) Area that
contains a single crystal is shown in red, while area without a crystal is shown in blue.

The correction factor for partial illumination by a Gaussian laser beam can then be
calculated:
E8,GHIJ$K7 =
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where a is the long dimension of the WR90 waveguide (22.86 mm), b is the short dimension of
the waveguide (10.16 mm), ab = 3.61 mm, and g(h, i) = 1 if a crystal is present at (x, y) and 0
otherwise. This factor is computed numerically using a Python script.
Because the beam is treated as Gaussian with w0 = 3.61 mm, the effective light intensity
per unit area also needs to be corrected. Assuming an input excitation of 1 J, the constant k needs
to be calculated:
1 j = k×
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O
A
X
O

Q
O
Q
X
O

exp −2

and k is found to be 0.0491 J /mm2.
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It is instructive to compare the Gaussian correction factor to a correction factor calculated
for a top-hat shaped beam with constant intensity within the beam assuming that the sample is a
uniform thin-film. For a top-hat beam 9 mm in diameter,
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For a Gaussian beam in this case,
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RI RT

Though FI seems to differ by a factor of three, the illumination intensity needs to be taken into
account because the illumination constant for a top-hat beam is much smaller:
1 j = k′×z (9 ||)Y

(2.9)

k’ is found to be 0.0157 J/mm2.
The illumination factor effectively decreases the conductivity change, Δσ, by a factor of
1/FI, reducing Eq. 2.1 to
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The TRMC mobility-quantum yield product is therefore
É 12 + 14 ∝

:~ !"
Ç
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(2.11)

where ΔÖ is the light induced change in reflected microwave power and P0 is the reflected
microwave power in the absence of light. For uniform samples, FI,top-hat/k’ = 127 and FI,Gaussian/k =
123, which is only a ~2.5% difference.
Therefore, minimal error is introduced by using a top-hat correction compared to a
Gaussian correction for a uniform sample. However, for a non-uniform sample such as the crystals
studied herein, properly accounting for the Gaussian nature of the beam is essential to determine
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the correct mobility because the field and light intensity experienced by each crystal depends on
its location in the microwave cavity.

2.2 Frequency-domain Thermoreflectance
Frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) is an optical technique that is used to
measure the thermal conductivity, k, of a material with a smooth, reflective surface without the use
of contacts.8–10 In this technique, a frequency-modulated pump laser is used to heat the sample
surface and a probe laser is used to monitor the change in the reflectivity of the surface as a function
of temperature change. The reflectivity, R0, of a surface is related to the refractive indices of the
material, n2, and the medium through which light is traveling prior to the material, n1,
Üb =

6á X6O Y
6á [6O

(2.12)

(where n1 = 1 when in air) when the light is shined normal to the surface (i.e. the angle of incidence,
θ = 0; for other angles, refer to the Fresnel equations.) As the refractive index is related to the
temperature of the material, the reflectivity too will change with temperature. In FDTR, this change
in thermoreflectance will be modulated since the surface temperature is being changed
periodically.
A diagram of the setup employed is shown in Figure 2.4 with a 488 nm continuous wave
(CW) pump laser. An electro-optic modulator (EOM) is used along with a signal generator (SG)
to periodically heat the sample while an unmodulated 532 nm CW probe laser, which is aligned
coincident with pump at the sample surface, senses the periodic temperature change as a change
in reflectance. This thermoreflectance is captured as the reflectance of the probe laser off the
substrate by a photodiode (PD) and both the amplitude and phase lag are measured by a lock-in
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amplifier (LA) with respect to the frequency signal generated. The temperature change relative to
the heat flux contains information about the thermal properties of the material. For example, the
thermal conductivity, k, can be determined by fitting the response to an analytical solution of the
heat equation (Eq. 1.19) if the density of the material, ρ, and the specific heat capacity, Cp, are
known.11

Figure 2.4: Diagram of the FDTR setup at CMU, reproduced from Ref. [10]. Legend: I = isolator,
BS = beam splitter, PBS = polarized beam splitter, HWP = half wave plate, LN = focusing lens,
BP = bandpass filter, PD = photodiode, EOM = electro-opric modulator, OBJ = 20x objective, SG
= signal generator, QWP = quarter wave plate.

To increase the signal-to-noise ratio, samples are often covered with a thin layer of
thermally conductive material (typically metal on the order of 50 – 100 nm) known as a
transducer.10 The added layer both reduces the optical penetration depth of the pump laser,
eliminating any volumetric heating of the sample, and can maximize the signal size if an
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appropriate material is selected. For a 488 nm pump laser and 532 nm probe laser, gold is a good
transducer as it is well-behaved and has both a high absorptivity at 488 nm and a high coefficient
of reflectivity at 532 nm. When a transducer is used, the temperature dependent reflectivity, à(â),
becomes a function of the coefficient of thermoreflectance, β, of the transducer layer
äãåY 6ç =

é

Rè ëíO ì@ (î)

èê,ëíO ì@

Rî

(2.13)

where àq,ãåY 6ç is the nominal reflectivity at 532 nm of the transducer layer at ambient
temperature.
For a periodic change in temperature with frequency ω, Tω, the periodic change in
reflectivity is given by
à ãåY 6ç (âï ) = äãåY 6ç ×àq,ãåY 6ç ×âï

(2.14).

This modulated reflectance is added to the intensity of the of the probe laser, Iprobe, resulting in an
intensity
ñ Jwó6K7,ï = ñrHqò2 à ãåY 6ç (âï )

(2.15)

which contains both amplitude and phase information. Depending on the sample, either one can
be used to solve for k. For the mathematical details and a more in-depth working of the analysis,
the reader is referred to Refs. 9–12 in the bibliography.

2.3 Conductivity (Kelvin, Van der Pauw, TLM)
The common methods of determining the conductivity (or resistivity) of a material are
Kelvin sensing (4-terminal), van der Pauw and the transfer length method (or transmission line
measurement, TLM). Each method helps circumvent the additional resistance added into a circuit
by the necessity of contacts to the material in question and each can provide a unique set of
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information about the device in question.
To perform electrical measurements, the electronics of preference, unless otherwise stated
were Kiethley 2400 sourcemeter, Ithaca current pre-amplifier, Stanford research systems SR830
lock-in amplifier, SR560 voltage pre-amplifier, Agilent 34401A multimeter, and Lakeshore 335
temperature controller. Cryostats were purchased from various vendors for specific setups and
wired in-house.

2.3.1 Kelvin Sensing
V
+
4

3

-

2
1

-

A
I

Figure 2.5: Schematic of the standard layout in a 4-terminal measurement. A set current is driven
through the device through contacts 1 and 4 while a voltage drop is measured between contacts 2
and 3.
The most straightforward and simplest of the methods is Kelvin (4T) sensing. Figure 2.5
below shows the layout for 4T sensing. As opposed to a 2-terminal measurement (2T), where the
voltage and current are read within the same circuit (both in the yellow pathway, contacts 1 and
4), in a 4T measurement, the voltage and current sensing are divided. Current is driven and read
across the entire device (yellow pathway) and voltage probes (green pathway, contacts 2 and 3)
are used to read the voltage difference across the sample. In the 2T layout, the resistance calculated
from the current and voltage read, (V = IR for ohmic structures,) is the sum of the sample resistance
and the resistance of each contact to the material as the resistors are in series with one another. In
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the 4T layout however, a voltmeter with a relatively high impedance will minimize the current that
will run through the sensing probes (green pathway) and render the voltage drop across the contacts
(and thus the contact resistance) negligible.
If a fixed current is then driven across the device, the voltage drop measured by the
voltmeter will be highly accurate and combined gives a measure of the sample resistance alone.
This can be achieved by placing a resistor in series with the device within the drive circuit (yellow
pathway) where Rcircuit = Rsample + Rresistor. If Rresistor

Rsample, then Rcircuit ≈ Rresistor and a fixed

voltage drop across the drive circuit yields a known, fixed current. (In extreme circumstances, it is
possible to perform 3T sensing where contact 3 = contact 4 and it is assumed that this “common”
contact has a resistance that is identical to contact 1.) Once the resistance is known, an accurate
measure of the dimensions of the device will allow one to convert to a resistivity, ρ,
à=Ü

ô
7

(2.16)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the device (A = width x thickness) and l is the length of the
device. For 4T sensing, l is the distance between contacts 2 and 3, since this is the distance over
which the voltage is measured to calculate R.

2.3.2 van der Pauw Method

Figure 2.6: Schematic of the standard layout in a van der Pauw device. Reproduced from Ref. [13]
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A second common method also makes use of four terminals but the device architecture for
the van der Pauw (vdP) is slightly different. Figure 2.6 shows some of the common geometries
acceptable for the vdP measurement. The vdP geometry has the added advantage of being a useful
geometry for magnetoelectronic techniques (see next section) but there are several conditions that
must be satisfied for the vdP model to be applicable13: (1) The sample must be of a uniform
thickness (fully flat), homogenous and isotropic. (2) There can be no holes or other contacts on the
interior of the sample. (3) The contacts must be small enough to be negligible in comparison to the
size of the sample (by at least an order of magnitude.) (4) The contacts must be placed on the
periphery of the device.
To perform the vdP measurement, current is driven on one sample edge, from contact 1 to
contact 2 (I12), and voltage is measured along the opposite edge with contacts 3 and 4 (V34). We
can then define a resistance, R12,34
ÜéY,ås =

öíõ

(2.17).

8áO

At a minimum, the set of measurements must be performed twice, once in the vertical (R12,34) and
once in horizontal (R23,41) directions. Ideally however, it should be performed four times where we
define an Rvertical and an Rhorizontal
Üú2H$wGK7 =
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all of which are performed in a counterclockwise fashion. To eliminate any thermoelectric
potentials or other offset voltages, the measurement can be performed in 8 sets rather than 4, with
both counterclockwise and clockwise sets recorded (i.e. source both from 1 to 2 and 2 to 1, etc.).
In each of the three cases listed above, the vertical and horizontal directions are combined and the
sheet resistance (Rs) can be calculated using the van der Pauw formula:
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=1

(2.19)

Unless Rvertical and an Rhorizontal are equivalent, an iterative method is needed to find Rs and some
approximations may be needed. For details on how to solve equation 2.19 numerically, the reader
is referred to Reference 13. Although the rigorous measurement of the resistivity (ρ) in a van der
Pauw sample also requires complex analysis, it can be estimated as
à=

´$
<NY

Üú2H$wGK7 + Ü4qHwûq6$K7

(2.20).

where t is the thickness of the sample.

2.3.3 TLM Method

Figure 2.7: Top-down or bottom-up view of the a common TLM device architecture.

Like the above techniques, the transfer length/transmission line method (TLM) can also be
used to determine the resistivity of a sample. Additionally, it can be used to calculate the contact
resistance of an interface as long as the contact material used is the same throughout the entire
device and the contact geometries are identical. Multiple contacts (minimum 4 – 5) are used with
a device architecture shown in Figure 2.7. Resistances (Ri) are recorded for sets of neighboring
contacts, across varying known distances of the sample, (Li). The resistance for each set, (which
once again represents the sum of the sample resistance and the resistance of each contact to the
material,) plotted versus the distance between the contacts should yield a linear trend
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where the slope provides information on the the sample resistance, Rs, if w, the width the sample,
is known and the y-intercept provides Rc, the contact resistance.

Figure 2.8: Plot of resistance Ri as a function of distance, Li, between contacts. The resistance of
the sample can be calculated from the slope of the line, while the contact resistance and transfer
length can be calculated from the y- and x-intercepts respectively.

A final quantity, the transfer length (LT) can be calculated from the x-intercept as shown in
Figure 2.8. The transfer length represents the average distance carriers travel through the sample
underneath the contacts before flowing upwards. This is particularly relevant in the case of
top/bottom contacts (as shown in Figure 2.7), where the carrier path through the bulk of the sample
cannot be completely linear. The transfer length is necessary to calculate the resistivity of the
contact-sample interface, ρc, which can be represented by
à≠ = ÜG a¨ î
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(2.22).

2.4 Hall Effect

Figure 2.9: Hall Effect measurement setup, shown for a metal or an n-type semiconductor (i.e.
majority carrier is electrons), with a typical Hall bar geometry of 6 contacts. The blue dotted line
shows the initial and final trajectory of the electron both prior to the application of the magnetic
field, Bz, as well as after the electric field (Ey) is established. Upon the introduction of Bz, the
electrons will respond to the Lorentz force, as portrayed by the curved blue arrow. The collection
of electrons on one side of the device develops Ey and thus Vy can be measured.
In an ideal conductor, if current is flowing in the x-direction then there will be a voltage
drop along any two given points in the x-direction of the sample but the voltage drop on the sample
perpendicular to the current flow (the y-direction) should be equal to zero as the same number of
like carriers should be flowing through those points at any given point in time. If the circuit is
placed in the presence of a magnetic field pointing in the z-direction, the current will be acted upon
by the Lorentz force and for a brief period of time, the current will curve towards the y-direction.
This will build up an electric field within the device and result in a measurable voltage drop across
the y-direction of the sample. Once the field reaches a threshold value for the sample, it opposes
any further curvature and maintains a steady-state value, allowing the remaining carriers to travel
unaffected through the sample once more in the x-direction. Combined, this phenomenon is known
as the Hall effect and is depicted in Figure 2.9 for a standard Hall bar geometry.
The Hall voltage, (Vy or VH) is related to the carrier density, n, through known quantities
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where Ix is the current sourced in the x-direction, Bz is the magnetic field applied in the z-direction,
d is the thickness of the sample and q is the elementary charge. The Hall effect is therefore a very
useful technique for determining the carrier density of a sample. Furthermore, as the carrier density
is related to the conductivity of a sample, σ, via the carrier mobility, µ, (Eq 1.11) the Hall effect
can be combined with the Kelvin sensing technique described above to derive the mobility of
carriers within a material. Finally, the sign of the Hall voltage is indicative of carrier type (as the
direction of curvature follows the right-hand rule) and therefore, the majority carrier of a sample
can be determined. Thus, even at room temperature it proves to be a powerful characterization
technique. The larger the aspect ratio of the sample (length : width) and the thinner the sample, the
stronger the signal will be. If the Hall voltage probes are placed too close to the source-drain
contacts, the Hall voltage will not be able to fully develop. In ambipolar semiconductors, where
both carriers are itinerant, the carrier density measured is that which is in excess of the other in
large magnetic fields. For moderate magnetic fields however, the Hall voltage is instead reduced
to combination of hole and electron concentrations and mobilities.14
Although, there are advantages to using a Hall bar such as requiring at least half the
measurements of a vdP device to get an accurate measure of n and µ, there are several
disadvantages as well.13 For one, a minimum of six contacts are required in order to measure
mobility and eight are often used, particularly in variable temperature measurements where there
is a fear that some contacts may not function throughout the entirety of the experiment. Second,
the voltage differences measured are highly sensitive to the geometry of the device. The contacts
used to measure Vy must be perfectly in line with each other. If they are offset at all, there will be
additional components of Vx added in, requiring a more complex data analysis. Similarly, if the
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width and distance between side contacts are not accurately measured, the resistivity (and thus
mobility) calculated may not be accurate. The latter may be alleviated by the addition of predefined
arms patterned onto the sample, as shown in Figure 2.9, but these samples can be quite fragile and
difficult to maneuver, particularly for bulk single crystals and pellets.
As an alternative, the van der Pauw design discussed above can also be used to measure a
Hall effect.13 To measure a Hall coefficient, the same kind of cycles described for the resistivity
are necessary. However, instead of measuring combinations of neighboring electrodes, the sets of
electrodes are across from each other (see Figure 2.10 for pairings.) As with a Hall bar geometry,
data must be collected for both positive and negative magnetic field values but to calculate a
mobility, Vx and Vy must be measured at these field values and they cannot be measured
simultaneously.

To Measure Vx

To Measure Vy

Current

Current

Voltage

Voltage

Figure 2.10: The same four electrodes in a vdP device can be used to measure the
(magneto)resistivity of a sample and the Hall voltage if a different pairing is used for the cycle of
measurements. However, as evident from the schematic, they cannot be performed simultaneously.

In the traditional Hall effect measurement, the measurements are performed in a static
magnetic field. One absolute value for Bz is chosen and the voltages Vx and Vy are measured at and
averaged over both polarities. However, in low conductivity samples such as organic
semiconductors, measurement can be formed with a source-drain excitation instead.15,16 In this
case, a constant current is applied across the device and both Vx and Vy are measured as a function
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of time while the magnetic field is swept repeatedly between two extremes of opposite polarity.
The correlation between the changes in Vy(time) and Bz(time) can then be used to calculate a carrier
density. This last method, while convenient, typically requires a significant volume of cryogenic
fluid (often liquid He) to keep the magnetic field functioning and is thus a costly alternative.

2.5 Scanning Photocurrent Microscopy

Figure 2.11: Schematic of the optical set-up for scanning photocurrent measurements, shown with
the monochromated supercontinuum laser set to 532 nm. X-Y piezo-controlled mirrors raster the
laser across the sample while the telescope prior to the objective ensures that the laser focal point
remains at the sample surface at all times.

Scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) can be used to image charge transport and
provide information such as carrier recombination kinetics and internal electric fields within a
device.17–27 A local excitation source with a well-defined and known position is used to excite a
semiconductor into a non-equilibrium state. The electrons and holes generated from this excitation
relax down to the ground state though thermal relaxation, recombination, diffusion, and drift.
During these processes, photocurrent is measured if the carriers travel to the electrode (via
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diffusion or drift) before they recombine. In a typical SPCM measurement, the excitation spot is
scanned across the sample, parallel to the electrode edge, while the short-circuit photocurrent is
measured. This provides a spatial mapping of the device as a function of laser position and can be
used to explore the optoelectronic properties of a semiconductor, of which the most relevant to
this work is diffusion length, LD.
A schematic of the home-built set-up used to perform SPCM measurements is shown above
in Figure 2.11 with a 532nm laser. The system contains a confocal optical microscope equipped
with a two-axis scanning mirror, a scanning mechanical stage, a Janis ST-500 optical cryostat and
multiple lasers. There are currently three lasers that can be used with this set-up: (a) tunable quasicontinuous wave pulsed super-continuum laser [NKT photonics SuperK EXTREME] (b)
continuous wave 405 nm diode [Thorlabs LP405] (c) continuous wave 532 nm pen laser [Thorlabs
CPS532-C2]. Combined, nearly the full visible spectrum from ~400-800 nm is accessible. The
photocurrent is read by an Ithaco pre-amplifier and a National Instruments analog-to-digital

a

b

Photocurrent (nA)

converter. Further details on the design and use of this set-up can be found in Appendix A.

Laser Position (μm)

Figure 2.12: (a) Schematic of a simple SPCM device during measurement, shown for a lead
bromide perovskite single crystal, which is grounded while the current is collected as a function
of laser position. (b) Representative single line profiles of the photocurrent as the laser is scanned
across the sample from one Schottky contact to the other. These profiles cumulatively produce a
3D color map of the device.
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As shown in Figure 2.12a, each device is built with two contacts opposite each other on
the material of interest. The nature and geometry of these contacts determine the shape of the
photocurrent signal detected. It has been shown that a Schottky barrier is essential to efficiently
collect any carriers that diffuse to the contact, and so at a minimum, one of the two electrodes used
must form a Schottky junction with the material of interest. (Ohmic contacts will often display a
flatline near the electrode edge and can have drift currents that overwhelm that of diffusion and
complicate any photocurrent signal that may be observed.) The profiles displayed in Figure 2.12b
are standard for a Schottky-Schottky device and portray the expected inversion of the signal at
opposite contacts despite collection of the same minority carrier.27 As we excite near the left
electrode, the current will travel to the left but as we excite near the right electrode, the current
will travel to the right. Due to the shape of the circuit, if we define current to left (and entering the
ammeter) as negative, then current traveling to the right, into the ground (and out of the ammeter
to complete the circuit) must be positive, resulting in the signal inversion shown.
The basics of carrier diffusion and drift were discussed in Ch. 1. Contrasting to diffusion,
which depends on concentration gradients, carrier drift is dependent on an electric field. Near a
Schottky contact, equilibration of the Fermi levels depletes free carriers and produces an electric
field that extends into the crystal. The electric field produced by this depletion will accelerate the
carriers and increase the distance travelled prior to recombination. In many semiconductors, both
holes and electrons are itinerant and we therefore in theory need to take into account hole drift
(Jp,drift), hole diffusion (Jp,diff), electron drift (Jn,drift) and electron diffusion (Jn,diff) when interpreting
the photocurrent measured in an SPCM experiment. The total current, Jtotal, therefore is represented
by equation 2.24, where
Jtotal = Jp,drift + Jp,diff + Jn,drift + Jn,diff + Jthermoelectric
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(2.24)

However, assumptions about the initial conditions and excitation densities can help simplify this
picture.
Let us consider an n-type semiconductor for this thought experiment. At low excitation
fluences, the injected carriers (Δn and Δp) are often outnumbered by the dark majority carrier
concentration (ndark) but can still easily be larger than the dark minority carrier concentration
(pdark). Since ptotal

ntotal, the drift current due to the minority carrier is negligible, (Jp,drift ≈ 0.) The

same argument cannot be made for the majority carrier and thus Jn,drift is important. However,
simulations have shown that in this regime, Jn,drift ≈ – Jn,diff for a Schottky contact, similarly to the
standard equilibrium scenario prior to excitation discussed in Ch. 1 where the two are competing
and cancel each other out to yield no net current.27 As long as the Seebeck coefficient and thermal
conductivity are inappreciable for the semiconductor under study (rendering Jthermoelectric
negligible), the sole remaining component is Jp,diff, the current due to the diffusion of the minority
carrier. Therefore, in the situation described above, an n-type device will allow one to measure the
diffusion of holes while a p-type device will allow one to measure the diffusion of electrons.
SPCM uses a localized excitation in the form of a laser to inject carriers at specific point.
For simplicity’s sake, we will first consider diffusion in only one dimension. We will also consider
only one carrier type and as we have established above, this is a good assumption. We will need
to define a charge carrier recombination rate, R. For minority carriers, (holes for an n-type
material), the recombination rate can be expressed as
Ü=−
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where τh is the hole recombination lifetime. Outside the point source illumination, the change in
carrier density as a function of time will be related to the recombination rate and the current density
which sweeps carriers farther into the material. We established above the major component of the
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current density will be diffusion and so we have a modification to Fick’s second law (Eq. 1.4)
which includes recombination and reads
≤W
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where the gradient of Δp is used since the initial carrier concentration (pdark) is spatially uniform.
In the steady state,
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assuming an infinite material and that x = 0 at the point of excitation. We define the decay constant
of this exponential as the diffusion length, LDh+,
∏

¨4∑ =

≥π4

(2.28),

recovering the relation established in Ch. 1. Hence, the excited carrier density decays away from
the point of excitation exponentially, with a decay constant equal to the diffusion length. The
current density, which is directly proportional to the excited carrier density, will similarly decay
exponentially from the point source. This yields a photocurrent (Jph) that depends on the laser
position (x) according to Equation 2.29
jr4 = jb ü
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where J0 is the photocurrent maximum collected at the electrode edge. Although it is not
immediately obvious, in the 2D case where the width of the collecting contact is much longer than
the diffusion length, the photocurrent decay away from the contact will also be exponential.17 This
makes SPCM a powerful technique, allowing one to directly image and measure the hole diffusion
length (LDh+) or the electron diffusion length (LDe–) of a material.
Based on Eq 2.29, the ideal signal would consist of Jph = 0 when the laser is on the contact
and a perfect exponential when the laser is on the photovoltaic material, that begins to decay from
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precisely x = 0, at the electrode edge. In reality however, the dark current is not always equal zero
and the Gaussian profile of the laser does not always yield a perfect exponential. Rather, it is useful
to fit the entire signal to an exponentially-modified Gaussian function (EMG), similarly to liquid
chromatography experiments,28 with a background, y0, to account for any non-zero dark current.
The fit function used throughout this thesis takes on the form
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where σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian and represents the laser spot size, LD as above is
the decay constant of the exponential i.e. the diffusion length, M0 is related to the amplitude of the
signal and x0 is the center of the peak. Figure 2.13 shows an example of this, where fitting only the
exponential portion (inset) yields a 40 µm diffusion length, as does the EMG. The two fit methods
easily agree when LD

laser spot size. When LD ≈ laser spot size however, performing an EMG

fit is crucial; it allows us to measure LD with a level accuracy that is beyond our laser resolution.

Figure 2.13: Photocurrent profile perpendicular to the electrode edge at 298K, depicting the decay
in photocurrent signal of an MAPbI3 single crystal as a function of position (light blue, open
circles) with exponentially-modified Gaussian fit (dark blue, solid line) overlaid. The fit yields a
diffusion length of 40 µm. The profile is taken perpendicular to the right-hand electrode edge,
marked by a black, dashed line at 0 um. (Inset) Log plot of the decay (open circles) with fit overlaid
(solid line), also showing a slope of 40 µm.
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Under an applied electric field (e.g. – under biased conditions), the minority carrier drift
component can become significant. There is a threshold electric field, EC, less than which pure
diffusion dominates, but over which drift-assisted diffusion can occur.21 To define the critical
electric field, we must consider the equations for Jp,drift and Jp,diff, (still assuming an n-type contact,)
where
jr,Rw¡$ = /∆¥14 ¬
jr,Rw¡¡ = /≥4

∆r
Ω©∏
µ

= kØ â14

(2.31)
∆r
Ω©∏
µ

(2.32)

For equation (2.31) to be competitive with (2.32), we can set them equal to each other and solve
for E
¬G =

Ç√ î

2Ω©∏
µ

(2.33).

Information about the material (such as its dielectric constant) is ultimately necessary to know
when this field will take hold. This will be discussed in greater detail in Ch. 4.
The discussion above assumes that the mobilities of the two carriers are nearly identical.
In the case of unbalanced diffusion, an internal electric field can build up within the semiconductor.
This is usually negligible in the low-injection regime but at high excitation densities, it can become
significant. For details, the reader is referred to Ref. 17.
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Part II

Lead Halide Perovskites
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Kagan, Xavier Roy, Jonathan S. Owen; JPCL, 2016, 7 (17), pp. 3510–3518

(2) “Unbalanced Hole and Electron Diffusion in Lead Bromide Perovskites” by Giselle A.
Elbaz, Daniel B. Straus, Octavi E. Semonin, Trevor D. Hull, Daniel W. Paley, Philip
Kim, Jonathan S. Owen, Cherie R. Kagan, Xavier Roy; Nano Lett., 2017, 17 (3), pp
1727–1732

(3) “Phonon Speed Not Scattering Differentiates Thermal Transport in Lead Halide
Perovskites” by Giselle A. Elbaz, Wee-Liat Ong, Evan A. Doud, Philip Kim, Daniel W.
Paley, Xavier Roy, Jonathan A. Malen; Nano Lett., 2017, accepted

(4) “Phase dependent Thermal Conductivity in Lead Halide Perovskites” (working title)
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Chapter 3.

Lead Halide Perovskites

This chapter begins with a description of the general perovskite structure as well as the common
phase transitions that occur within the system. It then follows with a brief discussion of the
importance of lead halide perovskites in solar energy applications. The chapter concludes with
synthetic details on the lead halide perovskites as well as the work we have done to understand its
crystal structures and uncommon phase transitions.

3.1 The Perovskite Structure
Equivalent

A

B

c

X

b

a

Figure 3.1: The perovskite structure in the ideal cubic phase.
Perovskites are a class of materials with a crystal structure similar to that of CaTiO3. In its
most general form, the structure has the formula ABX3 and forms an ideal cubic lattice (Figure 3.1
on the left) where an A cation sits on each corner (8 x 1/8 = 1 per unit cell), the B cation sits in the
center of the cube (1 x 1 = 1 per unit cell) and X anion sits on each face (6 x ½ = 3 per unit cell).
A more common depiction, which will be used herein, represents the B cation, which is
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coordinated to six X anions, as an octahedron. In this model, the A cation rests in the voids created
by four corner-sharing B-X octahedron as shown on the right of Figure 3.1. The three
perpendicular crystal axes (a, b, c) are equivalent and are also indicated in the figure.
Lead halide perovskites form a subclass of these compounds, where the B-site is occupied
by a Pb2+ cation and the X-site is a halide ion (Figure 3.2 left). Although some fluoride perovskites
are known,1,2 lead fluoride perovskites are unstable as the F- small size yields an undesirable
Goldschmidt’s tolerance factor.3 Thus, the class of lead halide perovskites primarily focuses on
those where X = Cl, Br, I. Similarly, many A-cations can be imagined with appropriate tolerance
factors,4 but the most common and readily available synthetically lead halide perovskites include
methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA), and cesium (Cs). The systems described herein
will therefore be limited to combinations of these six ions, as shown in Figure 3.2 (right).
Formula: APbX3
C
CN

H

H

N

A=

MA

FA

Cs

X=

I

Br

Cl

Figure 3.2: (left) The ideal structure of a lead halide perovskite, shown as Pb-X coordination
octahedra. (right) Common lead halide perovskite compositions for the A-cation and X-anion.
The relative sizes of the ionic radii are accurately depicted.
Although the ideal structure is found in some perovskites, many exhibit distortions related
to tilts in the octahedra or the displacement of the center A-cation.5 If we consider just the
octahedra first, there is a common phase progression within many perovskites, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3 for MAPbX3. At the highest of temperatures, we begin in the ideal, fully symmetric,
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cubic phase described above. As the temperature is lowered, the tetragonal phase is accessed in
which one axis of octahedra simultaneously lock into tilts that alternate directions from neighbor
to neighbor, elongating that axis and lowering the symmetry of the structure, (a = b ≠ c). At even
lower temperatures, the Pb-X octahedra experience coherent tilts relative to one another and all
three axes are locked into place, decreasing the symmetry further (a ≠ b ≠ c) in the orthorhombic
phase. In both of these lower symmmetry phases, the crystal axes remain perpendicular to one
another. (There is a fourth, monoclinic phase which exists in many perovskites but will not be
discussed here for the lack of relvance to the compounds of interest.) The chemical composition
of the perovskites dictate the stability of each phase at a given temperature and not all lead halide
perovskites are found in the cubic phase at room temperature.

orthorhombic

tetragonal

cubic

A-cation

Pb-X cage

all atoms fixed

dynamic disorder

dynamic disorder

Figure 3.3: The common phase progressions of APbX3, (shown here for MAPbX3) highlighting
the difference in the octahedral tilts. In the tetragonal and cubic phases, the octahedra and Acations are free to move, rendering the structure more fluid than in the orthorhombic phase. The
lower symmetry of the tetragonal phase decreases the number of accessible motions. Only a few
of the possible translations and rotations are shown. The cations are also under constant motion
within the lattice and are therefore shown in random orientations in these phases.
In the two higher temperature phases, (cubic and tetragonal,) the B-X octahedral can also
experience dynamic disorder,6 or transient disorder that is incoherent over many unit cells. Figure
3.3 shows some of the many ways in which the cages (shown for Pb-X) can rotate and distort
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(purple arrows) away from the ideal cubic structure. In addition to the movement of the cages, for
the lead halide perovskites described above, organic A-cations such as MA and FA can rotate
freely within the cage between several stable orientations (some of which are shown in Figure 3.3)
while even centrosymmetric cations such as cesium have been predicted to translate to different
off-center positions.7 The cation motions, at times, can be concerted with the distortions
experienced by the Pb-X cage,8 or with one another as quantized rotations (also termed as
rotons).9,10 Finally, lead halide perovskites are known to be effective ion conductors,11 with very
high concentrations of charged mobile defects.12 All these different disorders and distortions make
for a very soft, almost liquid-like crystal and increase the difficulty in determining the true structure
of the systems.

3.2 Lead Halide Perovskites and Solar Energy
Despite its complex structure, or perhaps because of it, lead halide perovskites have
enjoyed increasing attention by the scientific community at large. While synthesized many years
prior,13 it was first demonstrated in 2009 that MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 could be used as absorbing
layers in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSC) with about 3.8% efficiency under the right conditions.14
Small improvements were made to the DSSC over the following years but in 2012, two
independent studies were published reporting efficiencies of ~ 10 %,15,16 sparking a high level of
activity in the field. The groundbreaking realization was that high photovoltaic efficiencies could
be obtained by allowing the perovskite to perform the charge transport in addition to absorption.16
Although Sn-based halide perovskites had been shown 15 years prior to be effective conductors
with mobilities at about 50 cm2/Vs,17 and some metal oxide perovskites were known to display a
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photovoltaic effect,18–20 this was still a shocking result. In the following year, it was shown that
diffusion within halide perovskites was large enough that a mesoporous structure was not
necessary and thin film structures could attain power conversion efficiencies > 11 %.21

Figure 3.4: (a) Graph comparing the rate of increase in solar cell efficiencies for lead halide
perovskites (purple) with other leading third-generation solar cells, namely amorphous Si (green),
dye sensitized solar cells (blue) and organic photovoltaics (gray). Adapted from Ref. [22]. (b)
Typical I-V of a CH3NH3PbI3 single crystal with graphite contacts in the dark (black) and under
broad white light illumination (orange).

As shown in Figure 3.4a, there has been a steady rise in efficiency ever since, with research
groups world-wide trying to improve these numbers every day. There are many attractive features
of lead halide perovskites that have piqued the interest of scientists and engineers alike. Perhaps
one of their greatest qualities from an industrial standpoint is that they rely on the use of cheap and
abundant materials and are solution processable. Negative factors such as they contain lead, have
efficiencies that degrade over time and are water soluble and thermally unstable are often
overlooked since the materials themselves have been deemed sensational. “High” efficiencies on
the order of 10 % are easily obtained in the lab with minimal effort in thin films and easily-grown
crystals suggesting that the carrier transport is somewhat impervious to lattice defects or the lattice
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itself prevents their formation, even when grown at room temperature. A large subsection of the
enormous body of literature focused on lead halide perovskites therefore has been aimed at trying
solve the ultimate question: why are these perovskites so efficient?
To answer this question, a significant effort has started in recent years, exploring the
properties of single crystal lead halide perovskites. As can be seen in Figure 3.4b, single crystals
display the same photovoltaic effect as was reported for nanostructured architectures and thin films
but, in theory, should be a better system to study fundamental properties since transport in
nanostructures and thin films can be limited by grain sizes and other such lattice imperfections. In
the sections below and subsequent chapters, we discuss our efforts to contribute to this evergrowing field. Our focus lies on both carrier and thermal transport (see Ch. 1) in single crystal lead
halide perovskites as well as untangling the intimate relationship between transport and structure.

3.3 Lead Halide Perovskite Synthesis
There are many ways to grown single crystals of lead halide perovskites but one of their
advantages is the ability to grow them in solution, making them rather appealing for commercial
applications. Although other techniques were attempted such as temperature lowering,23 inverse
temperature crystallization (ITC)24 and top-seeded solution-growth (TSSG) method,25 we use
vapor diffusion26 to grow mm-sized, single crystal lead trihalide perovskites for the studies
described herein. In vapor diffusion crystallization, a precursor solution is first prepared by
selecting a solvent in which the product is soluble. (The necessary concentrations vary from system
to system.) As shown in Figure 3.5a, a small vial of this precursor solution is placed in a larger
vessel containing an anti-solvent, in which the product is insoluble. The outer vessel is then sealed
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and left undisturbed until the crystals are fully formed. Crystals seed and slowly form as vapor
from the outer solution diffuses into the inner vial, slowly lowering the solubility of the product in
the smaller vial. All materials were characterized by single-crystal x-ray diffraction (see following
section for details).

Figure 3.5: (a) Schematic portraying vapor diffusion process. (b) Schematics and optical
microscope images of single crystals of APbBr3 grown in DMF (top) and HBr (bottom) using
propanol as the anti-solvent. Scale bars represent 500 µm for A = MA, FA grown in DMF. Scale
bars represent 100 µm for A = MA, FA grown in HBr and A = Cs in both solvents. (c) Ideal
perovskite unit cell with {001} (orange) and {110} (grey) facet highlighted.

As described in Ref. 26, single crystals of MAPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) were grown from
precursor solutions of MAX and PbX2. MACl was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and MABr and
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MAI were synthesized by following Ref. 27 and 28 respectively. The corresponding lead halide
compounds were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and STREM. Similarly, CsPbBr3 was grown
from CsBr (Sigma-Aldrich) and PbBr2 but at significantly lower concentrations (~30mM). Finally,
FAPbBr3 was grown from either FABr (0.3-0.5M, Dyesol) or formamidinium acetate (~0.4M,
Sigma-Aldrich) alongside PbBr2.
The selection of precursor solvent and anti-solvent were chosen based on the desired
outcome. Generally speaking, precursor solvents were either HX (Sigma-Aldrich) or DMF and
anti-solvents were either isopropanol (IPA), n-propanol, (nPA) or nitromethane. We found that
while the anti-solvent often controlled growth rate (and thus often the crystal quality), the precursor
solvent supported the growth of crystals with a different crystal habit while the internal lattice
systems of a given perovskite remained identical. Figure 3.5b shows optical images of the APbBr3
series grown in DMF (top) and HBr (bottom). The crystal face indices (shown in Figure 3.5c) for
MAPbBr3, FAPbBr3, and CsPbBr3 were assigned by inspection and confirmed by single-crystal
X-ray diffraction. MAPbBr3, FAPbBr3, and CsPbBr3 crystals grown from DMF (pH ~ 6.7) are
cube-like in appearance with only {100}-type faces observed. It was not possible to visually
identify the independent {100}, {010}, and {001} directions of orthorhombic CsPbBr3, so all face
indices are expressed in the basis of the aristotype cubic lattice. MAPbBr3 crystals grow from HBr
(pH < 0) with exclusively {110}-type faces, while FAPbBr3 and CsPbBr3 crystals grow from HBr
with some minor development of their {100}-type faces. A similar but reverse trend on pKa was
observed in SrTiO3 nanocrystals.29 As can be seen from the optical images in Figure 3.4b, FAPbBr3
crystals grown from DMF were consistently of poor quality and appeared almost black to the naked
eye because of poor reflectivity.
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Carrier type control is often necessary for complete electronic characterization. We
therefore sought a method in which to grow both n- and p-type APbX3 (A = MA, FA, Cs; X = Br,
I) for several of the studies described herein. Following earlier work,30 we confirmed that n-type
single crystals of MAPbI3 could be grown by minimizing exposure to O2. Conversely, with
exposure to O2, p-type single crystals of MAPbI3 could be grown. Similarly, both n- and p-type
crystals of MAPbBr3 could be obtained by crystallization under anaerobic and aerobic conditions,
respectively. To minimize O2 exposure, the following protocol was used. First, Ar gas was bubbled
through both the anti-solvent and the syringe-filtered precursor solution for a minimum of 1 hour.
(Precursor solutions turns deep orange upon bubbling for all three cation types when dissolved in
HBr.) Then, a small sample vial was placed inside of a larger 20 mL vial, covered with a septum
and taped shut. The closed system was then run through three pump-purge cycles. The degassed
anti-solvent was transferred into the outer vial by aiming the syringe through the septum. The same
was then repeated with the precursor solution into the inner vial. The system was then removed
from the Schlenk line and left undisturbed under a static, inert atmosphere.

Table 3.1. VAPOR DIFFUSION CONDITIONS TO CONTROL CARRIER TYPE

n-type

MAPbI3

MAPbBr3

FAPbBr3

CsPbBr3

SOLVENT

Degassed
9 HI:10 H3PO2

Degassed HBr

DMF or HBr

DMF

ANTISOLVENT

Degassed
nitromethane

Degassed
nitromethane

nitromethane,
IPA or nPA

n-propanol

SOLVENT

9 HI:10 H3PO2

DMF or HBr

--

DMF or
HBr

ANTISOLVENT

nitromethane,
IPA or nPA

nitromethane,
IPA or nPA

--

n-propanol

p-type
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Surprisingly, identical conditions produced both n- and p-type CsPbBr3 while only n-type
FAPbBr3 could be prepared, irrespective of the growth conditions. (Oxygenation of FAPbBr3
precursor solution resulted in largely NH4Pb2Br5 crystals31 and small amounts of n-type FAPbBr3.)
These results are summarized in Table 3.1. Carrier type with respect to graphite was confirmed by
SPCM for all the systems described above as well as the Hall effect for select cases.

3.4 Lead Halide Perovskite Phase Transitions
We performed single crystal x-ray diffraction (SCXRD) at various temperatures on many
of the lead halide perovskites described above. While some crystal structures had already been
published, we found that not all the space groups previously assigned had been correct. In addition,
to publishing room temperature structures for MAPbBr3 and FAPbBr3, upon collection of high
quality data, we found new low temperature phases in the FA-series and changes in the Cs atom
off-centering as a function of temperature. These structural analyses were inspired in part by the
variable temperature electrical and thermal characterization described in future chapters, which
displayed anomalous behavior that could not be immediately described by what was already
known about the perovskite system.
Data for all compounds was collected on an Agilent SuperNova diffractometer using
mirror-monochromated or Mo Ka radiation. Data collection, integration, scaling [ABSPACK] and
absorption correction (face-indexed Gaussian integration32 or numeric analytical methods33) were
performed in CrysAlisPro [Version 1.171.37.35; Oxford Diffraction/Agilent Technologies UK
Ltd., 2014]. Structure solution was performed using ShelXT.34 Subsequent refinement was
performed by full-matrix least-squares on F2 in ShelXL34 Olex235 was used for viewing and to
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prepare CIF files.
Tables at the end of this discussion contain the crystallographic parameters determined in
the experiments outlined below. Table 3.2 summarizes the primitive cubic structures (Pm-3m),
Table 3.3 the body-centered cubic structures (Im-3) and Table 3.4 is a master summary of all the
space groups and transition temperatures of the perovskite systems studied.
The solved room temperature crystal structures of MAPbBr3 and FAPbBr3 were submitted
to the ICSD.

3.4.1 Room temperature crystal structure of cubic CH3NH3PbBr3
The smallest available natural crystal (0.31 x 0.28 x 0.22 mm) was mounted with Parabar
oil. In view of the high absorption coefficient, we attempted to trim crystals down to a more
appropriate size, but crystals that had been cut were typically split and poorly diffracting. A full
sphere of data were collected to 0.815 Å resolution. 2955 reflections were collected (85 unique,
85 observed) with R(int) 14.2% and R(sigma) 3.0% after Gaussian absorption and beam profile
correction (Tmax .045, Tmin .011).
The Pb and Br atoms were located using ShelXT and refined anisotropically with no
restraints. The methylammonium fragment was introduced in part -1 since it is disordered over 48
symmetry-related positions. It was refined as a rigid fragment with geometry taken from Ref. 36
(CSD code AQIWED). The position of the cation was stabilized by placing a dummy atom at the
origin and restraining the N-dummy and C-dummy distances each to 0.75 Å. All hydrogen atoms
were included in the rigid fragment and thus locked in a staggered conformation. The carbon and
nitrogen atoms were refined with a single common isotropic ADP.
An extinction parameter was refined. A moderate DAMP instruction was needed to prevent
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the orientation of the methylammonium fragment from oscillating.
The final refinement (85 data, 2 restraints, 12 parameters) converged with R1 (Fo > 4σ(Fo))
= 2.9%, wR2 = 6.7%, S = 1.22. The largest Fourier features were 1.01 and -0.99 e- A-3.

3.4.2 Room temperature crystal structure of cubic CN2H5PbBr3
A small, nearly spherical natural crystal (0.19 x 0.14 x 0.12 mm) was mounted with Parabar
oil. A hemisphere of data were collected to 0.815 Å resolution. 1800 reflections were collected (87
unique, 84 observed) with R(int) 9.0% and R(sigma) 2.5% after Gaussian absorption and beam
profile correction (Tmax .125, Tmin .050).
A generally similar strategy was followed for the refinement. The geometry of the non-H
atoms in the formamidinium cation was taken from Ref. 37 (CSD code TUGKAI). The hydrogen
atoms were fixed in calculated positions. The formamidinium non-H atoms were refined with a
single common isotropic ADP. It was not necessary to restrain the position of the formamidinium
fragment.
An extinction parameter and DAMP instruction were employed as above. The final refinement (87
data, 0 restraints, 12 parameters) converged with R1 (Fo > 4σ(Fo)) = 2.1%, wR2 = 5.4%, S = 1.26.
The largest Fourier features were 0.92 and -0.85 e- A-3.

3.4.3 Variable temperature crystal structure of CN2H5PbBr3
High quality SCXRD patterns were collected from 100 – 300 K, in 10 K increments. Figure
3.6 shows a representative pattern for each of the five phases discovered along with arrows
pointing to the newly developed peaks that grow in, indicating a change in phase. The three lower
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symmetry phases were only observed upon a slow cooling, rather than an immediate immersion in
a low-temperature environment. We confirm the known primitive cubic phase (red) above 265 K
and observe a body-centered cubic phase immediately below this phase transition temperature.
The difference between the two cubic structures are shown in Figure 3.7, where the high
temperature cubic is the ideal structure we have already discussed above and the body-centered
cubic structure contains slight octahedral tilts that increase the size of the unit cell (outlined in
dotted black.) In addition, there are two unequal A-sites in the body-centered system, which for
FAPbBr3 show different levels of symmetry. This is evident by the number of different orientations
the A-cation can be found in: 8 vs. 24. The Im-3 phase has not yet been reported in the literature
as part of the temperature phase progression but has been observed in FAPbBr3 at high pressures.38

150 K

160 K

170 K

250 K

300 K

Incommensurate #2

Incommensurate #1

BCC with weak
centering violations

Body-centered Cubic

Primitive Cubic

100 K
200 K 3, highlighting
300 the
K change in the diffraction
Figure 3.6: Select crystallographic
data for FAPbBr
pattern as the lattice progresses through five different phases.
Beyond this, some information about the phases can be identified from the diffraction
patterns but a full structures could not be easily solved. We note weak centering violations (yellow)
Incommensurate

Body-centered Cubic

Primitive Cubic

in the body-centered cubic system in the 180 – 170 K range. Below this, we observe two
incommensurate phases; one at 160 K (green) and another in the 150 – 100 K range (blue). While
incommensurate phases are ill-defined by definition, they have been observed in lead halide
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perovskites such as TMAGeCl339,40 and MAPbX3 (X = Cl, Br)41,42 and in each case have been
attributed to the superposition of two different lattices: one of the PbX6 octahedra tilting and one
of the TMA or MA cation orientations.43 In MAPbBr3, it was recently shown that the
incommensurate phase represents one in which the PbX6 octahedra tilt to mimic the orthorhombic
phase (and lie in the Imma space group) but the MA cations are still loosely bound and rotating
within the structure. It is only at the onset of the true orthorhombic Pnma phase that they are
ordered and locked in place.

?

Figure 3.7: Crystal structures for the two cubic phases of FAPbBr3 as determined by SCXRD.
The difference between the unit cells is outlined with a black dotted line. In the bcc phase (center)
there are minor octahedral tilts that change the space group of the structure. The difference between
the two A-cation positions can be seen as well by comparing the positions of the C and N in the
four central voids. Below the bcc, the crystal structures are not easily solved.

3.4.4 Variable temperature crystal structure of CN2H5PbI3
High quality SCXRD patterns were collected from 100 – 340 K, in 20 K increments.
Sample diffraction patterns for each phase observed can be found in Figure 3.8. Similar to what
was observed in FAPbBr3, FAPbI3 is in the primitive cubic phase common to all ideal perovskites
at room temperature and undergoes a phase transition to a body-centered cubic lattice in the
vicinity of 290 ± 10 K. The space groups for these two phases matches that of FAPbBr3 and the
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150 K
250 K
170 K
300 K
160 K
crystal structures mimic those shown above in Figure 3.7. At room temperature, we do observe
some structured, diffuse scattering which may be characteristic of soft phonon modes like those
that have been seen in MAPbI3.44
Incommensurate #2

Incommensurate #1

BCC with weak
centering violations

100 K

200 K

Incommensurate

Body-centered Cubic

Body-centered Cubic

Primitive Cubic

300 K

Primitive Cubic

Figure 3.8: Select crystallographic data for FAPbI3, highlighting the change in the diffraction
pattern as the lattice progresses through three different phases.

While we do not observe any weak centering violations, upon a slow cooling, we do detect
the formation of a single incommensurate phase at ~150 ± 10 K. Much like FAPbBr3, we have not
yet been able to solve for the base structure of the incommensurate phase but show representative
diffraction patterns above in Figure 3.7 for these phases and highlight the new peaks that grown in
as the crystal is cooled. It is currently unclear whether the incommensurate phase is the same as
either of those found in FAPbBr3.

3.4.5 Variable temperature crystal structure of CsPbBr3
We collected high quality SCXRD data for CsPbBr3 from 100 to 300 K. The lattice
parameters are plotted as a function of temperature in Figure 3.9 and select structures are shown
in Figure 3.10. Despite remaining in the orthorhombic phase for the entirety of the range, the
structure does undergo some changes upon heating: (i) the R factors increase (from 2.12 to 3.69
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%) likely due to an increase in the anharmonicity of the atomic vibrations, (ii) the ferroelastic strain
decreases, leading to lattice dimensions and a structure that mimic tetragonal, (iii) the Cs anion
off-centering appears to decrease (Figure 3.10).
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Figure 3.9: Lattice parameters for CsPbBr3 as a function of temperature. Upon heating, the lattice
gradually increases in similarity with that of the tetragonal. a and b move significantly closer in
size and are practically equivalent at room temperature (as one would expect of a tetragonal
latticea) while c increases steadily to its tetragonal form value.

Figure 3.10: Select structures of CsPbBr3 at 100 K, 260 K and 300 K from left to right. The
structures highlight the off-centering of the Cs cation at low temperature. As the system is heated,
the Cs off-centering appears to decrease. We attribute this to an increase in the “rattling” of Cs as
the temperature is heated, leading to the observation of an average position.

While gradual, these differences are increasingly apparent above 250 K and support recent
reports suggesting dynamic disorder in CsPbBr3. MD simulations show that the Cs anion can
dynamically rattle off-center,7 possibly creating transient dipoles analogous to that of the organic
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cation rotations. The decrease in off-centering in the crystal structures suggest either a physical
decrease in the off-centering probability with increasing temperature or an increase in the rattling
that leads to an average position that appears more centric in SCXRD. It is possible that this change
is concerted with the increase in lattice size and decrease in ferroelastic strain or directly related
to an increase in available kBT energy.

3.4.6 Summary of variable temperature SCXRD
For convenience, Table 3.3 summarizes the phase transitions either reported in the
literature or determined from our SCXRD measurements. Wherever an exact temperature for the
phase transition is unknown, a range of temperatures is reported. Current work is focused on
finding the exact transition temperatures using powder x-ray diffraction, solving the structure for
the incommensurate phases described above as well as neutron Laue diffraction to obtain details
on the organic cation structure within each of these phases.
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TABLE 3.2. SELECT CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA FOR PM-3M PHASE
MAPbBr3
Formula
MW
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
V (Å3)
Z
ρcalc (g cm-3)
T (K)
λ (Å)
2θmin, 2θmax
Nref
R(int), R(σ)
µ (mm-1)
Tmin, Tmax
Data
Restraints
Parameters
R1 (obs)
wR2 (all)
S
Peak, hole (e- Å-3)

CH6Br3NPb
478.99
5.9195(1)
5.9195(1)
5.9195(1)
90
90
90
207.422(11)
3
3.834
294
0.71073
6.884, 58.864
2955
0.1417, 0.0304
34.680
0.011, 0.045
85
2
12
0.0286
0.0669
1.220
1.01, -0.99

FAPbBr3
CH5Br3N2Pb

FAPbI3*
CH5I3N2Pb

491.99
5.96976(19)
5.96976(19)
5.96976(19)
90
90
90
212.75(2)
3
3.839
300
0.71073
6.826, 59.27
1800
0.0901, 0.0247
33.821
0.050, 0.125
87
0
12
0.0213
0.0537
1.265
0.92, -0.85

632.96
6.36954(9)
6.36954(9)
6.36954(9)
90
90
90

258.419(10)
1

4.067
293
0.71073
9.05, 58.624
2088
0.0373, 0.0132
25.209
n/a
101
0
12

0.0133
0.0325
1.131
0.56, -0.65
*rough refinement
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TABLE 3.3. SELECT CRYSTALLOGRAPHIC DATA FOR IM-3 PHASE*
Formula
MW
a (Å)
b (Å)
c (Å)
α (°)
β (°)
γ (°)
V (Å3)
Z
ρcalc (g cm-3)
T (K)
λ (Å)
2θmin, 2θmax
Nref
R(int), R(σ)
µ (mm-1)
Tmin, Tmax
Data
Restraints
Parameters
R1 (obs)
wR2 (all)
S
Peak, hole (e- Å-3)

FAPbBr3
CH5Br3N2Pb

FAPbI3
CH5Br3N2Pb

491.99

632.96

11.91732(14)
11.91732(14)
11.91732(14)

12.64070(10)
12.64070(10)
12.64070(10)

90
90
90

90
90
90

1692.53(6)

2019.82(5)

8

8

3.862
293
0.71073
6.838, 52.242
1696.0
0.0285, 0.0118
34.010

4.163
200.2
0.71073
7.898, 52.556
2128.0
0.0513, 0.0129
25.802

n/a

n/a

331

394

0
31

0
25

0.0207
0.0370
1.135
1.01, -0.95

0.0642
0.1876
1.069
3.88, -4.73
*rough refinements
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Pm3m

Pm3m

Pm3m

Pm3m

Pm3m

Pm3m

CsPbBr3

MAPbCl3

MAPbBr3

MAPbI3

FAPbBr3

FAPbI3

Im-3
Im-3

< 300 K,
>280 K

I4/mcm

I4/mcm

P4/mmm

P4/mbm

II

265 K

327 K

237 K

179 K

403 K

TI,II

< 160 K,
>140 K

< 190 K

155 K

155 K

173 K

361 K

TII,III

† Incommensurate phase
¢ cubic III: BCC (as in Im-3) with weak centering violations

I

Phase

66

---

< 170 K

¢

†–I

---

149 K

Imma/†
Pnma

---

---

TIII,IV

Pnma

Pnma

III

---

---

IV

---

---

† – II

< 160
K

†–I
---

---

---

---

---

V

---

---

---

---

TIV,V

---

Pnma

Table 3.4: SUMMARY OF APbX3 PHASE TRANSITIONS

3.4.7 Variable temperature photoluminescence in APbX3
As part of our investigation into the behavior of MAPbI3 both within a given phase and as
a function of phase, we performed photoluminescence (PL) studies on single-crystal and
polycrystalline samples. The samples were excited by a 1MHz, 514nm, pulsed laser with a
measured power of 1.7 µW before a 40x objective. While no meaningful variation was observed
in our time-resolved PL measurements with changes in fluence, there was a clear difference as a
function of temperature.
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Figure 3.11: (a) PL response of single crystal MAPbI3 as a function of temperature, above and
below the phase transition. (b) PL peak position, (c) integrated total PL emission and (d) longest
emission PL lifetime as a function of temperature for single crystal MAPbI3. In addition to energy,
there is a clear change in intensity and lifetime with the phase transition.

The PL spectra for the single crystal sample can be found in Figure 3.11a, where there is a
significant red-shift in the spectra upon cooling in the tetragonal phase (340 – 155 K). After the
tetragonal-to-orthorhombic phase transition, there is an abrupt jump from 790 nm to 745 nm
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(~94.8meV shift, Figure 3.11b) in the PL spectrum, indicating a homogenous phase change. The
spectra then continue to red-shift again upon further cooling. While not shown, the polycrystalline
sample behaved similarly with the only difference being that there was an intermediate stage noted
with one spectrum displaying 2 peaks, one centered at 790 nm and the other at 745 nm.) The
integrated total emission and long-lifetime component as a function of temperature are shown in
Figure 3.11c and 3.11d respectively.
The PL shift with changes in temperature was first noted in MAPbI3 films in 2014.45 Since
then, a number of studies have reported similar behavior in APbBr3 (A = MA, FA, Cs) and FAPbI3
films and nanostructures.46–53 Our single crystal PL data is in accordance with what has been
published thus far on films.45,46,49 One comprehensive study of MAPbX3 (X = Br, I) and FAPbBr3
performs classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations in combination with DFT and relate the
band gap shifts to the stabilization of the valence band minima.49 They also compute Eg as a
function of the pseudocubic lattice parameter and find that the low energy peak corresponds to the
tetragonal phase (as expected) and the high-energy peak corresponds to an orthorhombic phase in
which all the MA cations are properly ordered. Furthermore, they note that in the case of low
fluence excitation, they observe a low energy peak in the orthorhombic phase as well that
corresponds to a disordered A-cation orthorhombic lattice. They conclude by noting that this is
consistent with what is observed in both MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 but that FAPbBr3 exhibits a single
emission feature (which remains at low energies) because the difference between ordered and
disordered domains is much smaller: ~10 – 20 meV as opposed to ~80 – 90 meV in MAPbX3.
Our SCXRD data of FAPbX3 is highly suggestive of an incommensurate phase below ~150
K where a small change is noted in the PL but the peak remains at a higher energy position. A
recent study on the incommensurate phase of MAPbBr3 suggests that it is in fact an orthorhombic
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base structure with a disordered MA cation lattice superimposed,42 which is wholly consistent with
the PL data and MD simulations described above. If FAPbX3 behaves like those in similar
perovskite systems, then the incommensurate modulation is due to a superstructure of the B-X
octahedra which behaves separately from the A-cations. The small energy difference predicted by
MD between ordered and disordered A-cation domains may be why the incommensurate phases
can be observed for such large temperature ranges in FAPbX3 (X = Br, I) but is only briefly
observed in MAPbBr3. Further work on the crystal structures from the diffraction patterns reported
above is currently underway and will be necessary to see if this is indeed the case.
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Chapter 4.

Carrier recombination kinetics in methylammonium lead
triiodide perovskite single crystals
In this chapter, we use a combination of scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) and timeresolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements to monitor the diffusion and
recombination of photoexcited charges in CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite single crystals. These
techniques allow us to resolve disagreements amongst previous reports of carrier diffusion length
as well as determine the radiative and non-radiative recombination rate constants in CH3NH3PbI3.
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4.1 Introduction
A long minority carrier diffusion length (LD) is a common property of high performance
photovoltaic materials. CdTe, GaAs, and Si, for example, have LD on the order of 10 µm, 100 µm,
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and 1000 µm because they exhibit both a high charge transport mobility and a long free carrier
lifetime.1–3 Methylammonium lead triiodide (CH3NH3PbI3) displays similarly long LD and high
photovoltaic efficiency, even when processed from solution at relatively low temperatures (Table
1).4–12 These properties have been linked to very slow recombination kinetics,13 which is
interesting in light of the nanocrystalline nature of many CH3NH3PbI3 thin films,14,15 and the
twinning and disorder of single crystals at room temperature.16–19
As we discussed in Ch. 1, LD is related to the product of the carrier mobility (µ) and lifetime
(τ). In Ch. 2, we introduced the notion that the lifetime of photogenerated carriers is dependent on
their recombination rates (Eq 2.25). If we define k(Dn) as the sum of second-order radiative and
first order non-radiative recombination rates ([sec-1]) and the carrier recombination lifetime, τ, as
1/k(Dn), then Eq, 1.16 can be rewritten in terms of the photoexcited carrier density (Dn):
!" =

$%& '
(%(∆+)

-//

(4.1).

By separately measuring the mobility and lifetime of photogenerated carriers in single crystals, LD
has been estimated to be 2 µm,9 to more than 200 µm,12 a discrepancy that stems primarily from a
wide range of measured carrier lifetimes (1/k(Dn) = 0.57–234 µs, Table 4.1).13 In particular, when
the sample thickness and LD are greater than the penetration depth of light, photoexcited carriers
diffuse away from the point of generation rapidly lowering Dn and the probability of second order
recombination; a phenomenon that has been shown in both GaAs2,20,21 and CH3NH3PbI3 single
crystals.22,23 Thus, techniques that monitor second order recombination, such as time resolved
photoluminescence spectroscopy, can underestimate the photoexcited carrier lifetime in thick films
or large single crystals if the effect of diffusion on Dn is not considered.9,11 Moreover, while
radiative and non-radiative recombination have been extensively studied in CH3NH3PbI3 thin
films,13,24–31 it is unclear to what degree the microstructure influences the recombination kinetics
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or the charge transport mobility, and few studies distinguish the behavior of electrons from holes.
In light of these complexities we sought a direct and unambiguous measurement of LD in n-type
and p-type CH3NH3PbI3 single crystals using a combination of scanning photocurrent microscopy
(SPCM) and time-resolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements.

Figure 4.1: (A) Optical microscope image of a CH3NH3PbI3 single crystal contacted with graphite
electrodes. (B) Schematic of the scanning photocurrent measurement set-up including a
representative photocurrent trace spanning both electrodes (inset). (C) Scanning photocurrent map
of the device shown in 1A (lexc = 638 nm). The edges of the crystal are outlined for clarity. A
dashed white line illustrates a typical scan, perpendicular to the electrode edge. (D) Intensity
normalized photocurrent response at room temperature of a p-type CH3NH3PbI3 crystal (grey
1

3

circles, !0" = 22 µm), and an n-type CH3NH3PbI3 crystal (red squares, !2" = 41 µm) versus
position of the laser excitation relative to the electrode edge. Solid lines correspond to single
exponential fits. LD can be extracted from the position where the photocurrent equals 1/e. We
observe a wide range of LD: the corresponding shaded bands represent this sample-to-sample
variability.
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Table 4.1: LIFETIMES, MOBILITIES AND DIFFUSION LENGTHS IN RELEVANT SEMICONDUCTORS
Crystallinity

References

a

Technique

Lifetime

b

[µsec]

This work

Perovskites

Stranks et al.

Others

c

LD

c

[cm2/(Vs)]

[µm]

1.6 (e-)

1.1 (e-)

2.1 (h-)

1.2 (h+)

nano-

TRPL, PLQ

0.27

Wehrenfennig et al.5

nano-

TRPL, THz

0.2

11.6

2.5

Savenije et al.6

nano-

TRMC

5c

6.2

> 9.0

Hutter et al.7

nano-

TRPL, TRMC

2d

27

10

Tian et al.8

NR/NP

TRPL-M

1.2

80

14

Shi et al.9

single

TRPL, SCLC

1.0

2-24

2-8

Saidaminov et al.10

single

TA, SCLC

0.57

67

10

Bi et al.11

single

TRMC

15

--

50

Dong et al.12

single

TPV, IS, SCLC,
Hall, ToF

82-234 e

25 (µe)
105-165 (µh)

72-320

This work, p-type SPCM

single

SPCM

1.5-12 (e-)

--

10-28 (e-)

This work, n-type SPCM

single

SPCM

3-15 (h+)

--

27-65 (h+)

This work, TRMC

single

TRMC

10

115 (µh+µe)

1

single

p-GaAs2

single

p-Si3,32,33

single

n-Si3,33

single

Compensated Si34

single

n-CdTe

a

4

µ

≤ 55

TRPL, Hall

+

0.18 (h )

190 (h )

9.5 (h+)

TRPL, Hall
TRPL, TRMC,
Hall, ToF
TRPL, Hall,
ToF

1.3 (e-)

7000 (e-)

150 (e-)

102-103 (e-)

1450 (e-)

1950 (e-)

104 (h+)

450 ( h+)

3400 ( h+)

104

--

--

rf-PC

+

Legend: nanocrystalline, single crystal, and nanorod/nanoplatelet (NR/NP) of CH3NH3PbI3.

b

Lifetimes were measured by time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), time-resolved
photoluminescence-mapping (TRPL-M), two-photon time-resolved photoluminescence (2TRPL), transient absorption (TA), time-resolved terahertz conductivity (THz), transient
photovoltage (TPV), impedance spectroscopy (IS) and rf-photoconductivity (rf-PC).
c

µ and/or LD were measured using photoluminescence quenching (PLQ), space-charge limited
current (SCLC), Hall effect, and time-of-flight (ToF). Where available the carrier type is indicated
(e–, h+). cTRPL measurements show a lifetime of < 100 ns. dTRPL and TRMC dynamics agree.
e
TPV and IS lifetimes agree.
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4.2 Imaging Carrier Diffusion
SPCM provides a direct measurement of LD35 and has been used to image drift and
diffusion in a variety of materials.36–45 As described in Ch. 2, an excitation spot (l = 400–750 nm,
spot size < 1 µm) is rastered across the crystal while recording the short-circuit photocurrent. An
image of a CH3NH3PbI3 single crystal with graphite electrical contacts and its corresponding
photocurrent map are shown in Figure 4.1. The polarity of the photoresponse indicates the
collection of either holes or electrons, which arises from a Schottky contact between the graphite
and an n-type or p-type crystal.45 For example, in Figure 4.1c the photoresponse is negative and
inverts at the opposite contact, characteristic of an n-type crystal with two hole-selective contacts.45
Following earlier work,46 we found that crystals with an n-type response could be obtained by
crystallization under anaerobic conditions and in the presence of hypophosphorus acid, while
crystals with a p-type response formed in the presence of air, regardless of whether
hypophosphorous acid was added (see Ch. 3 for synthetic details). The change inverts the polarity
of the photocurrent allowing us to probe the transport of both holes and electrons.
Representative photocurrent profiles are shown in Figure 4.1d where a single exponential
decay is observed as the excitation spot is moved away from the electrode and an increasing
number of photogenerated carriers recombine before being extracted. Ch. 2 contains a detailed
explanation of the various components that can muddle an SPCM experiment including
photothermal effects and carrier drift. We first exclude the photothermoelectric effect by noting
that using our typical laser power of 100 nW, the temperature of the excited surface of the crystal
will increase by ~0.1 K, producing a ~20 pA current that is a full order of magnitude smaller than
our observed current. We use 0.5 W m-1 K-1 for the thermal conductivity, 5 mV/K for the Seebeck
coefficient, and 30 MΩ resistance, our typical two-terminal conductivity, in this calculation.46–48
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Subsequent measures of the thermal conductivity (see Ch. 6) suggest that this represents an upper
limit Jthermoelectric.
To determine whether an electric field (E0) from the Schottky junction influences the
photocurrent, we measured the photocurrent decay length (Figure 4.2) under applied biases up to
400 mV. Although, the magnitude of the current changes, there is little change in the decay length.
The drift length, Ldrift, is directly proportional to electric field, E0 = 2(ϕbi – V)/W,
!45678 = 9:; <

(4.2).

This observation suggests that the dominant factor controlling the decay of the SPCM signal is the
diffusion length of minority carriers.
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Figure 4.2: Profiles of photocurrent response for a range of applied biases, from 0 to -400 mV
(reverse bias). While the peak magnitude changes dramatically, the characteristic decay length
changes little.

Although diffusion may dominate, there are regimes where drift can add to or subtract from
the diffusion observed. The size of these regimes is proportional to the built-in potential difference
at the contact. Near a Schottky contact, equilibration of the Fermi levels depletes free carriers and
produces an electric field that extends into the crystal. Drift effects will be significant if this field
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is greater than the critical field, EC, discussed at the end of Ch. 2. Lead halide perovskite single
crystals are unique because of their unusually low doping concentrations (109–1010 cm-3),9,12,46
which should give rise to a wide depletion region (W),
==

/??@ ABC DE
(FG

(4.3)

where ε is the static dielectric constant, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, ϕbi is the built-in
potential, V is the applied bias, and ND is the free carrier density outside the depletion layer. The
difference in the work function of graphite (4.62 eV)49 and the intrinsic Fermi level of CH3NH3PbI3
(4.55 eV)50 is +70 meV. Doping the crystal at ~1010 cm-3 will move the Fermi level by 300 mV,
(which is why we are able to observe both n-type and p-type Schottky junctions in nearly intrinsic
crystals with the same contact material.) This gives a possible range of -230 mV to +370 mV for
ϕbi. Depending on ε,51,52 (60 at 100 kHz, 2000 at 20 mHz in the dark, or up to 6×106 at 20 mHz
under illumination) ϕbi, (conservatively, we use 400 mV to maximize drift-related effects but as
noted above ϕbi may be lower) and ND (109–1010 cm-3), the calculated W can range from 500 µm
to 50 cm; values that are much larger than our measured LD. In this scenario, the electric field
produced by depletion will accelerate the carriers and increase the distance travelled prior to
recombination. However, the electric field (E0) is inversely proportional to W (:; = 2IJ6 =), so
large depletion widths produce relatively weak electric fields (~ 0.001–1 mV/µm) that in most
scenarios have negligible influence on the carrier transport.
However, lead halide perovskites are known to be effective ion conductors,53 with
concentrations of charged mobile defects predicted to be 108–1010 times greater than the electron
or hole concentration.54 Using the mobile ions to equilibrate the Fermi level offset would produce
a much narrower depletion region (5–160 nm, assuming ε = 60). Consistent with this analysis, a
recent report found W = 45 nm using Kelvin probe force microscopy,55 a distance much shorter
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than our measured photocurrent decay length. Thus, we conclude that drift currents do not
contribute significantly to our SPCM measurement of LD.
As outlined in Ch. 2, under these conditions the photocurrent (Jph) will depend on the laser
position (x) according to Equation 2.2935 KL2 = K; M

D

N
OG

and the decay of the photocurrent can be

used to extract LD. Using this approach, LD was measured on five p-type and four n-type
1

CH3NH3PbI3 single crystals that showed a range of results dependent on the carrier type (!0" =
3

10–28 µm and !2" = 27–65 µm, see Tables C.1 through C.4 in the Appendix).

4.3 Carrier Lifetimes
To determine the recombination process and mobility that limits our measured LD, we
performed TRMC measurements on single crystals at room temperature. TRMC provides a
contact-free probe of photogenerated carriers regardless of their recombination mechanism.56,57 As
described in Ch.2, by measuring the absorption of microwave radiation following a visible pump
pulse, the temporal evolution in conductance (ΔG) upon photoexcitation can be used to extract the
free carrier lifetime and mobility according to Equation 2.4 P 90 + 92 =

R ST
(U@ VW

. By assuming

quantitative free carrier generation following absorption and a constant average carrier mobility,
the recombination dynamics of free carriers can be extracted from the decay of the TRMC signal.
TRMC time traces were acquired at a range of pump intensities for both p-type and n-type
crystals (Figures 4.3). Recent estimates of the exciton binding energy (2–55 meV),58 suggest that
photoexcitation should produce a high yield of free carriers (i.e. Φ ~ 1). Both p-type and n-type
materials display a peak yield-mobility product (ΦΣµ) > 100 cm2 V-1 s-1 that decays over many
microseconds. Increasing the pump intensity causes a faster decay at early times, consistent with
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a second-order carrier recombination mechanism at high Dn.30 However, the peak ΦΣµ remains
constant with increasing pump intensity, indicating that Dn is not influenced by Auger
recombination that is faster than the instrument response time. At lower fluence the recombination
dynamics approach a first order regime and a single-exponential fit yields lifetimes of <LD8XL0 =
10 ± 3 µs and <+D8XL0 = 7 ± 2 µs. These lifetimes are similar to those predicted by analyzing the
SPCM measurements for both the n-type and p-type crystals (see discussion below).
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Figure 4.3. TRMC decay profiles from (a) p-type and (b) n-type CH3NH3PbI3 single crystals. For
(a) the peak ΦΣµ is 115 ± 15 cm2 V-1 s-1, and the half-life (τ1/2) decreases monotonically from 6 µs
at a pulse fluence of 1×1011 photons/cm2 to 0.68 µs at a pulse fluence of 1×1012 photons/cm2 (l =
532 nm, 10 Hz). These fluences correspond to an initial excitation density ranging from 9×1015
cm-3 to 9×1016 cm-3. In (b) the pulse fluence was varied on slightly smaller a smaller range, from
1×1011 to 6×1011 photons/cm2.

4.4 Carrier Recombination Kinetics
1

3

From the !0" (10–28 µm) and !2" (27–65 µm) measured with SPCM and previously
reported electron and hole mobilities in CH3NH3PbI3 (µe = 25 cm2 V-1 s-1 and µh = 105 cm2 V-1 s1 12

) we can estimate a lifetime of the photoexcited electron (1.5–12 µs) and hole (3–15 µs) using
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Eq. 4.1. This estimate is sensitive to the value of the mobility (a wide range has been reported)59
and is susceptible to surface recombination effects. Despite these complications, the range of
lifetimes extracted from the SPCM measurements match the first order decay times observed with
TRMC (Figure 4.3). This finding further supports our interpretation that the SPCM decay is a
diffusion length and not significantly impacted by drift. Moreover, we conclude that the LD
extracted from SPCM is limited by the same first order recombination process observed using
TRMC. We confirm this by changing the SPCM excitation intensity over a factor of 100 (Figure
B.3) and note that while the photocurrent increases, the fluence does not influence the photocurrent
decay length, indicating that the recombination is first order in Dn.
The recombination dynamics of excited electrons is generally written2,13 as the sum of the
radiative and non-radiative rates (an analogous relation can be written for holes):
−

4∆+
48

1

0
= Z5[4 ∆\ + \; ∆] + ]; + Z+5
∆\

(4.4)

1

0
where krad is the radiative recombination rate constant, Z+5
is the non-radiative recombination rate

constant of the electron, and [∆\ + n0] and [∆] + p0] are the density of photoexcited and native
electrons and holes, respectively. Both photogenerated holes and electrons are formed upon
photoexcitation and therefore ∆\ = ∆]. Further, perovskites have very low carrier concentrations
(109–1010 cm-3)9,12,46 making n0 and p0 much smaller than the excitation densities in this study
(1012–1016 cm-3). Under these conditions Equation 4.4 reduces to:
−

4∆+
48

1

0
= Z5[4 ∆\/ + Z+5
∆\.

(4.5)

Two regimes of recombination are significant and depend on the excitation density: a high carrier
density regime where recombination is primarily radiative and second order (Z5[4 ∆\/ ), and a low1

0
density regime dominated by first order recombination (Z+5
∆\). At even higher densities, beyond

those used in this study (> 1018 cm-3), third order Auger recombination becomes significant.5 By
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defining an observed recombination rate constant (kobs)
1

0
Z_J` = Z5[4 ∆\ + Z+5

where −

4∆+
48

(4.6)

= kobs∆\, we obtain a convenient rate equation from which the radiative and non-

radiative rate constants can be extracted from the TRMC decay.
Together, our SPCM and TRMC measurements span several orders of magnitude in
photogenerated carrier density (1012–1016 cm-3), allowing us to study both first and second order
recombination regimes. During the SPCM measurements, carriers diffuse away from the excitation
spot and fill a volume of ~LD3. At steady state, the carrier density in this volume can be
approximated by balancing the carrier recombination (kobsDn) and carrier generation (Nabs, the
number of photogenerated carriers per second) according to Equation 4.7.
Z_J` ∆\ =

FaBb
cG d

(4.7)

Thus, diffusion away from the excitation spot leads to low steady state carrier (∆\ = 1012–1014 cm3

) densities over the range of excitation powers used in our SPCM measurements, and first order

recombination. This conclusion is supported by the insensitivity of LD to the excitation power, as
was described above.
The TRMC measurements, on the other hand, use pulsed excitation and produce much
greater initial photogenerated carrier densities and power dependent recombination dynamics
(Figure 4.3). At higher excitation densities, the TRMC decay develops a rapid, higher order
component that we assign to second order radiative recombination. The initial ∆\ following
excitation can be calculated using a previously-reported model that accounts for the absorption
coefficient60 and diffusion22. At t = 0, pulsed excitation at 532 nm will create a thin profile of
photogenerated carriers with a 100 nm absorption depth. This highly non-uniform excitation will
drive carriers away from the surface of the crystal by diffusion, and initially this process will out-
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compete radiative recombination. We observe that the free carrier density starts to decrease after
about 100-200 ns, longer than our instrument response time (30 ns). After this time, ∆\ is more
uniform, and the decrease is indicative of radiative and non-radiative recombination. Therefore, to
calculate ∆\, we numerically integrate Eq. 2.26, modified now to account for both radiative and
non-radiative recombination
e∆+(f,8)
e8

=h

e i ∆+(f,8)
ef i

1

0
− Z5[4 ∆\(j, k)/ − Z+5
∆\(j, k)

(4.8)

where D is the diffusivity constant, assumed to be 1.72 cm2/s in this calculation.46 We observe that
in early times, (t = 0 to 100 ns,) the krad and knr contribute little to the dynamics. The initial
conditions
∆\ j, 0 = mn[J` M Dof

(4.9)

come from the excitation profile at 532 nm (α = 92426.1 cm-1)60 and the total unreflected photon
density (Fabs, in photons/cm2). Integrating Equation 4.8 numerically yields the carrier distribution
as a function of time, which we use to estimate ∆\ at the relevant times used in our estimation of
krad. We use zero-flow boundary conditions (i.e. p∆\ pj = 0).
By fitting the early time data in Figure 4.3 to a single exponential, a density-dependent
initial recombination rate constant (kobs) was estimated and plotted versus the calculated initial ∆\
(Figure 4.4). A linear dependence on the initial carrier density is observed from which we extract
krad = 5 ± 3 ×10-10 cm3/s. At the lowest excitation densities, the recombination approaches a first
order process with a rate constant of 1.5 ± 0.3 ×105 s-1 for n-type crystals and 1.0 ± 0.3 ×105 s-1 for
p-type crystals. A summary of recombination rate constants and diffusion lengths determined in
this study is shown in Table 4.2. While radiative recombination with doped carriers can appear
first order when ∆\ drops below the majority carrier concentration, the very low doped carrier
concentration in CH3NH3PbI3 prevents this recombination pathway from being significant at the
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Dn investigated in our study. These conclusions suggest that the first order recombination process
we observe is likely non-radiative trap recombination.

Table 4.2: COMPILED RESULTS FROM THIS WORK
LD (SPCM)

krad (TRMC)

knr (TRMC)

1

5±3 ×10-10 cm3/s

1.0±0.3 ×105 s-1

3

5±3 ×10-10 cm3/s

1.5±0.3 ×105 s-1

p-type

!0" = 10-28 µm

n-type

!2" = 27-65 µm

In thin crystals (q ≪ !" ), non-radiative recombination can result from bulk and/or surface
recombination pathways according to Equation 4.10
Z+5 = ZJst% + 2u6 /q

(4.10)

where Si is the surface recombination velocity.2 Surface recombination in lead halide perovskites
is known to be very slow, including in measurements of large CH3NH3PbBr3 crystals (Si = 3.4×103
cm/s),61 and CsPbI3 nanocrystals where unusually high photoluminescence quantum yields (up to
90%) are obtained at room temperature.62 Using reported first order recombination rate constants
of ~106 s-1 measured in nanorods (NR) and nanoplatelets (NP) with ~500 nm dimensions, Equation
4.10 places an upper limit on the surface recombination velocity in CH3NH3PbI3 of 100 cm/s.8,63
For comparison, epitaxial GaAs/AlGaAs interfaces have recombination velocities as low as 300
cm/s,2 while in hydride terminated silicon, Si can be as low as 0.25 cm/s.34 Such a low surface
recombination velocity helps to explain the high performance of nanocrystalline solar cells.
Using the krad and knr determined above, the recombination kinetics are evaluated as a
function of the photoexcited carrier density, and compared with GaAs single crystals2,64 in Figure
4.4. Despite the exquisite material quality of GaAs with AlGaAs cladding layers, the CH3NH3PbI3
single crystals display slower non-radiative recombination kinetics. This clearly highlights the
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extraordinary robustness of free carriers against non-radiative recombination in CH3NH3PbI3.
Such slow recombination in solution grown crystals is unusual, particularly without surface
passivation, and is perhaps the single most outstanding characteristic of these materials relevant to
their photovoltaic performance.
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Figure 4.4: Observed decay rate constants as a function of photoexcited charge carrier density.
The range of kobs extracted from the SPCM measurements (∆\ = 1012–1014 cm-3) are plotted as
shaded bands for both p-type and n-type crystals. TRMC measurements of the n- and p-type
crystals, the initial decay rates are plotted with filled squares. The two solid lines are calculated
+D8XL0
LD8XL0
according to Eq. 4.6 using our estimates by TRMC of Z+5
= 1.5 ± 0.3 × 105 s-1, Z+5
= 1.0
5 -1
-10
3
± 0.3 × 10 s , and krad = 5 ± 3 × 10 cm /s. For comparison we generate a similar curve for GaAs
using the krad reported by Yablonovitch et al. and the longest lifetime reported by Nelson et al.2,64
One sun illumination generates an excitation density of ~1015 cm-3.
The krad (5 ± 3 × 10-10 cm3/s) extracted the TRMC decay falls within the range of previous
estimates (0.2–13 × 10-10 cm3/s) made on thin films, where the excitation volume is greater than
the sample thickness and diffusion effects on Dn are minimal.5–7,26,27,65 It also in good agreement
with the band-to-band radiative rate constant predicted from the absorption coefficient60 and from
van Roosbroeck and Shockley66 who define the expected radiative rate constant by:
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Z5[4 =

vw+i
+C

ix i

Ä y i o(z)
q
; 0 {|/}~ D-

(4.11).

In their model, n is the index of refraction, ni is the intrinsic carrier density, c is the speed of light,
ν is the photon frequency, α is the optical frequency-dependent absorption coefficient, k is
Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, and h is Planck’s constant. (An excellent description of
the derivation of this calculation can be found in Wang et al.)67 Proper estimation of many of these
values is difficult as, for example, many reports of absorption coefficient exist. Using the reported
values by Shirayama et al.,60 and estimating68 ni from a bandgap of 1.61 eV60 and effective masses
of 0.2 for both carriers,69 we calculate krad = 2.4×10-10 cm3/s. While following this approach has
accurately predicted krad for Si and GaAs,67,70 it is worth noting that both our measure of krad and
the van Roosbroeck – Shockley theoretical value are an order of magnitude lower than the value
found by Bi et al.11 This difference that may arise from uncertainty in the absorption coefficient at
845 nm used in that study or diffusion effects on Dn.
Our measure of Z+5 is also one to two orders of magnitude slower than in thin
films,4,13,24,28,31 where a lower mobility and greater trap state density can be expected. Even slower
recombination has been reported in CH3NH3PbI3 single crystals using transient photovoltage and
impedance spectroscopy,12 which may be attributed to a greater crystal quality, however the signal
may also arise from trapped carriers that are long lived, but are immobile and do not contribute to
LD.30 In our own SPCM measurements, a range of knr is observed that agrees with the TRMC
measurements. The observed range depends on the sample, both on whether the crystals are grown
in the presence or absence of air, and depending on the individual crystal selected from the crop.
The variation suggests that material quality could be optimized to lower recombination kinetics
even further. Although radiative recombination will limit LD under solar illumination where Dn is
1015, reducing the non-radiative recombination will improve the radiative efficiency and
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photovoltage, especially as device performance approaches the Shockley-Queisser limit.13,71

4.5 Conclusion
Much attention has been paid to the question of why metal halide perovskites produce such
long diffusion lengths. While disorder may slow the radiative recombination,72–74 slow nonradiative recombination dynamics have also been discussed as an important driver of its
3

performance.75–77 To evaluate this issue, we directly imaged the diffusion of holes (!2" = 27–65
1

µm) and electrons (!0" = 10–28 µm) using SPCM under conditions limited by first order nonradiative recombination with bulk defects. Together with our TRMC measurements, we observe
recombination rates in CH3NH3PbI3 as low as knr = 1 ± 0.3 × 105 s-1 and krad = 5 ± 3 × 10-10 cm3/s.
Our measurement accounts for the effect of diffusion on the photoexcited carrier density, which
artificially lowers the lifetime measured using photoluminescence spectroscopy. These
measurements resolve the discrepancy between previous estimates of LD, and clearly demonstrate
the recombination in unpassivated CH3NH3PbI3 single crystals is slower than highly optimized
GaAs single crystals with a AlGaAs surface-passivation.
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Chapter 5.

Unbalanced carrier diffusion in n-type and p-type lead
trihalide perovskite single crystals

In this chapter, we use a combination of SPCM and TRMC measurements to compare the effect
that chemical substitution of the A-type cation and halide have on lead trihalide perovskites and
note that there is a strong carrier imbalance across the entire series that we measure. Finally, we
break this imbalance down to individual contributions from both mobility and lifetime.

5.1 Introduction
One of the most important questions to emerge from the vast body of work concerning lead
halide perovskites (APbX3) is the effect that the A-type cation has on the photovoltaic
performances of the materials. Early claims that the polar nature of methylammonium (MA) or
formamidinium (FA) plays a significant role in the optoelectronic properties of the
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semiconductor1–3 have been somewhat tempered by new studies showing that solar cells fabricated
using CsPbX3 are competitive with their MAPbX3 counterparts4–6 and display similar hysteretic
behavior,7 despite Cs being centrosymmetric. Additionally, recent studies have shown that
FAPbBr3 and FAPbI3 exhibit longer PL lifetimes and superior device performance than their MA
counterparts,8–10 possibly due to its increased size. Thus far, most fundamental studies of charge
transport dynamics have focused on lead iodide perovskites (APbI3) because of their remarkable
performances in photovoltaics.10–15 However, these studies typically cannot discriminate between
charge carrier types and rely on indirect means to characterize charge transport dynamics.16 From
a technological point of view, the lead iodide perovskite system suffers from stability issues:
MAPbI3 decomposes with humidity17 and even moderate temperatures18, while FAPbI3 and CsPbI3
do not form as stable phases under ambient conditions.7,9 By contrast, the bromide perovskites are
significantly more stable. For that reason, they are often used as additives in APbI3 systems10,19,20
and are popular model systems when studying the effect of A-type cations on carrier dynamics and
device performance.4,8,21,22
In this chapter, we use scanning photocurrent microscopy (SPCM) to directly and
independently image the diffusion length (LD) of both holes and electrons across a series of lead
bromide perovskites, APbBr3, in which we vary the A-type cation, from polar MA and FA, to nonpolar Cs. We report three key observations: (i) LDh+ is significantly longer than LDe− for all APbBr3
materials tested; (ii) LD in APbBr3 is only weakly dependent on the A cation, decreasing by less
than 50% on average across the series MA > FA > Cs; and (iii) LDh+ in MAPbBr3 is comparable
to that in MAPbI3 while LDe− is up to five times shorter. We support these observations with timeresolved microwave conductivity (TRMC) measurements, showing two distinct long-lived
processes in APbBr3; we attribute the shorter-lived process to electrons and the longer to holes.
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The results presented here are consistent with our previous SPCM and TRMC measurements of
MAPbI316 as well as earlier work in APbI3 thin films10,14,23 but we show that the charge transport
imbalance in APbBr3 may be more pronounced than in APbI3. This is an important observation
because charge imbalance in a solar cell typically results in a built-in electric field that increases
the device resistance and decreases its efficiency.24–26
SPCM has been used to image drift and diffusion in a variety of materials.16,27–29 As
described in Ch. 2, to acquire an SPCM map, a laser is scanned across a short-circuited device
while the photocurrent is measured as a function of laser position, providing a direct measurement
of minority carrier diffusion length29. Figure 5.1a shows a typical APbBr3 device (shown for
MAPbBr3). The graphite paint electrode edge marks the zero position in both diffusion distance
and photocurrent. Examples of the resulting large-area 2D maps can be seen in Figure 5.1b for
each of the lead bromide perovskites studied. These maps illustrate the stark imbalance between
the diffusion of electrons and holes.

b
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Figure 5.1: (a) Optical image of an SPCM device, fabricated from a MAPbBr3 single crystal with
graphite electrical contacts. (b) Representative 2D maps of normalized IPC (to 1 and -1
respectively) for hole and electron diffusion perpendicular to the graphite electrode edge in each
of the compounds measured.

In SPCM, the polarity of the transport measured in a device is determined by the position
of the crystal’s Fermi level relative to that of the contact. The intrinsic level of the APbBr3 series
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can be estimated using reported values of band gaps and valence band maxima. Similar vapor
diffusion conditions that have been reported for APbBr3 (A = MA, FA) have produced p-type
MAPbBr3 and n-type FAPbBr3 in our setups. Recent Hall effect measurements estimate hole
densities ranging from 5 x 109 to 5 x 1010 carriers/cm3 in these p-type MAPbBr3 and ~ 1.5 x 109
carriers/cm3 for FAPbBr3 from space-charge limited current techniques.9,12 These low doping
concentrations imply that the semiconducting APbBr3 grown in this manner are both nearly
intrinsic. The intrinsic level of a semiconductor is typically close to halfway between the
conduction and valence bands, or at the center of the gap. Table 5.1 are literature values for the
valence band maxima (VBM) and reported band gaps (EG) of APbX3 as well as calculated
conduction band minima (CBM, i.e. electron affinity) from the former. We therefore estimate the
Fermi level of each intrinsic material as
!" = $%& −

()

(5.1).

*

TABLE 5.1. WORK FUNCTIONS OF APBX3
(ALL ENERGIES ARE REPORTED VS VACUUM)

PEROVSKITE

VBM

EG

CBM

Estimated EF of
intrinsic

MAPBI3

-5.43 eV30

1.53 eV30

-3.90 eV

-4.67 eV

MAPBBR3

-5.58 eV30,
-5.9 eV4

2.22 eV30,
2.34 eV31

-3.68 – 3.24 eV

-4.47 – -4.73eV

FAPBI3

-5.67 eV30

1.47 eV30

-4.2 eV

-4.94 eV

FAPBBR3

-6.12 eV8

2.26 eV8

-3.86 eV

-4.99 eV

CSPBBR3

4

2.25 eV32,
2.36 eV4

-3.72 eV – 3.61
eV

-4.79 – -4.85 eV

-5.97 eV

The selection of a contact material like graphite, whose Fermi level (4.62 eV)33 is close to
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that of the intrinsic levels of APbBr3 listed above (4.5 – 5.0 eV), allows us to engineer the polarity
of the carrier collected at low doping concentrations. By varying the growth conditions and thus
the doping level of APbBr3 (see Ch. 3), we can achieve both n- and p-type junctions at the contact,
enabling us to independently probe the diffusion of holes and electrons using the same electrode
material. Our measurements show that freshly cleaved surfaces and facet types do not influence
the polarity of transport nor the relative magnitudes of LDh+ and LDe−, confirming that the change
in response is a bulk effect. (See Ch. 3 for details relating to crystal faceting along with optical
images, Figure 3.5.)

5.2 Carrier Diffusion in APbX3
We measured the photoresponse of n- and p-type APbBr3 (A = MA, FA, Cs) single crystals
and compared these results to MAPbI3, which we discussed in the previous chapters. The spatial
profiles of the photocurrent maps perpendicular to the electrode edges produces an exponentially
modified Gaussian (EMG) near each electrode. Representative photocurrent profiles of APbBr3
are shown in Figure 5.2a and 5.2b for holes and electrons respectively, along with a horizontal line
at IPC = e-1. As described in Ch. 2, the minority carrier LD can generally be approximated from the
position where the photocurrent decreases by a factor of e-1, if the distance over which the
exponential decays is significantly larger than the width of the Gaussian profile of the laser. While
this is typically the case for holes, the electron diffusion length in APbBr3 is often on the same
length scale as the width of the laser Gaussian profile (FWHM on the order of 1– 3 µm). Therefore,
we use an exponentially modified Gaussian function to fit the entire SPCM profile (solid lines)
and measure LD with a level accuracy that is beyond our laser resolution. Each profile is collected
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at slow to moderate scan rates to ensure that scan speed does not inflate the reported values of LD
(Appendix, Figure A.3). Figure 5.2c shows the average LDh+ and LDe− across a number of samples
for each perovskite. While external quantum efficiency may vary, the relative magnitudes for LD
displayed in Figure 2a and 2b remain independent of excitation wavelength and intensity, for
energies greater than the perovskite band gap (Figures A.4 – A.8). Below the band edge, no
photocurrent response is observed.

Figure 5.2: (a,b) Normalized short-circuit photocurrent profiles of (a) n-type and (b) p-type
APbBr3 under 532 nm excitation. These profiles (shaded markers) are produced from the 2D maps
shown in Figure 1c. The minority carrier LD can be approximated where IPC = 1/e (dashed line).
The solid lines are exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) fits, which account for the Gaussian
profile of the laser and provide a more accurate measure of LD. The light gray region represents
the Gaussian function used to model the spot size of the laser. (c) Average diffusion lengths
measured in single crystal APbBr3 and previously published MAPbI3.16 Error bars represent the
standard error of the mean across all the crystals measured for each type of perovskite. LDe− for
FAPbBr3 is absent from our analysis because p-type crystals could not be synthesized.
A number of trends emerge from Figure 2c. First, for all APbBr3, LDh+ (~10 – 50 µm) is on
average an order of magnitude larger than the corresponding LDe− (~1 – 5 µm), regardless of the
cation. Second, despite early hypotheses that differences in either the size8–10 or the permanent
dipole moment1–3 of the A-cation would greatly impact charge carrier transport in lead halide
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perovskites, LDh+ and LDe− decrease by less than 50% across the A-cation series, with MA > FA >
Cs. Third, the halide has a larger effect on LDe− than on LDh+; we observe that LDe− for MAPbBr3
is five times smaller than the corresponding value for MAPbI3 but LDh+ is only 1.3 times smaller.

5.3 Diffusion under Bias

Figure 5.3: (a) Modified device setup for biased measurements on n-type and p-type APbBr3 with
applied bias to one contact as compared to typical short-circuit conditions. (b,c) Schematic band
diagrams illustrating the changes in the band bending at the metal-semiconductor interface as a
function of applied negative (blue) and positive (red) bias in (b) n-type and (c) p-type devices. The
doping levels, depletion widths, w, and the band bending have all been exaggerated for clarity.

In addition to short-circuit conditions, we measured photocurrent decay profiles as a
function of applied source-drain bias to verify that the decay lengths extracted from our fits arise
from diffusion and not drift. (See Ch. 4 for full discussion.) These bias-dependent measurements
can also corroborate our collection of holes and electrons. The modified device setup is illustrated
in Figure 5.3 where a bias is applied across the crystal while the photocurrent is measured. The
band bending at each crystal-electrode interface is responsible for the selective extraction of
photogenerated carriers.28 Figure 5.3b and 5.3c illustrate how the band bending changes with
applied biases for n- and p-type junctions, respectively. A negative (blue) applied bias improves
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the extraction of holes at the expense of electrons, while a positive (red) applied bias improves the
extraction of electrons at the expense of holes. The result is opposing trends in the photocurrent
response for n- and p-type APbBr3 and MAPbI3 devices, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Photocurrent profiles (open circles) as function of applied bias for representative
crystals of (a) n-type and (b) p-type MAPbBr3 (c) n-type FAPbBr3 (d) n-type and (e) p-type
MAPbI3 (f) n-type CsPbBr3. Individual traces are offset for clarity and their relative intensities are
shown for a single incident laser power. The exponentially modified Gaussian fits (solid lines) and
measured LD are displayed.
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In our n-type devices, the collection of holes becomes more efficient at a negative bias,
leading to an increase of IPC. Likewise, at a positive bias, the source signal is suppressed as the
collection of holes becomes less efficient. This enhancement and suppression of the SPCM signal
with applied bias is well established.27,28 Although the magnitude of the photocurrent changes, the
diffusion length does not vary significantly for either n- or p-type crystals over the wide range of
biases applied. This is a clear indication that drift is not the primary mechanism for carrier transport
in our measurements.16 These combined behaviors reaffirm our collection of holes as the minority
carrier. Since band bending is reversed at a p-type junction, the opposite behavior is both expected
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Figure 5.5: (a) Normalized photocurrent profiles of an n-type MAPbBr3 single crystal device. The
gray circles show the exponential decay of holes at 0 mV and the yellow circles show the decay
of electrons at an applied bias of 700 mV. LD can be approximated where IPC = 1/e (dashed line).
The solid lines are exponentially modified Gaussian (EMG) fits used to extract LD. The average
LDh+ / LDe− ratio of this device is 3.3. (b) Steady LD with higher applied bias to rules out nondiffusive effects.

To confirm that LDh+ > LDe− is an intrinsic feature of the lead halide perovskite family, we
independently probe the diffusion of each carrier type in the same crystal. By applying a large,
positive bias (> 500 mV) to an n-type MAPbBr3 device, we can reverse the direction of the band
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bending and thus flip the polarity of the carrier collected, allowing us to measure electron diffusion
lengths. In that device, the electron diffusion length was on average 3.3 times shorter than the hole
diffusion length, consistent with our short circuit measurements of p-type MAPbBr3 devices.
Figure 5.5a shows the normalized photocurrent profiles and fits at 0 mV and 700 mV, which
exhibit an average LD of 53 and 16 µm, respectively. As can be seen in Figure 5.5b, once the
polarity of the carrier changes, LD again does not vary significantly with applied bias, indicating
that we are measuring diffusion and not drift. Similarly, LD does not vary with excitation
wavelength (see Appendix, Section B.4). When we decreased the applied bias below the threshold,
the polarity of the carrier is flipped again and we revert back to measuring long hole diffusion
lengths. These results, reproduced in a second device, reaffirm that the disparity is not due to
variations in crystal quality.
Our SPCM measurements clearly show that LDe− is shorter than LDh+ across the lead halide
perovskite family. LD is related to the mobility (µ) and lifetime (τ) of the charge carrier by the
equation LDi = (µi τi k T/q)1/2. As we have discussed previously in Ch. 4, LDh+ is larger than LDe− in
MAPbI3 and this can be explained by the differences in reported Hall mobilities.16 Similarly, we
observe that LDh+ in MAPbI3 is larger than in MAPbBr3 (LDh+I/LDh+Br ~ 1.3), which is consistent
with recently reported Hall mobilities for holes in MAPbI311 and MAPbBr312,15 (µI1/2/µBr1/2 ~ 1.3).
However, one unexpected question arising from these results is why the difference between LDe−
and LDh+ is much larger in APbBr3 than it is in MAPbI3? To the best of our knowledge, µe has
never been reported in MAPbBr3 but to explain our experimental data, the µe × τe product needs to
be significantly smaller than µh × τh.
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5.4 Carrier Lifetimes
To explore this phenomenon, we performed time-resolved microwave conductivity
(TRMC) measurements on the APbBr3 series and complemented the data with time-resolved
photoluminescence (TRPL). TRMC has been used to study the carrier dynamics in perovskite thin
films and single crystals alike.16,21,34 By probing the change in photoconductance as a function of
time, TRMC provides both a contactless measure of the lifetime as well as an estimate of the
mobility for photogenerated free carriers, irrespective of their recombination mechanism.16,35,36 In
line with previously published results,9,12 the TRPL dynamics of both n- and p-type MAPbBr3
crystals display two processes with exponential decay dynamics: a fast component with a lifetime
τ1 ~ 50 ns and a longer process with a lifetime τ2 ~ 500 ns (Figure 5.6a and b), assuming negligible
carrier diffusion away from the surface.
In comparison, TRMC transients of the crystals are most accurately modeled by a triple
exponential. An example of this can be seen in Figure 5.6c for n-type MAPbBr3, where the inset
highlights the need for an additional lifetime regime. Figure 5.7 contains additional TRMC data
for all the systems studied for the case of ~3 x 1016 photons/cm3/pulse photoexcitation density. For
our materials, we extract three lifetime regimes from the fits: tens of nanoseconds (τ1), hundreds
of nanoseconds (τ2) and microseconds (τ3). (Table 5.2 lists these lifetimes averaged over a range
of photoexcitation densities.) We find that the first two regimes are consistent with the two decays
observed in TRPL but the longer time, τ3, is unaccounted for. The small differences between the
TRMC and TRPL lifetimes may arise from our treatment of the TRPL data: carrier diffusion away
from the point of excitation reduces the rate of bimolecular recombination in single crystals which
could artificially reduce τ1 and τ2.37
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Figure 5.6: (a,b) TRPL spectra of (a) n-type and (b) p-type MAPbBr3 with an excitation of 571
nm and 575 nm respectively. Green line represents a double exponential fit with characteristic
times, τ1 and τ2. The inset shows the early times of the same TRPL, shown on a log-log scale,
where fitting to a second exponential is sufficient to fully describe the behavior during the first
few hundred nanoseconds. (c) TRMC of n-type MAPbBr3 at a photoexcitation density of 2.47 ´
1016 photons/cm3/pulse with the combined triple exponential fit (red solid line). The individual
components of this fit are shown in blue (τ1, 10-8 s), yellow (τ2, 10-7 s) and gray (τ3, 10-6 s). The
inset shows the early times of the same TRMC, shown on a log-log scale, where fitting to a triple
exponential is crucial to fully describe the behavior during the first few hundred nanoseconds. (d)
Average LD3 (i.e. LDh+) and LD2 (i.e. LDe−) for p- and n-type APbX3 calculated from TRMC
lifetimes and mobilities. Error bars represent the uncertainty stemming from the variation in crystal
thicknesses and range of fluences measured.
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As with previous interpretations of the two TRPL lifetimes, we assign the shortest
component (τ1) to fast recombination due to surface recombination and the longer component (τ2)
to bulk recombination of free carriers.9,12 However, our TRMC results bring to light a new and
important feature to this established description. The low reported photoluminescence quantum
efficiency of MAPbBr3 (< 3 %)38 indicates that PL is not the dominant recombination pathway for
electrons and holes, so PL acts as a probe picking out a small fraction of the free carrier population.
Because > 97% of carriers recombine non-radiatively, the dynamics of electrons and holes can be
treated independently. PL requires both an electron and a hole and therefore, the longer bulk
recombination PL lifetime τ2 is measuring the lifetime of the shortest lived free carrier. In contrast,
TRMC is sensitive to all free carriers and does not require the detection of an emitted photon. We
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attribute the third and longest decay in the TRMC (τ3) to the non-radiative decay of the longerlived carrier.
Given that TRMC transients fit to triple exponentials, but TRPL transients fit to double
exponentials, we assume that there are three different rate constants governing electron and hole
recombination:
d[e-]/dt = – ks[e-][h+] – kb[e-][h+] – ke[e-]

(5.2)

d[h+]/dt = – ks[e-][h+] – kb[e-][h+] – kh[h+]

(5.3)

where ks is the rate constant for surface recombination, kb is the rate constant for bulk
recombination, and ke and kh are the rate constants for non-radiative (likely trap-assisted)
recombination of electrons and holes, respectively.
As discussed above, the majority of in lead halide perovskites carriers likely recombine
non-radiatively. In terms of the above rate equations, the low quantum yield means that ks and kb
must be small. Under this limit equations 5.2 and 5.3 simplify to
d[e-]/dt ≈ – ke[e-]

(5.4)

d[h+]/dt ≈ – kh[h+]

(5.5)

Upon integration, equations 5.4 and 5.5 become:
[e-] ≈[e-]0 exp( – ke[e-]t)

(5.6)

[h+] ≈[h+]0 exp( – ke[h+]t)

(5.7)

where [e-]0 = [h+]0.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that τe = ke-1 << τh = kh-1 where τe and τh are the
unimolecular lifetimes that result from solving the first order rate equations. Therefore, we can
then define new rate constants ks’ = ks[h+] and kb’ = kb[h+] because the hole concentration is
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relatively unchanging on the timescale of the electron lifetime. Equation 5.2 then results in the
following rate equation:
d[e-]/dt = – ks’[e-] – kb’[e-] – ke[e-]

(5.8)

Upon integration, equation 5.8 yields
[e-](t) = [e-]0 exp[–(ks’ + kb’ + ke)t]

(5.9)

We already know that surface and bulk recombination are small because of the low quantum yield,
so ks’, kb’ << ke.
In TRPL, only bimolecular recombination is seen, so the unimolecular recombination
represented by ke is not observed. However, because exp[–ke t] decays much faster than exp[–(ks’
+ kb’)t], the ke term dominates recombination:
[e-](t) = [e-]0 exp[–(ks’ + kb’)t]exp[–ke t] ≈ exp[–ke t]

(5.10)

Therefore, the longer-lived exponential in TRPL represents the electron lifetime. This lifetime
corresponds to the intermediate lifetime in TRMC (τ2), and the long lifetime component in TRMC
that does not show up in TRPL (τ3) corresponds to the hole lifetime, τh.
We have neglected the time-dependence of surface recombination above. In bulk crystals,
surface recombination only occurs at short times because carriers rapidly diffuse away from the
surface. In actuality, this can be modeled by assuming ks is a rapidly decaying exponential function,
which is valid because diffusion away from the surface should be exponential. At longer times (t
> 100 ns) surface recombination is negligible, and the above arguments still hold. This is why we
only attribute the longer lived exponential in TRPL to the electron lifetime and assume the shorter
lived exponential is still surface recombination.
It is worth noting that all three of the TRMC regimes are shorter than the remarkably long
3 ms lifetime recently reported for single-crystal MAPbBr3.15 The steady-state photoconductivity
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technique used to measure this ms lifetime necessitates constant illumination which has been
shown to result in trap passivation;39,40 extended carrier lifetimes due to a change in recombination
pathways is therefore expected. By contrast, photoexcitation in TRMC is pulsed, avoiding steadystate trap recombination.
From the signal intensity of the TRMC, in Table 5.2 we estimate a lower bound to the
mobility-quantum yield product for each component of the triple exponential (averaged over a
range of photoexcitation densities) by assuming that the light absorption of each crystal is 100%.
Using these estimated mobility-quantum yield products, µi, as well as the lifetimes, τi, we calculate
lower bounds to the diffusion length, LDi, for each component of the free-carrier transport,
according to the equation LDi = (µi τi k T/q)1/2 (Figure 5.6d).
Similar to the SPCM trends, the LD values extracted from TRMC reveal a weak dependence
of LD on the A-type cation, although the diffusion lengths are greatly affected by crystal preparation
and quality. We note that if the light absorption is less than 100%, we calculate slightly longer LD
values but the overall conclusion is unchanged. For example, absorbing only 82% of incident light
(see experimental section below) results in a 10% increase in LD. Furthermore, depending on the
value taken for the exciton binding energy in APbBr3, the quantum yield may be significantly
lower than unity. 532 nm (2.33 eV) light causes an excitonic absorption in MAPbBr3.41 Exciton
binding energies from 22 to 76 meV41–44 have been reported in lead bromide perovskites. For this
range of binding energies, it is possible that a large fraction of excitons may not be separated to
yield free carriers. This would lower the free carrier yield and therefore the mobility-quantum yield
product, suggesting a smaller TRMC mobility and thus a smaller calculated diffusion length.
(Indeed, the mobility-quantum yield products reported herein are significantly smaller than the
~60 cm2 V-1 s-1 value reported for the Hall effect hole mobility in MAPbBr3.12,15)
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Table 5.2. AVERAGE µ AND LD OVER RANGE OF TRMC FLUENCES (ABSORBANCE = 100%) *
MAPbBr3

FAPbBr3

CsPbBr3

p-type

n-type

n-type (HBr)

n-type (DMF)

p-type

n-type

t1 (µs)

0.052 ±
0.004

0.12 ± 0.01

--

0.11 ± 0.02

0.110 ± 0.005

0.065 ±
0.004

t2 (µs)

0.71 ± 0.01

0.9 ± 0.1

0.29 ± 0.02

0.45 ± 0.04

0.63 ± 0.02

0.32 ± 0.02

t3 (µs)

10.2 ± 0.2

6.8 ± 0.6

7.3 ± 0.4

3.0 ± 0.2

7.12 ± 0.07

2.3 ± 0.2

µ1
(cm2/Vs)

2.0 ± 0.4

1.6 ± 0.2

--

0.53 ± 0.08

0.73 ± 0.07

0.31 ± 0.02

µ2 (cm2/Vs)

1.0 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.3

0.20± 0.03

0.29 ± 0.05

0.35 ± 0.04

0.10 ± 0.01

µ3 (cm2/Vs)

1.7 ± 0.3

1.1 ± 0.2

1.4 ± 0.2

0.16 ± 0.03

0.50 ± 0.05

0.053 ±
0.003

LD2 (µm)

1.4 ± 0.3

2.1 ± 0.4

0.33 ± 0.08

0.6 ± 0.1

0.75 ± 0.08

0.29 ± 0.04

LD3 (µm)

7±1

4.4 ± 0.7

5.1 ± 0.7

1.0 ± 0.2

3.0 ± 0.3

0.55 ± 0.08

LD3 / LD2

5±1

2.0 ± 0.5

16 ± 4

1.8 ± 0.5

4.1 ± 0.6

1.9 ± 0.4

Photoexcitations
(photons/
cm3/pulse)

6×1015 4×1017

4×1015 4×1017

4×1016 2×1017

1×1016 2×1017

4×1016 2×1017

1×1016 2×1017

*Uncertainties reported are standard errors of the mean for lifetimes and standard errors of the mean as well as
uncertainty in the sensitivity constant resulting from variations in crystal thickness for mobility-quantum yield
products and diffusion lengths. Mobilities (µ) are mobility-quantum yield products. Photoexcitations were
approximated in a similar manner to the SPCM profiles, as outlined in the experimental section below, assuming a
penetration depth of 200 nm.

Comparable to SPCM, the trends in LD extracted from TRMC strongly support two
different behaviors in free-carrier transport. Across the APbBr3 series, we typically observe LD3 on
the order of 3 to 7 µm and LD2 on the order of 0.3 to 2 µm. While these results reflect lower bounds
for LD, they are consistent with the trends measured by SPCM. Therefore, our interpretation is that
the longer exponential corresponds to the diffusion of holes (LD3 = LDh+) and the shorter
exponential corresponds to that of electrons (LD2 = LDe−). We note that the correlation between
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TRMC and SPCM presents a few caveats. TRMC measurements are performed on ensembles of
crystals (Figures 5.8-5.9) while SPCM devices are fabricated using crystals hand-selected for their
size and surface reflectivity. TRMC is also performed with a pulsed laser and at a higher fluence
than SPCM, which as we have shown previously,16 may alter the trap filling and carrier
recombination dynamics and thus the observed LD. In addition, TRMC provides an indirect
estimate of LD as opposed to SPCM, which is a direct measurement.

5.5 Lifetime vs. Mobility
Table 5.3. AVERAGE TRANSPORT CHARACTERISTICS OF MAPBX3
LD (µm)

µ (cm2/Vs)

τ (µs)

hole

34 (SPCM)

10511

4.3 (derived, ≈ TRMC)

electron

18 (SPCM)

2512

5.0 (derived, ≈ TRMC)

hole

26 (SPCM)

6012,15

6.8 (TRMC)

electron

3.4 (SPCM)

10 (derived)

0.71 (TRMC)

MAPbI3

MAPbBr3

Taking these caveats into account, our measurements can provide insight as to why LDe− is
significantly smaller in MAPbBr3 when compared to MAPbI3. As opposed to MAPbI3, in which
the diffusion length imbalance (LDh+/LDe− ~ 1.9) mostly arises from differences in carrier
mobility,16 we find that the shorter LDe− in MAPbBr3 results from both a shorter electron lifetime
and a smaller electron mobility. To examine this imbalance (LDh+/LDe− ~ 7.6), we use the MAPbBr3
TRMC data to calculate τh1/2/τe1/2 ~ 3.1, and the relationship LD

(µ×τ)1/2 to estimate the mobility

ratio µh1/2 /µe1/2 ~ 2.5. This mobility imbalance is in good agreement with known mobility
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differences in MAPbI3, which place µh1/2/µe1/2 ~ 2.0.16 Using this ratio with recent reports of Hall
mobility for MAPbBr312,15 (µh = 60 cm2/Vs), we can estimate a moderate electron mobility, µe ~
10 cm2/Vs. A summary of the average diffusion lengths, lifetimes and required mobilities for
MAPbX3 (X = Br, I) found in this work is shown in Table 5.3.

5.6 Conclusions and Outlook
Our study demonstrates that the lead halide perovskite system favors hole diffusion over
electron diffusion, across the family of perovskites studied. Our data suggests that the lifetime of
the electron in bromide perovskites is limited and contributes significantly to the disparity between
hole and electron diffusion. While the exact reason behind this shorter lifetime remains an open
question, the presence of unbalanced charge carrier transport in lead halide perovskites is an
important consideration in device applications. To optimize performance, future perovskite solar
cells should focus on more efficient extraction of electrons (e.g., mesoporous architecture at the
anode) as well as designs that favor charge carrier generation closer to the anode (e.g., inverted
solar cells). Indeed, a few groups have started to use these two strategies7,45 and have observed
significant decreases in device hysteresis as well as improved power conversion efficiencies.

5.7 Experimental Methods
Synthesis. For details regarding the synthesis of perovskite single crystals, as well control of facet
and carrier type, the reader is referred to Ch. 3.
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SPCM. The details of the SPCM experiment were described in Ch. 2. For this chapter, we used
the tunable quasi-continuous wave pulsed super-continuum laser (NKT photonics, typical power
of 100 nW, typical filter bandwidth of 7 nm).
Spatial Resolution
A 10x (NA 0.30) or 40x (NA 0.60) objective was used, which coupled with 532 nm excitation
wavelength (the predominantly used excitation wavelength for the bromide perovskites) and a
filter bandwidth of 7 nm gives us a diffraction limited spatial resolution (FWHM) of 1.089 µm and
0.544 µm respectively. As described in Ch. 2, we used an exponentially modified Gaussian
function to fit the entire SPCM profile which allowed us to calculate the actual spot size of the
laser in each experiment. In a typical experiment, the Gaussian FWHM was on the order of 1 and
3 µm respectively. By accounting for this in our model, LD can be measured with a high level
accuracy.
Estimation of photoexcited carrier density
The absorption coefficient (α) for MAPbBr3 single crystals has been reported as 0.5 x 105 cm-1 at
532 nm.41 We estimate the photoexcitation density for all samples measured herein, assuming this
α for all APbBr3 samples. Therefore, the penetration depth of 532 nm light is on the order of 2 x
10-5 cm (i.e. ≈ 200 nm, about twice that of MAPbI3.16) Aside from the power dependence in Section
C5, all photocurrent maps were obtained under fluences of ~ 3 x 109 – 3 x 1010 Photons/cm2s.
Combining the fluence with the reported penetration depths of the 532 nm excitation laser and our
measured TRMC t2 and t3 lifetimes, this corresponds to approximate changes in carrier densities
(Δn) of 1 x 108 – 1 x 1010 carriers/cm3 assuming 100% conversion.
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TRMC. The details of the TRMC experiment were described in Ch. 2, along with the image
analysis used to correct for the Gaussian illumination of single crystals rather than a contiguous
thin film. (Figure 5.8 shows the image corrections used for the samples herein.) However,
corrections must also be made to the sensitivity constant for the loaded resonant cavity, K, as well
as the absorbance of the crystals.

Figure 5.8: To calculate the correction factor for Gaussian illumination, the crystal area of A. pMAPbBr3, B. n-MAPbBr3, C p-CsPbBr3, D. n-CsPbBr3, E. FAPbBr3 grown in HBr, and F.
FAPbBr3 grown in DMF on the glass substrate (i) is masked in Adobe Photoshop (ii). The
correction factor for Gaussian illumination is calculated from the masked images using a Python
script.
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Sensitivity constant correction:
The sensitivity constant depends on the location and thickness of the perovskite crystals and is
determined by numerically solving Maxwell’s equations in the resonant cavity using CST
Microwave Studio 2016. The unloaded cavity was modeled to confirm that the simulated and
experimental resonant frequency match. The 1.1 mm thick Corning Eagle 2000 substrate was then
modeled and the relative permittivity (4.5) and conductivity (0.008 S/m) were varied until
simulation matched experiment. Geometric approximations of the experimental crystal
distribution were modeled in CST (Figure 5.9). The thickness of the crystals was measured using
calipers. The relative permittivity is assumed to be 60 for all crystals.46

Figure 5.9: Example geometric representation (green) superimposed on a photograph of FAPbBr3
crystals grown in HBr. The geometry and distribution of crystals in the representation is used to
model the sensitivity factor.
We model the reflected power P0 in the dark, assuming σ = 0.167 S/m.13 If the dark
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conductivity is instead assumed to be 0 S/m, the resulting sensitivity constant K would vary by <
2%, and if the dark conductivity is 1 S/m, by 8%. To model the interaction of light with the
perovskite crystals, we assume a small (10-4 - 10-3 S/m) increase in conductivity Δσ, and determine
the reflected power P1, which is linear with respect to Δσ. The sensitivity constant
,=

-. /-0
-0

(5.11)

1 23

where l is the crystal thickness. 4Δ6 is directly proportional to ΔG, so this formalism is equivalent
to that in other reports using TRMC to probe thin film semiconductors.35

Absorbance correction for MAPbBr3:
The fraction of 532 nm light absorbed by the sample, FA, is assumed to be 1 unless otherwise
stated. However, we can see how the mobility values estimated above are lower bounds by looking
at corrections to FA for MAPbBr3. At 532 nm, the index of refraction of MAPbBr3 is 2.5.41 Using
the Fresnel equation for reflection at normal incidence 8 =

9. :9; *
9. <9;

, and assuming the index of

air is 1, the fraction of light reflected is 0.18. Therefore, 82% of light is absorbed in the TRMC
experiment, so the mobility would be 1.2x higher if this correction was used. Mobilities in this
work do not use this correction and 100% of incident light on the crystals is assumed to be
absorbed.
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Chapter 6.

Room temperature thermal transport in lead trihalide
perovskite single crystals

In this chapter, we use a combination of FDTR and nanoindentation measurements to study the
room temperature thermal conductivity of a series of lead halide perovskites MAPbX3 (X = Cl,
Br, I), CsPbBr3, and FAPbBr3. We explore the effect that chemical substitution of the A-type cation
and halide have on the thermal conductivity and break down the various contributions to see the
differentiating factor. With an improved phonon model from what has been used thus far in the
perovskite field, we determine that the thermal transport results from acoustic phonons having
similar mean free path distributions across the five chemical compositions.

6.1 Introduction
Lead halide perovskites (APbX3) have received widespread attention in recent years as
promising materials for photovoltaic, solar thermoelectric and optoelectronic applications.1–4
Much of this attention has been directed towards understanding both the optoelectronic properties
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and charge transport dynamics of these materials.5–9 By comparison, fundamental understanding
of thermal energy transport in lead halide perovskites is severely lacking as only a handful
theoretical studies10–13 and experimental reports,2,14–18 primarily focused on methylammonium
lead iodide (MAPbI3), have been published. Thermal management is a critical design consideration
for any solid state energy conversion material, but it is especially important for lead halide
perovskites because of their thermal instabilities.19 Furthermore, heat-carrying phonons can couple
to charge carriers, limiting their dynamics.20 Experimental studies find that crystalline MAPbI3
exhibits ultra-low thermal conductivity (< 1 W/m•K),2,14–18 highlighting challenges for
photovoltaics and optoelectronic as well as potential benefits as thermoelectric materials.2,9,10,12
In this study, we address two questions. Is ultralow thermal conductivity unique to MAPbI3
or consistent across other lead halide perovskite compositions? Furthermore, what is the
underlying phonon distribution that controls thermal transport? To answer these questions, we
perform frequency domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) measurements of thermal conductivity k
(Figure 1a), complemented by nanoindentation experiments to determine elastic modulus and
sound speed. In particular, we look at the effects of halide substitution in MAPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I)
and cation substitution in APbBr3 (A = methylammonium (MA), formamidinium (FA), Cs). We
find that the phonon transport mechanism is consistent across the different perovskite
compositions, despite significant differences in phonon frequencies and cation symmetries. We
report three key observations: (i) k ranges from 0.34 to 0.73 W/m•K for all APbX3 measured, (ii)
k scales with sound speed, and (iii) k is dominated by phonons with mean free paths less than 100
nm.
As discussed in Ch. 1, the thermal conductivity of a material dictates its ability to transport
a heat flux (!") across a temperature gradient ($%). While this macroscopic relationship is
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described phenomenologically through Fourier’s law (as !" = −)$%), the microscopic
description of thermal transport across a material is an aggregation of various mechanisms. In a
non-metallic crystal, quantized vibrations known as phonons dominate the thermal transport
process. The contribution of a phonon to thermal conductivity is the product of its heat capacity
(Cp), group velocity (vg), and mean free path (L). From Eq. 1.23, kinetic theory approximates the
total phonon thermal conductivity as
*

) = ,-. Λ
+

(6.1)

where C is the volumetric heat capacity, -. is the average group velocity, and Λ is the average
mean free path of phonons.21 Thermal conductivity is hence intimately linked to the crystal
structure through the phonon properties.
As previously discussed in Ch. 3., lead halide perovskites have a complex structural phase
diagram and vibrational landscape. As with many traditional metal oxide perovskites, the ideal
cubic structure shown in Figure 3.3 for the prototypical APbX3 only exists at high temperature,
distorting to lower symmetry structures at lower temperatures. Composition affects the relative
stability of each phase such that certain perovskites are cubic at room temperature while others are
in a lower symmetry phase. Above the orthorhombic phase, the A-cation can experience dynamic
disorder, or transient disorder that can be incoherent over many unit cells. The curved arrows in
Figure 3.3 show some of the many motions of the PbX6 octahedra and some of the many
orientations of the A-cations. The motions of the MA cations can be concerted with the distortions
of the Pb-X cage22 or with one another as quantized rotations, a mechanism known to influence
phonon scattering in superatom crystals.23,24 Hence, the ultralow thermal conductivity of MAPbI3
has been ascribed to resonant scattering due to such dynamic disorder of the MA cation.16
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However, the practical implications of this mechanism and whether it translates to other
perovskites is unclear.

6.2 Thermal Conductivities of APbX3

Figure 6.1: (a) Optical microscope image of a CsPbBr3 crystal with a Au transducer layer
evaporated on top. Scale bar is 50 µm. (b) Schematic of the FDTR measurement on an Au-coated
perovskite single crystal. A pump laser (blue) heats the crystal while a probe laser (green) measures
the temperature-dependent reflectance of Au to determine the thermal conductivity of the crystal.

FDTR is a high fidelity, non-contact, optical pump-probe technique that can be used to
measure thermal transport in solids, thin films and small crystals.24–28 Using this technique, the
thermal conductivities of more than six different single crystals of each perovskite, spanning
multiple syntheses, were measured at room temperature. For the measurements, the perovskite
single crystals were epoxied onto a silicon wafer and coated with a thin gold transducer (65-70
nm) by magnetron sputtering (Figure 6.1a). As described in Ch. 2, our FDTR technique employs
two continuous wave lasers [Coherent] to heat and probe a gold-coated perovskite crystal for its
unknown thermal conductivity.26,28 Since these gold-coated surfaces may not be parallel to the
substrate surface, a goniometer and a rotating stage enable adjustments to make the crystal face
normal to the laser beam. A schematic of the the FDTR setup is shown in Figure 6.1b, where the
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intensity of a 488 nm laser (the pump) is sinusoidally modulated from 50 kHz to 5 MHz to
periodically heat the gold surface. The resulting thermal response is monitored by a 532 nm laser
(the probe) through the thermoreflectance of the gold surface. This probe signal is read by an
amplified photodiode [Thorlabs, PDA 36A] and measured by a lockin amplifier [Zurich
Instrument, HF2LI], producing frequency-dependent phase data that depend on the thermal
properties of the sample. These data were fit to an exact solution to the heat diffusion equation
described in Ch. 3 using the parameters in Table 6.1 to determine the unknown thermal
conductivity of the pervoskite sample.29 The focused laser spot radius is allowed to vary 3.1 ± 0.1
µm from the measured value during fitting in order to get a better fit on the data. This range is
within the measurement uncertainty of the spot radius, which is 4 % of the spot radius.

Table 6.1: Fitting parameters for FDTR
Layer
Thickness

Thermal Conductivity
(W/m-K)

Volumetric Heat Capacity
(kJ/m3-K)

Au

60 - 70 nm
(measured by
AFM)

Measure using 4-point
probe method and
calculate kAu from
Weidemann-Franz Law

2500 (@ 300 K, otherwise use
Ref. 30)

Perovskite
crystal

>100 µm
(estimated from
top view of
microscopic
images)

Fitting parameter from
FDTR

- Measured by DSC for
T >190 K or from Ref. 31.
- Extrapolated for T < 190 K or
from Ref. 31.

Substrate

No effect on the
fitted kP

No effect on the fitted
kP

No effect on the fitted kP

Due to their low thermal conductivities, a steady-state temperature rise of 20 to 30 K occurs
in the perovskites during the FDTR measurements. An iterative fitting approach is adopted to find
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a converged thermal conductivity value at the elevated temperature. An initial steady-state
temperature is assumed to get a first estimate of the thermal conductivity. With this value, the
resulting steady-state temperature rise is calculated and the relevant properties at this new
temperature are used to determine a new thermal conductivity value. This process is repeated until
a converged thermal conductivity is obtained (i.e., invariant up to the second decimal place). In all
cases, two to four iterative loops were needed. More than six different crystals were measured for
experiments conducted at room temperature for each perovskite and their average thermal
conductivity values are reported. The deviation between measurements is less than the uncertainty
in a single experiment.
The resulting thermal conductivity has an uncertainty of 18-24 % due to the goodness of
fit of the model and input parameter uncertainties (thermal conductivity of the gold film,
volumetric heat capacities, and thicknesses of the gold film and perovskites)28. To minimize this
uncertainty, we separately determined the gold film thickness using AFM and its thermal
conductivity using the Wiedemann-Franz law. The electrical sheet resistance required in the
Wiedemann-Franz law was measured with a four-point probe performed on a gold-coated
dielectric substrate that was sputtered at the same time as the sample. The substrate properties are
unimportant as the heights of the perovskites were typically more than 100 µm.
Heat capacity values used in the fitting process were either experimentally measured or
taken from published works.31 For FAPbBr3 and CsPbBr3, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)
was performed using a TA Instrument Q20 to measure the heat capacity. The scans were run with
5-10 mg of perovskite that were loaded and sealed hermatically in Tzero aluminum pans. The
measured heat capacity for a piece of 7.1 mg reference Si crystal was within 3 % of the published
result over the entire temperature range. Before each run, the DSC was carefully calibrated with
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the Si reference to minimize drift in the machine. Uncertainty in the heat capacity of the perovskite
samples comes from the standard deviation across different measurements and is 5 %.
The room temperature thermal conductivity values extracted from the FDTR fits range
from 0.34 to 0.73 W/m•K. These results are summarized in Table 6.2, along with the density (ρ),
volumetric heat capacity (C), number density of primitive unit cells (h). (Densities ρ and η were
calculated from SCXRD. See Ch. 3 for details.) The FDTR value of k = 0.34 ± 0.08 W/m•K for
MAPbI3 is within the range measured by steady-state methods in single crystals (0.5 W/m•K) and
polycrystalline samples (0.3 W/m•K).16 While k is only weakly dependent on the A-cation,
increasing by ~10 % across the the APbBr3 series A = Cs < FA < MA, it more than doubles across
the MAPbX3 series X = I < Br < Cl.

Table 6.2. THERMAL TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF APbX3 AT ROOM TEMPERATURE*
APbX3

Crystal phase

k (W/m•K)

C (MJ/m3•K)

r (kg/m3)

ha-cubic (nm−3)

MAPbCl3

Cubic

0.73 ± 0.18

1.6231

317131

5.53

MAPbBr3

Cubic

0.51 ± 0.12

1.4531

3834

4.82

MAPbI3

Tetragonal

0.34 ± 0.08

1.2831

4119

4.00

CsPbBr3

Orthorhombic

0.46 ± 0.11

1.06

4834

5.02

FAPbBr3

Cubic

0.49 ± 0.11

1.69

3807

4.66

*Densities are calculated from SCXRD. The uncertainty in k is determined using the method
described in Ref. 28. The uncertainty in E is the standard deviation obtained from six
nanoindentations. The uncertainty in vs comes from the uncertainty in E and the range of Poisson
ratio used.
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6.3 Sound Speed in APbX3
To interpret this observation, we return to Equation 6.1. Per kinetic theory, the variation in
k may result from C, -. or Λ and we consider of each of these contributions in turn. The group
velocity of acoustic phonons can be approximated as sound speed (-0 ) in the material, which we
estimate from the density, ρ, and elastic modulus, E, for each of the perovskites. While density is
easily calculated from SCXRD, (for structural details see Ch. 3,) the elastic modulus must be
measured separately. To do so, we use a technique known as nanoindentation, which measures the
indentation load, P, at a given penetration depth, h, into the surface. We used an MTS
Nanoindenter XP on three separate crystals on which at least six indents was performed to
determine the Young’s modulus, E. Penetration depths of 500 and 1000 nm were used on all
crystals with no significant variation seen in the resulting Young’s modulus. Each indentation was
then unloaded from its penetration depth, and E was calculated using the slope of the unloading
curve as shown in Figure 6.2 for a typical gold-coated MAPbBr3 single crystal.

12
1ℎ

Loading
Curve
Unloading Curve

Figure 6.2: Standard nanoindentation curve for the loading and unloading of an indent on a
MAPbBr3 crystal.
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To calculate the Young’s modulus, E, the slope of the unloading curve, which is shown as
dP/dh, is taken to be the unloading stiffness, S. This stiffness is related to the effective Young’s
modulus (Ef) through equation (6.2),
4=5

6

8
7 9

:

(6.2)

where A is the contact area at a given depth based on the geometry of the pyramidal Berkovich
indenter tip used and b is a correction factor between 1 and 1.058.32 For the tip used in our study,

b = 1.058. The Young’s modulus of the perovskites can then be calculated using the Poisson ratio,
σ, with Equation 6.3:
89 =

C
*;<=>?@AB

D=>?@AB

+

C
*;<FG@

(6.3).

DFG@

Table 6.3. MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF APbX3 AT ROOM TEMPERATURE*
Perovskite

E (GPa)

vL (m/s)

vT (m/s)

HI (m/s)

MAPbCl3

23.0 ± 0.72

3278

1651

2194PQ*
;*NO

MAPbBr3

17.8 ± 1.12

2467

1341

1717P*6T
;QS

MAPbI3

12.0 ± 0.33

2078

1047

1390PW+
;TT

CsPbBr3

13.5 ± 1.01

2034

1024

1361PQW
;ST

FAPbBr3

10.2 ± 0.43

1992

1004

1333PY*
;Q+

*The nominal sound speeds were calculated using the Poisson ratio of 0.33 (except for MAPbBr3
at 0.29). The uncertainty in the average sound speed was derived using the upper and lower bound
in the Young’s modulus and a Poisson ratio between 0.35 and 0.2.

The nanoindentation results for all five perovskites are provided in Table 6.3 above. The
perovskites with a lighter halide are stiffer while the trend in the Young’s modulus for the different
cation groups is not immediately obvious. Our Young’s modulus values however are in good
agreement with available experimental and theoretical literature results.33–36 The increase of E
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across the MAPbX3 series as X = I < Br < Cl results from size of the halide. As the radius of halide
decreases, the electronegativity increases, and consequently the packing density of the perovskite
lattice, the strength of the Pb–X bonds, and the strength of the hydrogen bonding interactions all
increase as well.35
We estimate the average sound speed, -0 , from the measured E by first approximating the
longitudinal (-Z ) and transverse (-[ ) sound speeds with Equations 6.4 and 6.5 respectively,37
-Z =

D=>?@AB

*;<=>?@AB

\

(*P<=>?@AB )(*;6<=>?@AB )

-[ =

D=>?@AB
6\(*P<=>?@AB )

(6.4)
(6.5)

where Poisson ratios range from 0.2 < s < 0.35. The average sound speed (-0 ) was obtained by
combining the longitudinal and transverse velocities:
-0 =

(^_ P6^` )
+

(6.6).

The nominal average sound speed was calculated based on the DFT-derived values Poisson ratio
of 0.33 (except for MAPbBr3 at 0.29).34 The values of -0 for MAPbX3 differ by at most 18 % from
prior experimental reports35,36 and follow the trends in E discussed above.

6.4 Individual Contributions to Thermal Conductivity
The correlation between k and -0 is shown in Figure 6.3a. Within the MAPbX3 series, k
scales linearly with -0 , a strong indication that the increase in thermal conductivity is the result of
an increase in acoustic phonon group velocity. A higher E implies a stiffer perovskite with stronger
interatomic bonding, producing a higher thermal conductivity as a result of the higher sound speed.
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FAPbBr3 and CsPbBr3 on the other hand, do not fall on the trend line established by the MAPbX3
series.

Figure 6.3: (a) Thermal conductivity (k) as a function of sound speed (ns). k scales linearly with
ns for MAPbX3. The dashed line is a linear fit for MAPbX3, but CsPbBr3 and FAPbBr3 do not fall
on this line. (b) k as a function of ,a;bcdeb -0 /3, where ,a;bcdeb is the volumetric heat capacity of
acoustic phonons based on a cubic unit cell. The dashed line is a linear fit for MAPbX3. CsPbBr3
is on the trend line while FAPbBr3 is still above it. The slope of the fit gives the average acoustic
phonon mean free path Λa = 4.3 ± 1.1 nm. The non-zero y-intercept indicates thermal conductivity
contributions from optical phonons. The vertical uncertainty bars denote the uncertainty in the
thermal conductivity measurements.28 The horizontal uncertainty bars come from the range of
sound speeds derived from the measured elastic modulus (Table 6.3) using Poisson ratios ranging
from 0.25 to 0.35.

*

To gain deeper insight, Figure 6.3b presents a plot of k as a function of ,a;bcdeb -0 , where
+

,a;bcdeb = 3ga;bcdeb )h is the volumetric heat capacity of acoustic phonons based on the number
density of cubic primitive cells ga;bcdeb (one formula unit per primitive unit cell, Z = 1). This plot
again reveals a clear linear trend for the MAPbX3 series; the best fit line to these three data points
is shown in Figure 6.3b. CsPbBr3 now falls on the linear fit and FAPbBr3 is only slightly above
the line. Although MAPbI3 and CsPbBr3 are in the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases at room
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temperature, respectively, it is more physically accurate to consider the cubic structure to identify
the number density of acoustic phonons; zone folding of the Brillouin zone for tetragonal
(MAPbI3; Z = 2 per primitive unit cell) and orthorhombic (CsPbBr3; Z = 4 per primitive unit cell)
phases creates optical branches with phonons that propagate near the sound speed. Excluding these
contributions underestimates the population of phonons that drive thermal transport. Furthermore,
inelastic x-ray spectroscopy and neutron diffraction have shown that the tetragonal and cubic
phases can coexist in MAPbI3 at room temperature .38,39
*

The linear relationship between k and ,a;bcdeb -0 signifies that the APbX3 perovskites
+

have similar phonon mean free paths and that the differences in k result from variations in phonon
group velocities and heat capacities. This is remarkable given that the motion of noncentrosymmetric A-cations are believed to be strong contributors to phonon scattering.16,17 Indeed,
centrosymmetric Cs atoms could scatter phonons differently than non-centrosymmetric MA
molecules, but this is not what we observe. The total lattice thermal conductivity can be expressed
*

as the sum of the acoustic and optical phonon contributions, ) = ,a;bcdeb -0 Λa + )i . If we
+

assume a uniform non-acoustic contribution to k for the MAPbX3 series, the slope of the line in
Figure 2b gives the average acoustic phonon mean free path Λa = 4.3 ± 1.1 nm. While an average
over all acoustic phonons, this value falls within the recently reported range of acoustic phonon
mean free paths for MAPbI3 (Λa ≈ 1 – 28 nm)13, which was calculated from phonon lifetimes (τ ≈
0.8 – 20 ps) measured by pair distribution function analysis. The non-zero extrapolation of the
*

linear fit to ,a;bcdeb -0 = 0 suggests that the contribution from optical phonons to the overall
+

thermal conductivity is ko = 0.01 ± 0.01 W/m•K. This contribution is estimated to be small,
presumably due to the low group velocity of most optical phonons.
In Ch. 1 we described an additional contributor to the thermal conductivity that has not yet
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been discussed: itinerant carriers. We used the Wiedemann-Franz Law derived in Eq. 1.27 along
with experimental values for the conductivity of MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 to calculate )bajjekj at
298 K. For dark conductivities on the order of 10-7 S/m (see Ch. 7 and Ref. [40]), we calculate the
thermal conductivity due to mobile carriers as 7.2 x 10-13 W/m•K which is extremely low and
negligible. Even for moderately reported conductivities6 for MAPbI3 crystals, (σ = 0.168 S/m), we
still calculate a negligible contribution where kcarrier = 1.22 x 10-6 W/m•K. In fact, to observe a
kcarrier = 0.01 W/m•K, per Eq. 1.27, the electrical conductivity of the perovskite would need to be
σ ≈ 1375 S/m which is orders of magnitude larger than any reported values for lead halide
perovskite single crystals, in the dark or light (which typically results in an order of magnitude
increase in current, see Figure 3.4b). Thus, it is extremely likely that the y-intercept calculated in
Figure 6.3b above is indeed from low-lying optical phonons which can contribute the overall
thermal conductivity.

6.5 Phonon Dispersion Modeling
Using these results, we can generalize how thermal transport will change as a function of
crystallite dimensions. This is important because most lead halide perovskite solar cells are
fabricated from polycrystalline films in which grain boundaries could be a major source of phonon
scattering. This boundary scattering process could also be exploited to further decrease the thermal
conductivity of the materials for thermoelectric applications. Equation 6.7 presents the thermal
conductivity accumulation function describing the distribution of phonons responsible for thermal
conductivity:
)abbcl Λ∗ =

n∗ *
p N + ,n (Λ)-. (Λ)ΛdΛ
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(6.7).

This accumulation function quantifies the thermal conductivity contributions of phonons with
mean free paths less than L*, where CL is the volumetric heat capacity per unit mean free path,
and p indexes polarization.41,42 Evaluating kaccum requires models for both phonon dispersion and
scattering. The Callaway model, used for the initial analysis of MAPbI3 thermal conductivity
data,16 assumes Debye linear dispersion (i.e., all acoustic phonons travel at vs) and considers a
number of parallel yet independent phonon scattering mechanisms. The relaxation times due to
these scattering mechanisms are combined using Matthiessen’s Rule is q ;* = qd;* + qp;* + qc;* ,
where qd;* = -. /r is due to boundary scattering, qp;* = :ωW is due to defect scattering, and qc;* =
tω6 is due to Umklapp scattering (L is the sample size, and A and B are material specific,
temperature dependent coefficients). To explain the ultra-low thermal conductivity of MAPbI3,
Pisoni et al. suggest that an additional scattering mechanism due to dynamic disorder of the cation
must be at play. They implicate resonant scattering, which is used to describe localized rotation
and/or translation of a guest oscillator, (e.g. THF molecule in clathrate hydrates,) apart from the
collective vibrations of the lattice.43 In this case, an additional relaxation time is added via
Matthiessen’s Rule, qj;* = uω6N ω6 /(ω6N − ω6 )6 where w0 is the resonant scattering frequency and
D is a material-specific constant.16
We first use the Callaway model to calculate the total thermal conductivity of MAPbI3
using the Pisoni et al. assumptions,16 including a Debye temperature qD = 120 K and a primitive
unit cell volume of 990 Å3 (Z = 4; h = 1´1027 m–3). Using the definition of vw =

ℏ^=
yz

}

(6π6 η)~ , the

calculated sound speed in MAPbI3 based on these assumptions (vs = 4000 m/s) is almost three
times larger than the experimentally determined value, highlighting physical inconsistencies with
this model, despite its promising agreement with thermal conductivity data.21 The dashed curve
labeled Debye in Figure 6.4a is the normalized kaccum for MAPbI3 at T = 300 K when resonant
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scattering is neglected. This plot shows that phonons with mean free paths shorter than 100 nm
contribute over 85 % of the thermal conductivity of MAPbI3. In macroscopic crystals at room
temperature, Umklapp scattering dominates over boundary scattering and impurity scattering,
which have thus less impact on kaccum. The introduction of resonant scattering at

ℏÄ
yz

= 41 K (as in

Ref. [16]) in the model changes the shape of kaccum. The resulting accumulation curve in Figure 3a
has an abrupt step in the range L* = 1–10 nm and then converges with the Umklapp-only curve as
L* approaches 100 nm. Hence, based on the Pisoni et al. analysis, resonant scattering would only
perceptibly change room temperature thermal transport if nanostructures or grains were ~20 nm
or smaller.

Figure 6.4: Normalized kaccum for MAPbI3 using a Debye dispersion model with and without
resonant scattering, and BvK dispersion without resonant scattering. Regardless of the model, at
least 75% of the thermal conductivity results from phonons having a mean free path shorter than
100 nm.

To improve upon the Callaway model, we use the Born von Karmen (BvK) dispersion of
acoustic phonons, which accounts for a reduction in -. at the edge of the Brillouin zone.44 The
Debye dispersion assumes that short mean free path zone-edge phonons propagate at -0 while in
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reality, these phonons have -. ! -0 . The Debye dispersion thus inflates their contributions; the
BvK dispersion corrects for this inflation. We calculate the BvK dispersion using the
experimentally measured value of -0 from Table 6.3 and ha-cubic = 4´1027 m–3. Using these
parameters, the calculated BvK dispersion (Figure 6.5) agrees well with the experimental
dispersion of the G-X acoustic branches, as measured by inelastic x-ray spectroscopy.38,39

Data for !-X
direction from
Ref. 39

Figure 6.5: Comparison of the phonon dispersions predicted by the Debye and BvK dispersions
with the experimental data from Beecher et al.39 for the G-X direction.

Given the reduced group velocity and corrected dispersion, phonons have lower
frequencies and are thus no longer affected by resonant scattering at

ℏÄ
yz

= 41 K. Furthermore, a

prior study clarifies that the effect of resonant scattering on thermal transport comes into play only
at very low temperature17, where MAPbI3 is in the non-dynamically disordered orthorhombic
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phase. For these reasons, we exclude resonant scattering from our model and consider only
Umklapp scattering to determine kaccum, with the caveat that other scattering mechanisms may
become influential at low temperature (T < qD). The resulting kaccum in Figure 6.4a shows that ~70
% of the thermal conductivity results from phonons having mean free paths shorter than 100 nm.
While both models predict that sub-100 nm mean free path phonons dominate transport, the BvK
prediction is shifted to the right of the Debye prediction, a consequence of corrected values for -0
and h and the BvK dispersion better describing reduced -. for phonons at the Brillouin zone-edge.
Similar discrepancies have been reported for crystalline silicon when kaccum is calculated using
Debye and BvK dispersions. In those examples, kaccum from the BvK dispersion is more consistent
with first principles models.41,45

Figure 6.6: Normalized kaccum for the APbX3 perovskites based on BvK dispersion. All
accumulation functions have very similar behaviors and the small differences in thermal
conductivity result primarily from variations in the sound speed of the materials.

We apply this analysis to the other members of the lead halide perovskite family, using
BvK dispersion, and vs and ha-cubic from Table 6.2 and 6.3 (see Experimental section below for
additional parameters). Figure 6.6 presents the kaccum for each compound, normalized by their
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respective k. The curves clearly show that contributions of the phonon mean free paths to the
thermal conductivity are nearly identical across composition. Hence, the differences in k result
primarily from variations in sound speed and heat capacity, as opposed to discrepancies in phonon
scattering rates. This is predictable for the MAPbX3 and FAPbBr3 series but rather surprising in
the case of CsPbBr3, which had been assumed to have different phonon scattering rates due to the
non-polar, spherical Cs. While a recent report comparing CsPbI3 and MAPbI3 suggests that the
lower thermal conductivity of MAPbI3 can be ascribed to the rotation of the organic cation,17 the
analysis assumes identical qD for both materials and thus does not account for potential variations
in sound speed and heat capacity. Moreover, CsPbI3 adopts a non-photoactive yellow phase made
of one-dimensional chains of edge-sharing PbI6 octahedra below 300 °C, which has little structural
and vibrational relationship to the three-dimensional perovskite lattice.

6.6 Conclusions and Outlook
Our general conclusion is thus that the A-cation has little effect on the scattering rate of
heat-carrying phonons in lead halide perovskites. Acoustic phonons with mean free paths shorter
than 100 nm dominate thermal transport in these materials. Additional scattering with grain
boundaries could be possible but would require the introduction of sub-100 nm crystallites or
nanostructures. Improvements to thermoelectric performance, (perhaps to the detriment of
optoelectronic performance,) thus necessitates crystallites or nanostructures to be 100 nm or
smaller to cause significant reduction in the thermal conductivity of lead halide perovskites.
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6.7 Experimental Details for Modelling
Table 6.4: Parameters used for Figure 6.4 (MAPbI3)
vs (m/s)

h (nm-3)

A (s3)

4000

1.0

0.53´10-41

4000

1.0

1390

4.0

Debye
Debye w/
Resonant
BvK

B at T=

w0 (rad/s)

D (s-1)

0.76´10-14

-

-

-

0.42´10-14

5.5´1012

1.88´1011

-

0.71´10-14

-

-

300 K (s)

Table 6.5: Parameters used for Figure 6.6
Crystal

vs (m/s)

h (nm-3)

B at T= 300 K (s)

MAPbCl3

2194

5.53

0.37´10-14

MAPbBr3

1717

4.82

0.50´10-14

MAPbI3

1390

4.0

0.71´10-14

CsPbBr3

1361

5.02

0.57´10-14

FAPbBr3

1333

4.66

0.52´10-14

The thermal conductivity accumulation functions (kaccum) are obtained using a modified
Callaway model with either the Debye or the Born von Karmen dispersion as described in Ref. 44
and 45. In both models, the relaxation times (t) due to the various scattering mechanisms are
-1
combined using Matthiessen Rule, t -1 = t b-1 + t -1
where qd;* = -. /r is due to boundary
p +tu
4
-1
2
scattering, t -1
is due to Umklapp scattering,
p = Aw is due to defect scattering, and t u = Bw

where L is the sample size and A and B are material specific temperature dependent coefficients.

(

)

2

An additional term can be added for resonant scattering, t r-1 = Dw 02w 2 w 02 - w 2 where w0 is the
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resonant scattering frequency and D is a material specific coefficient. The mean free path is given
as Λ = -. q. Values of the coefficients used to create the kaccum in Fig. 6.4 for our measured kMAPbI3
value of 0.34 W/mK are listed in the tables below.
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Chapter 7.

Temperature dependence of the transport properties in lead
trihalide perovskite single crystals
In chapter 3, we discussed some of the details of the structural transitions lead halide perovskites
undergo. In this chapter, we explore the effect of temperature and phase on the transport properties
of lead halide perovskites. We begin with standard electrical techniques to measure carrier
transport such as the Hall effect and attempts to improve contact to perovskites when these
methods fail. We then shift to the use of SPCM to study hole and electron diffusion which is
unencumbered by the problems we encountered in traditional methods. These preliminary data
show interesting trends and support SPCM as a promising method to fully characterize transport
in lead halide perovskites. We end on the thermal conductivity as a function of temperature and
note that there may be some correlation between the trends observed in carrier diffusion and
thermal transport. The data presented in this chapter is suggestive of complex behavior and a
supports the strong need to fully characterize the structure of the perovskites for a full
interpretation.

orthorhombic

tetragonal

cubic

A-cation

Pb-X cage

all atoms fixed

dynamic disorder
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dynamic disorder

7.1 Standard Electrical Techniques
As discussed in Ch. 2, the Hall effect is a powerful tool which can be used to measure the
carrier density of a material (n) and when combined with Kelvin sensing (to measure conductivity,
σ), can provide accurate measures of the mobility (µ). Only the room temperature mobility had
been reported for MAPbI3 at the onset of this project.1 Our goal was to study the temperature
dependence of the mobility, as had been previously accomplished for MASnI3 many years prior2.
This is a common method to determine the type of transport (ex. – band transport vs. hopping
transport,3,4 acoustic phonon vs. defect scattering,5 etc.) occurring in a semiconductor. We were
also interested in how the transport type was affected by the known phase transitions of MAPbI3.
We began first with pellets (Fig 7.1a) and then moved on to single crystals (Fig 7.2b) when it
became clear that the advantages of aspect ratio control in pellets did not outweigh the improved
conductance and durability of single crystals. Using graphite contacts, we built both Hall bars as
well as van der Pauw devices and tried both methods for the variable temperature measurements.

a

b

Figure 7.1: Hall bar of (a) rectangular pellet of MAPbI3 in a plastic mold painted with six Ag
contacts (b) single crystal of solution grown MAPbI3 painted with six graphitic contacts. Scale bar
represents approximately 500 µm.

Figure 7.2a shows the Hall response near room temperature (open circles, dark blue) as a
function of time with a constant current excitation and a modulating magnetic field (dotted black
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line). We selected this form of the Hall effect due to the high resistance of the samples (see Ch. 2.)
There is a clear correlation between Vxy and the field that can be fit with the following function:
!"# = &×( ) + +,-./01234

(7. 1).

The coefficient α is dependent on the carrier density, n
3=

5

(7. 2)

678

where t is the thickness of the Hall bar and q is the elementary charge. As with organic crystals,
there is some noticeable drift in the signal,6 which we account for by adding a 3rd order polynomial
to the fit function as a background. The source of this background is unknown, although hysteretic
signals are known within perovskites, possibly due to ion conduction which can also respond to
the Vxx in the sample from the vertical current sourcing.
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Figure 7.2: Hall effect measurement on single crystal MAPbI3 at (a) 310 K and (b) 260 K. The
Hall signal, Vxy (dark blue, open circles) is shown along with the fit (dark blue, solid line) and the
field modulation (black dotted line) as a function of time. A changing background is observed as
well (light blue) which needs to be added to the fit function. While the data fits nicely at 310 K,
high contact and sample resistance makes it nearly impossible to reliably measure a Hall effect
upon cooling.

While this method can yield reliable data at and around room temperature, with carrier
densities around 1011 – 1012 electrons/cm3 and mobilities around 10 cm2/Vs, the high resistivity of
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the samples (106 – 107 Ωm at room temperature) only increases as the temperature is lowered. As
can be seen in in Figure 7.2b, at as little as 40 K below room temperature, the signal is nearly
impossible to interpret. Switching to high input impedance apparatuses and using AC rather than
DC current sourcing did not improve our detection capabilities.
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Figure 7.3: (a) Resistance (b) carrier density (c) conductivity and (d) mobility for MAPbI3 as a
function of temperature. Below 305 K, the majority carrier is an electron (n-type) but upon heating,
the majority carrier type appears to switch to holes (p-type). As described above, the low
temperature data is less reliable.

A summary of the resistances, carrier densities, conductivities and mobilities as a function
of temperature cab be found in Figure 7.3. As to be expected, there is significant scatter below
room temperature. Above room temperature, we do see the conductivity and carrier densities
increase, which fits into the model of a standard semiconductor, where more carriers are excited
into the conduction band as the temperature is raised. The mobility therefore is somewhat constant
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over the short temperature range measured. Notably, above and below 305 K, we do observe a
switch in the polarity of the Hall effect, typically indicating a switch in carrier type. This switch
was reversible and was observed upon both cooling and heating. In a second crystal that we
measured, both polarities were observed at room temperature and 250 K. We assign carrier type
in Figure 7.3 based on the direction of the field and the right-hand rule. However, it has been
shown that polaron transport can affect the polarity of the Hall effect signal7 and as polaron
transport has since been indicated in MAPbI3,8,9 it is possible that this initial assignment is more
complex than one might think.
To improve our low temperature sensitivity, in addition to what was described above, we
also attempted to improve our contact to the perovskite, hoping that this would lead to more
repeatable data and minimize any leakage through the measurement apparatuses. To do so we built
and tested many two- and four-terminal devices, with contact metals spanning a wide work
function range. An example of one such device is seen in Figure 7.4a and b, which shows two
different MAPbI3 crystal with four evaporated Cr/Au contacts. First, contact was made between
the Cr/Au and the probe station probes. Then silver and graphite paint (shown) were added to see
if this improved contact to the probe. (For b, the bottom two contacts were accidentally shorted
when painting so only two graphite contacts were made in this instance.)
Figure 7.4.c summarizes the average two-terminal resistances we measured for similarly
sized crystals (~ 0.5 – 1 mm3) as a function of contact material, listed in order of increasing
workfunction (Φ). In the single metal case, we spanned a range of Φ ~ 4.1 – 5.9 eV. Although
palladium (Φ ~ 5.22 – 5.6) eV yielded slightly lower resistances, we never dipped below ~107 Ω
and as shown by the error bars, contact with graphite did occasionally produce better results. The
use of Cr or Ti adhesion layers did not improve contact in any way and yielded a rather flat
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dependence, with Cr being slightly better than Ti. These results could be suggestive of Fermi level
pinning10, causing the band alignment to be the same for the various metals or of a sample
resistance that is significantly higher than any contact resistance. Either way, there was not strong
enough evidence to argue that the use of one contact material over another would improve our low
temperature transport measurements.
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Figure 7.4: (a-b) Single crystal MAPbI3 van der Pauw devices with Cr/Au contacts with silver (a)
and graphite (b) painted on top to try and improve contact with the probes. Scale bar represents
approximately 500 µm. (c) Two-terminal resistances on n-type and p-type MAPbI3 using a wide
range of workfunction metals. Lowest device (dark) resistances were still on the order of 10 MΩ
at room temperature.

7.2

Scanning Photocurrent Microscopy
Unlike traditional methods like the Hall effect, SPCM provides a convenient method to

measure carrier transport as a function of temperature. In many transport measurements, the low
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carrier density in lead halide perovskites gives rise to large electrical impedance. As shown above,
this problem only worsens when the temperature is lowered and the carrier concentration drops as
less carriers have enough energy to be excited into the conduction band. Moreover, ion drift under
applied bias complicates electrical conductivity measurements11,12 and may be why we noticed
continuously evolving backgrounds in all our Hall signals. SPCM, on the other hand, is less
susceptible to impedance and ion drift because the measurement is performed under short-circuit
conditions and is improved by large Schottky barriers; the junction is needed to efficiently collect
carriers.13 Hence, we used SPCM to measure LD in many of the systems described thus far from
room temperature to 77 K where possible to evaluate the temperature dependent mobility and
lifetime within a phase, between phases and between carriers and perovskites. (For details about
the individual phases, see Ch. 3.) Much of the data below is preliminary and represents an ongoing
attempt to understand the fundamental charge transport properties in these systems.

7.2.1 Hole Transport (n-type devices)
MAPbI3
Figure 7.5 shows the progression of MAPbI3 hole diffusion as a function of temperature from an
n-type device. Panels (a), (b) and (c) show the SPCM maps and profiles themselves while (d) and
<

(e) focus on the trends in peak photocurrent and 9;: respectively. As discussed in Ch. 3, MAPbI3
assumes three crystal structures depending on the temperature: a high temperature cubic phase
(Pm3m, Tc = 327 K)), a room temperature tetragonal phase (I4/mcm), and a low temperature
orthorhombic phase (Pnma, Tc = 155 K). There are three trends of note. First, upon cooling, the
position drifts slowly, as seen in the edge of the photocurrent onset. This is likely due to thermal
expansion of the copper mount and/or the change in density of the crystal structure upon cooling.
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Indeed, the clear jump in edge position from the tetragonal to orthorhombic phases is suggestive
<

of the latter. Second, when the sample is cooled down from room temperature, 9;: increases rather
continuously for the majority of the tetragonal phase (green) and only drops close to the phase
<

transition. At temperatures below the phase transition 9;: decreases significantly and remain
steady for the remainder of the measurement. Third, the peak photocurrent displays a monotonic
decrease followed by a sharp, order of magnitude increase in the orthorhombic phase. The trends
<

in 9;: were repeated in a second device and the trends in peak onset and photocurrent were quite
similar. This device was heated above room temperature to 340 K and showed a continual drop in
<

9;: into the cubic phase, consistent with the downward trend observed in (e).

Figure 7.5: (a) SPCM profiles from 282 K to 77 K of an n-type MAPbI3 single crystal collected
at 405 nm. Structures for the room temperature tetragonal (I4/mcm) and low temperature
orthorhombic (Pnma) phases are shown. (b) SPCM maps (40 x 400 µm) of the same device at 282
K, 250 K, 210 K and 156 K, normalized to the peak photocurrent at each temperature to illustrate
the increase in diffusion length. (c) Tetragonal phase data from 7.5a, highlighting the increase in
response at large distances from the electrode edge. (d) Peak photocurrent response and (e) fitted
<

9;: as a function of temperature for both cooling (gray) and warming (black) cycles. The average
of nearly identical cooling and warming cycles is plotted in 7.5e. The two phases are highlighted
with different backgrounds, light green for the I4/mcm phase and light blue for the Pnma phase.
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MAPbBr3

Figure 7.6: (a) Photocurrent profiles from 298 K to 119 K of an n-type MAPbBr3 single crystal
<

collected at 532 nm. (b) Peak photocurrent response and (c) fitted 9;: as a function of temperature
for both cooling (gray) and warming (black) cycles. The three phases are highlighted with different
backgrounds: light yellow for Pm3m phase, light green for the I4/mcm phase and light blue for the
Pnma phase.

The diffusion of holes in MAPbBr3 in an n-type device are shown in Figure 7.6. MAPbBr3
undergoes four phase transitions: cubic (Pm3m, Tc = 237 K), tetragonal (I4/mcm, Tc = 155 K), a
brief incommensurate phase (Imma, Tc = 149 K) and the orthorhombic phase (Pnma). As before,
we use color to highlight these phase transitions in the backdrop of the plotted trends. We leave
out the Imma phase as it is short relative to our temperature sensitivity of ~ 5 K. Panels (a) and (b)
show a stark difference between the bromide and iodide device. In comparison to the MAPbI3
devices, the change in photocurrent amplitude is severely reduced across the cubic and tetragonal
phases and the signal does not threaten to die out. However, much like MAPbI3, there is a stark
increase in the signal in the orthorhombic phase, when all cation and Pb-X motion is in theory
<

frozen out. Panel (c) shows the fitted 9;: which while earlier than MAPbI3, displays the same
downturn in the tetragonal phase. The orthorhombic phase is only briefly observed before scatter
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from the crystal surface makes it too difficult to detect a coherent signal; the surface becomes
corrugated in the orthorhombic phase due to the strain of the transition. This was observed strictly
in the perovskites which were grown in HBr and which had the {110} face exposed, suggesting
that there may be an inherent stability associated with the {001} face upon transition and warrants
further study.
Despite its significant similarity with MAPbI3 and the observed repeatability amongst the
cooling and heating cycles, we are hesitant to draw any direct conclusions about a broader trend
for two important reasons. For one, this device outperformed all other MAPbBr3 devices prepared
in a similar way at room temperature. Moreover, a second device showed different (albeit
inequivalent for cooling and heating cycles) results in the cubic and tetragonal phases, making
these data less conclusive than one might hope. Notably, the same corrugation and order of
magnitude increase in photocurrent was observed in the orthorhombic phase.

FAPbBr3
The diffusion of holes in FAPbBr3 as a function of temperature was observed in two devices, both
of which are shown in Figure 7.7. Both devices behaved rather unsuprisingly in comparison to
what has been observed in MAPbX3. However, given the unusual phase progression which we
have since found in the FAPbX3 (and described in Ch. 3,) these differences should not be that
much of as a surprise to the reader. That said, there is a stark difference to be noted between the
two devices, both of which were grown from formamidinium acetate in HBr. In the first device
(panels a – c), the photocurrent increased significantly until the point where it maxed out the preamp and unfortunately drifted so significantly that much of the warming cycle data was unusable.
However, what little data we do have from the warming cycle matches well with what was
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observed upon cooling. In the second device, the photocurrent decreased into the background noise
and a new peak grew in of the reverse polarity (Figure 7.7d). This too was repeatable upon
warming and the initial polarity was recovered at room temperature. Unfortunately, the trends in
device 2 were much less reliable quantitiavely as the signal shape makes it difficult to analyze.

Figure 7.7: (a) Photocurrent profiles from 300 K to 77 K of an n-type FAPbBr3 single crystal
collected at 530 nm (dev 1) and 405 nm (dev 2). (b) Peak photocurrent response and (c) fitted
<

9;: as a function of temperature for both cooling (gray) and warming (black) cycles. The five
phases are highlighted with different backgrounds: light yellow for Pm3m phase, light orange for
the Im-3 phase, light pink for the Im-3 phase with centering violations phase, baby blue for the
first incommensurate phase and light teal for the second incommensurate phase.

If we concentrate on device 1 however, the trends in (b) and (c) do show interesting changes
with changes in phase and was the first hint that we observed of something occuring below the
cubic phase, despite reports that no other phases were known. The five phases discussed in Ch. 3
are highlighted in yellow (Pm3m, primitive cubic), orange (Im-3, body-centered cubic), pink
(body-centered cubic with weak centering violations), baby blue (Incommensurate – I) and teal
(Incommensurate – II). As can be seen in Figure 7.7b, we do not observe any changes in the
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photocurrent peaks, which increase exponentially, until the incommensurate phases are reached
<

where there is a small disconnect in the upwards trend. 9;: in comparison goes through a number
of changes which correspond to the different phases we observe. In the primitive cubic phase,
<

which is shares with the MAPbX3 perovskites, we observe an increase in 9;: , much like that which
was seen in the Pm3m phase of MAPbBr3. Upon the bcc phase, we observe a downturn analogous
to that which is observed at the start of the MAPbBr3 tetragonal phase. There are then a few
deviations as the crystal transitions through the third and fourth brief phases, followed by a
<

decrease in 9;: in the last incommensurate phase.

CsPbBr3
The diffusion of holes in an n-type crystal of CsPbBr3 is shown below in Figure 7.8. Unlike the
hybrid perovskites, this all inorganic perovskite is in the lowest symmetry phase at room
temperature and must be heated to access all its phase transitions. We present the data in two
sections, above and below room temperature. Direct comparison with the MAPbX3 series is not
possible as there is little crossover where the three compounds are in the same phase and at the
same temperature. Comparison would require data below 150 K and as can be seen by panels (a)
and (b), the device was nearly silent below 250 K. While a similar decrease in efficiency was seen
in n-type MAPbI3, the device here was not expected to recover at low temperatures as MAPbX3
did since it is already in the orthorhombic phase. Similarly, it did not switch polarities as the second
FAPbBr3 device and so it was therefore not cooled below 190 K. Within this range, there were no
<

significant changes to 9;: , although a local maximum was observed around 260 K and 250 K in
the cooling and heating cycles respectively. However, the fluctuations are too great to consider
<

this significant. Below 250 K, the signal-to-noise ratio is quite small and the error in 9;: is quite
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large, making it hard to observe any substantial trends other than an increase in 9;: upon
immediate cooling in comparison to room temperature.

Figure 7.8: (a) Photocurrent profiles from 193 K to 310 K of an n-type CsPbBr3 single crystal
<

collected at 500 nm in the orthorhombic phase. (b) Peak photocurrent response and (c) fitted 9;:
of profiles in (a) as a function of temperature for both cooling (gray) and warming (black) cycles.
(d) Photocurrent profiles from 310 K to 425 K of the same crystal collected at 500 nm across the
<

two phase transitions. (e) Peak photocurrent response and (f) fitted 9;: of profiles in (d) as a
function of temperature for both two different heating cycles. The three phases are highlighted
with different backgrounds: light yellow for Pm3m phase, light green for the I4/mcm phase and
light blue for the Pbmn phase.

Panels (d) – (f) display the heating of CsPbBr3 above room temperature. All attempts to
warm above room temperature (two n-type MAPbI3 devices, one p-type CsPbBr3 device and this
one) were plagued by the formation of a fog on the optical window. This fog grew worse upon
cooling of the sample down to room temperature and so only heating cycles are shown below. As
the condensed substance remained on the window once room temperature was achieved, the
system was dismantled and cleaned in between cycles. Therefore, unlike other figures in this
section, the second heating cycle may not collected on the exact same spot of the crystal as the
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first cycle. This may explain the difference between the two sets of trends.
Another possibility is an increase in the number of crystal domains during the second
heating cycle. CsPbBr3 is grown at room temperature in the fixed, low-symmetry, orthorhombic
phase and upon heating it transitions into a fully symmetric state. Cooling from the fully symmetric
<

cubic phase often results in twin domains which could affect the behavior of 9;: since domain
walls can scatter carriers. The latter may also explain why in MAPbBr3, the heating trends in
<

>

9;: and 9=: (below) both repeat the net trend of the cooling cycle but consistently display shorter
lengths overall. In our variable temperature SCXRD and Laue neutron scattering experiments, we
have directly observed the formation of these twin domains in MAPbBr3 upon cooling from the
room temperature cubic phase which make it harder to solve the structure fully.
<

Regardless, there appears to be a net decrease in 9;: upon heating through the
orthorhombic, tetragonal and heating phases. Whether this observation is due to the increased
temperature (increased number of carriers and phonons with which to scatter), the dynamic
disorder of the phases, or simply due to the mysterious fog obscuring the measurement, we cannot
yet say.

7.2.2 Electron Transport (p-type devices)
MAPbI3
SPCM profiles for the diffusion of electrons in MAPbI3 in a p-type device are shown in Figure
7.9a. While noisy, the photocurrent displays a clear and steady quenching as the temperature is
lowered from 280 K, as was observed in the n-type device. Unlike previously, there is no sudden
increase in the orthorhombic phase; the device remains realtively silent below ~ 200 K. Due to the
>

noisiness of the signal, the fits for 9=: were a bit difficult to render. To improve the validity of
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trends, a constant standard deviation of 3 µm was enforced as the spot size and thus Gaussian
contribution to the signal due the spot size should not vary significantly over time. The values of
>

9=: are therefore rough estimates and the error bars from the fits are smaller due to the zero error
>

in σ. That said, a trend emerges in the tetragonal phase that is once more an increase in 9=: followed
by a downturn albeit at a much higher temperature than what was seen in the n-type device.

Figure 7.9: (a) Photocurrent profiles from 300 K to 77 K of a p-type MAPbI3 single crystal
>
collected at 405 nm. (b) Peak photocurrent response and (c) fitted 9=: as a function of temperature
for the cooling cycle. The two phases are highlighted with different backgrounds; light green for
the I4/mcm phase and light blue for the Pnma phase.

MAPbBr3
The diffusion of electrons in MAPbBr3 in a p-type device is shown in Figure 7.10. Panel (a) shows
a representitive cooling cycle of diffusion profiles, which visibly decrease in amplitude as the
sample is cooled (yellow à blue) from 298 K to 77 K. Panel (b) shows this magnitude decreasing
linearly in the cubic phase (yellow) and then falling off quickly in the tetragonal phase, repeatably
over 3 cycles of warming and cooling. (The first cooling cycle data collection failed.) The trends
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in 9=: are shown in panel (c), which show for the most part a gradual, moderate increase upon
cooling until about 200 K. After this point, the signal-to-noise ratio makes it diffiicult to reliably
extract out meaningful numbers, as evidenced by the significant increase in the size of the error
bars and scattering of the data points. The lack of sudden increase in photocurrent at the onset of
the orthorhombic phase is unmistakable. This is the same behavior as was observed in the p-type
MAPbI3 device discussed immediately above.

Figure 7.10: (a) Photocurrent profiles from 298 K to 119 K of a p-type MAPbBr3 single crystal
>
collected at 550 nm. (b) Peak photocurrent response and (c) fitted 9=: as a function of temperature
for both cooling (gray) and warming (blue, black) cycles. The three phases are highlighted with
different backgrounds: light yellow for Pm3m phase, light green for the I4/mcm phase and light
blue for the Pnma phase.

7.2.3 Peak Photocurrent and Band Alignment
Given the similarity of the peak photocurrent trends, we plot both vs. kBT and fit both to an
exponential curve in Figure 7.11. Remarkably, despite the differences in quantum efficiency, these
Arrhenius fits extract out an activation energy of 150 meV (± 3.5 %) for both devices. In
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comparison, the n-type devices show a different trend. For MAPbI3, the Arrhenius fit extracts out
an activation energy of 50 meV (± 5 %) but there is no obvious Arrhenius fit for MAPbBr3. There
is however a very clear emergence of an increased efficiency in the orthorhombic phase of the ntype devices but not the p-type.

Figure 7.11: Peak photocurrent response of a p-type (a) MAPbI3 (b) MAPbBr3 and an n-type (c)
MAPbI3 (d) MAPbBr3 single crystal device plotted vs. kBT. Where posible, the data is fitted with
an exponential for all the cycles collected. Arrhenius fits for both p-type devices produce an
activation energy of 150 meV within 1.5 – 3.5% while the n-type MAPbI3 produces an activation
energy of 50 meV. Noticeably, in the orthorhombic phase, there is a strong turn on in the n-type
devices but the p-type devices remain silent.

One possibility of the exponentially decreasing photocurrent behavior upon cooling is that
the resistance of the perovskite is increasing similarly to dark current in perovskites. This would
be consistent with the behavior of semiconductors, whose intrinsic carrier population decreases
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with temperature. However, this explanation does not wholly satisfy the changes we see in the
orthorhombic phases. Figure 7.12 shows the resistance behavior upon cooling for MAPbI3 and
MAPbBr3. While there is a slight increase in conductance near the tetragonal to orthorhombic
phase transition, it is not enough to explain such a large increase in observed photocurrent, nor the
differences between the response of p- and n-type in the orthorhombic phase. Furthermore, the
Arrhenius behavior of the dark conductances range are ~ 200, 500 and 900 meV (not shown) for
Figure 7.12a – c respectively, suggesting that the thermal activation barriers are quite different in
the two cases.

Figure 7.12: Two-terminal temperature dependence of the resistance in (a) p-type and (b) n-type
MAPbI3 as well as (c) p-type MAPbBr3. There is a small anomaly near the tetragonal to
orthorhombic phase transition in each case, accompanied by a brief decrease in resistance.

The differences between the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases however could stem from
the band alignment with graphite and a change with temperature in the Schottky barrier heights
that determine collection efficiency. This would be similar to what we described in Ch. 5, when
looking at the effect of biases on the relative peak photocurrent in p- and n-type devices. If the
Fermi levels of MAPbX3 shift downwards in the orthorhombic phase, analogous to a negatively
applied potential, this would enhance the n-type signal at the expense of the p-type signal.
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However, in light of the many different behaviors we have observed with these materials, whether
this applies universally is an open question.

7.2.4 Diffusion lengths
Equation 1.16 relates the carrier diffusion length to mobility, µ, and recombination lifetime,
τ. Changes in LD are therefore related to changes in one or both these quantities. For each observed
trend with temperature, there are four possible combinations: (i) increased mobility and increased
lifetime, (ii) increased mobility and decreased lifetime, (iii) decreased mobility and increased
lifetime, (iv) decreased mobility and decreased lifetime. Separating out the individual
contributions to LD is non-trivial without involving an additional measurement technique, as we
did with TRMC in Ch. 5. We will therefore have to rely on some of the previously published
literature to try and understand the interplay between lifetime and mobility.
A few research groups14–17 have studied the mobility of lead halide perovskites across its
phase transitions. Unsurprisingly, like much of the room temperature measurements, there is a bit
of disagreement between the values observed. We will therefore focus on trends and see if any of
them explain the downturn in LD.
The majority of the groups focused on thin films and so the trends with mobility are likely
the most relevant if the domain sizes within the films are relatively large in comparison to the
diffusion length. Milot et al.14 use optical-pump-THz-probe spectroscopy to measure the mobility
in MAPbI3 thin films and observe a general T-3/2 behavior, indicative of band-like transport. There
are deviations in this, particularly near the phase transitions, which results in a small drop in
mobility. Carrier type is not identified in this study but µ was observed to increase one order of
magnitude from 373 to 73 K.
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Chin et al.15 measured the mobility of holes and electrons in MAPbI3 thin film FET through
<

the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases. ?; increases 2 orders of magnitude as the temperature is
reduced from 300 – 200 K, where it reaches a local maximum. It then dips down until about 140
>

K and increases sharply until 77K another 2 orders of magnitude. In comparison, ?= increases by
6 orders of magnitude, reaches a local maximum at 175 K, where similarly to the holes it decreases
slightly until 140 K and then flatlines. mobility. At room temperature, the hole is reported to have
a higher mobility but the two trendlines cross at about 225 K.
Gélvez-Rueda et al.16 used TRMC to study the dynamics of MAPbX3 (X = Br, I) films and
compare these results to a film of CsPbBr3. For each perovskite, they look at the changes in
mobility and lifetime (to be discussed below.) All three were observed to continuously increase in
mobility as the sample is cooled across the cubic and tetragonal phases and display an even sharper
increase in the orthorhombic phases. The conclusions focus primarily on the mobilities of
MAPbBr3 and MAPbI3, which fit well to band-like transport (µ ~ T-1/2) but deviate sharply in the
orthorhombic phase due to, the authors claim, the freezing out of the MA cation dynamics. This is
further supported by the absence of a similar abrupt change in CsPbBr3. (The authors fail to
mention that there is a similar deviation at ~270 K, close to where we observe a change in the
orthorhombic structure by SCXRD.)
Yi at al.17 report hall mobilities for single crystal MAPbBr3, which display a T-3/2
dependency in the cubic phase but a T-1/2 in the tetragonal phase, with a factor of 2 increase at the
start of the tetragonal phase. The authors claim that as opposed to the band-like transport behavior
observed in the tetragonal phase, the former supports transport limited by acoustic phonons in the
cubic phase. Although the carrier type is not mentioned, we presume it is hole transport based on
a previous publication by the same group.
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Although these are primarily for thin films, a striking similarity amongst them all is the
general trend for an increasing mobility with decreasing temperature. Aside from Chin et al.15 no
other group focused on carrier type or saw any (local) maxima in mobility with temperature as we
do in LD. The lack of observable decreases in µ as the system temperature is decreased suggests
that the trends in LD that we observe stem from an increasing mobility with lower temperatures
and implies that any decreases in LD originate from the lifetime behavior.
Gélvez-Rueda et al.16 also study the lifetime behavior in the three perovskites mentioned.
MAPbI3 showed a flat (or slightly decreasing) lifetime in the cubic and tetragonal phases followed
by a sharp increase and upwards trend in the orthorhombic. MAPbBr3 however showed a slowly
increasing lifetime across all four phases with a slight drop in the orthorhombic phase while
CsPbBr3 was observed to first decrease upon cooling from the cubic until partway through the
tetragonal when it increased significantly.
Karakus et al.18 on the other hand observed an increasing scattering lifetime in MAPbI3
films with decreasing temperature in both the tetragonal and orthorhombic phases with a small
disconnect between the two. They report a T-3/2 behavior in the tetragonal, indicative of by
electron-phonon scattering limited currents, but a reduced exponent in the orthorhombic which
suggests impurity scattering dominates at low temperatures. The many indications in the literature
of a mobility limited by acoustic phonons or the presence of polarons,8,19 which still represent a
structural – electronic relationship, point to a dearth in our current understanding of the interplay
between phonons and carriers.
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7.3 Thermal Transport

Figure 7.13: Experimental heat capacities of (a) CsPbBr3 and (b) FAPbBr3. FAPbBr3 shows a
first-order phase transition at about 265 K corresponding to a primitive cubic to body-centered
cubic phase transition. The background color highlights the transition temperatures for each phase.
The uncertainty in the measured heat capacity data come from the variations over three separate
runs and is 7% of the values reported. The dotted line represents our estimate at higher and lower
temperatures based on a polynomial fit.
The question of electron-phonon scattering has been floating around the perovskite saga
since its nascent days, particularly when questioning the dynamics of the organic cation MA,20,21
and more recently the role that the Pb-X octahedron play.22 For instance, it has been suggested that
the mechanical properties of the perovskites we discussed in Ch. 6 are quite similar to those of
their PbX2 counterparts indicate that the cation has little role in these properties.23 In Ch. 6 we
discussed the room temperature thermal conductivity, k, of lead halide perovskites as a function of
A-type cation and X-anion composition. We conclude this chapter with the investigation into the
role of structural distortions and dynamic disorder on thermal conductivity (k), a property that is
dominated by acoustic phonons. We use FDTR to measure k as a function of temperature and
compare the anomolous behavior to that of the SPCM data presented above.
To properly measure k with FDTR, the heat capacity (Cp) of the material must be known.
(The reader is referred to Ch. 2 and 6 for details.) While the full range of heat capacities have been
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published for the MAPbX3 series,24 it has not been measured for CsPbBr3 or FAPbBr3. We
therefore first performed differential scanning calorimetry to measure Cp over a ~ 100 K range.
This data is shown in Figure 7.13 as a solid marker and is fit (dotted line) with a polynomial fit to
extrapolate the heat capacity at temperatures above and below our measured values. As can be
seen, other than near the cubic-to-cubic phase transition in FAPbBr3 at 265 K, the fit is an accurate
representation of the heat capacity. (The jump in heat capacity suggsts that the primitive cubic to
body-centered cubic phase transition is first-order.)

Figure 7.14: Thermal conductivity of (a) MAPbCl3 (b) MAPbBr3 (c) MAPbI3 and (d) CsPbBr3 as
function of temperature. The triangle, circle and square data points represent the orthorhombic (o),
tetragonal (t) and cubic (c) phases, respectively. The background color highlights the temperature
range for each phase. The solid black lines highlight the k
T−1 behavior in the orthorhombic
phase. The uncertainty bar in k reflects the uncertainty in the thermal conductivity measurements25.
The uncertainty in temperature comes from the temperature fluctuation induced by the heating of
the intensity-modulated FDTR laser on the probed region at one penetration depth. In most cases,
this temperature uncertainty is equal to or smaller than the size of the marker.
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To probe the effect of the phase transitions and structural dynamics in our materials, we
measured k for the MAPbX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) series in the orthorhombic (o), tetragonal (t) and cubic
(c) phases between ~90 and ~330 K upon heating and cooling. We compare these results to
CsPbBr3 which undergoes a similar phase progression albeit at higher temperatures and so we
measured k up to 420 K to access the full set of transitions. These results are displayed in Figure
7.14, along with the different structural phases for each compound and temperature range in which
they exist highlighted as a change in background and marker shape. We established the various
contributions to k in Eq. 1.28 as well as each of their dependencies on temperature in Ch. 1 which
allow us now to discuss each of the observed trends in turn.
Remarkably, all four perovskites display very similar trends across their respective phase
transitions. As temperature increases in the orthorhombic (light blue) phase, k decreases as ~T−1,
characteristic of Umklapp scattering. This is classic behavior of a dielectric crystal, where there is
a negligible contribution from electronic conduction (.@ABBC=B ≈ 0.) At very low temperatures, the
thermal conductivity of a typical low-defect crystal increases with increasing T when boundary
scattering is the dominant process. The only temperature dependency in that regime is that of the
heat capacity Cp, which scales as F G based on the Debye Model. Typically k peaks at less than
10% of the Debye temperature, and then decreases with increasing T due to the onset of Umklapp
scattering and the Cp plateau.26 In that regime, the phonon mean free path Λ and thus k are inversely
proportional to temperature, ~T−1. As shown in Figure 1.7, the increase in scattering upon increase
in temperature eventually minimizes the thermal conductivity and once more the dependency in is
that of the heat capacity Cp. At higher temperatures, this usually leads to a rather flat trend, as seen
in orthorhombic phase of CsPbBr3 near room temperature.
The thermal conducvity of lead halide perovskites however is much richer and more
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complex than this simple behavior, mimicking prior observations in (anti)ferroelectric and
(anti)ferromagnetic oxide perovskites.27–29 Like the oxides, the thermal conductivity behavior of
lead halide perovskites is a function of their structural phase and their temperature dependence
hence deviates significantly from the single-peaked behavior of conventional dielectric crystals.
In the high-temperature cubic phase, k is also inversely proportional to temperature but the
two Umklapp regimes are offset with kortho at the orthorhombic-tetragonal phase transition being
lower than kcubic at the tetragonal-cubic phase transition. Several factors may explain this offset.
(i) When compared to the cubic phase, the lower symmetry of the orthorhombic structure causes
a folding of the Brillouin zone where acoustic modes convert into optical modes and bandgaps that
reduce the group velocity of zone-edge phonons develop, thus diminishing their contributions to
k. (ii) Phonon modes that are important to thermal transport become activated with increasing
temperature as the structure transitions from orthorhombic to cubic. (iii) Phonon mean free paths
are longer in the cubic phase than in the orthorhombic phase. The scattering mechanism that would
cause this behavior is unclear but one hypothesis is that frozen boundaries and defects in the
orthorhombic phase are gradually released as the structure becomes dynamic. Alternatively,
structural fluctuations (i.e. soft modes) that grow in amplitude at the orthorhombic-tetragonal
phase transition may augment phonon scattering causing a local minimum in thermal conductivity,
as hypothesized for the molecular ferroelectric KH2PO430.
The thermal conductivity behavior in the intermediate tetragonal phase can be interpreted
as a transition between the two Umklapp scattering regimes. Indeed, pair distribution function
analyses31,32 and heat capacity data33 for MAPbI3 show that structural transitions in lead halide
perovskites are gradual and that two phases can coexist over wide ranges of temperature as frozen
atomic and molecular motions become activated. We observe that as each perovskite transitions
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from orthorhombic to tetragonal, k begins to increase with increasing T. MAPbBr3 maintains this
trend across its narrow tetragonal phase while the thermal conducitivities of MAPbI3 and CsPbBr3
peak and then decrease as ~T−1 beyond that point. The tetragonal phase temperature range of
MAPbCl3 is too narrow to identify a trend. Notably, we have analyzed our FDTR data with and
without the excess heat capacity described by Onoda-Yamamuro that results from the cubic to
tetragonal phase transitions that persist well below the transition temperature. Both analyses yield
identical trends.

Figure 7.15: Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity of FAPbBr3 as it transitions
through the five phases observed via SCXRD. The background color highlights the transition
temperatures for each phase. The uncertainty bars are same as in Fig. 7.14.
The temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of FAPbBr3 (Figure 7.15) is treated
separately, as it exhibits very different crystal phase transitions from all the other perovskites
previously discussed. Unsurprisingly, we observe k behavior that differs from CsPbBr3 and the
MAPbX3 series. In Ch. 2, we outlined the five unique phases of FAPbBr3 between 300 and 100 K
and each of these is highlighted in the backdrop of Figure 7.15. While the shape of k(T) first
appears rather strange, with the numerous phase transitions, it becomes much clearer.
While our sensitivity is not small enough to accurately measure trends in k for each of the
shorter phases, there is a clear demarcation between the thermal transport behavior in each phase.
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In the primitive cubic, body-centered cubic and final incommensurate phases, we begin to observe
a 1/T behavior. This is striking, particularly in the last incommensurate phase of FAPbBr3 which
highlights the similarity between this incommensurate and the orthorhombic phases seen above.
Furthermore, much like all four of the lead halide perovskites discussed above, the three regimes
in which k decreases with increasing T are offset with kinc at the incommensurate phase transition
(teal-baby blue) being lower than kbcc at the bcc – bcc II transition (orange-yellow), which in turn
is lower at the bcc – pc phase transition than kpc. Most notable perhaps though is that without a
tetragonal phase, a switch to a direct relationship (k ~ T) with temperature is not seen.

7.4 Conclusions and Outlook
The data above solidifies the notion that there is a deep structural relationship with the
acoustic phonons in lead halide perovskites. This is often the case and is not too surprising, yet our
inability to immediately explain their interactions highlights the complexity of this soft, dynamic
material. To conclude this chapter, which admittedly raises more questions than it answers, we
plot the carrier diffusion lengths in Section 7.2 and the thermal conductivity (a diffusion coefficient
of its own) from Section 7.3 in Figure 7.16 below. We note that there is a striking resemblance in
many cases between the two, particularly in the case of MAPbI3, which displays a similar peak in
the tetragonal phase in both LD and k. (MAPbBr3 displays this similarity as well, although the
reader is reminded that this trend was not repeated in a second device as it was in MAPbI3.)
We began this section by suggesting that their might be a relationship between acoustic
phonons and carrier transport and that question has yet to be answered satisfactorily. The SPCM
and FDTR data leave little question to the involvement of structure in carrier and thermal transport,
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but what remains to be seen is if they are limited by similar mechanisms, such as the formation of
twin domains, or if they are indeed coupling to one another directly.

Figure 7.16: Thermal conductivity (left axis) and hole diffusion length (right axis) of (a) FAPbBr3
(b) MAPbBr3 (c) MAPbI3 and (d) CsPbBr3 as function of temperature. The background color
highlights the temperature range for each phase and color schemes mathc those in previous figures.
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Part III

Layered Materials

The following chapters are based heavily on two published or soon-to-to be published
manuscripts:

(1) “Intercalation of Assembled van der Waals Heterostructures” (working title) by ShuYang F. Zhao, Giselle A. Elbaz, Kwabena Bediako, Dimitri K. Efetov, Yinsheng Guo,
Jayakanth Ravichandran, Louis E. Brus, Xavier Roy, Philip Kim

(5) “Single-crystal-to-single-crystal intercalation of a low-bandgap superatomic crystal” by
Evan S. O’Brien, M. Tuan Trinh, Rose L. Kann, Jia Chen, Giselle A. Elbaz, Amrita
Masurkar, Timothy L. Atallah, Maria V. Paley, Nilam Patel, Daniel W. Paley, Ioannis
Kymissis, Andrew C. Crowther, Andrew J. Millis, David R. Reichman, Xiaoyang Zhu &
Xavier Roy; Nature Chemistry, 2017, accepted
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Chapter 8.

Electrochemical Intercalation

In the upcoming chapters, we rely heavily on solid-state diffusion and electrochemistry to form
new intercalation compounds and study their properties as compared to their empty hosts. In this
chapter, we first discuss the chemistry of layered materials and intercalation and introduce the
benefits and complication of electrochemical reactions. We then outline development of a solidstate methodology to intercalate mescoscopic devices and apply these techniques in Ch. 9 and 10.

a

+

b

+

Discharging

Charging

8.1 Layered Materials
A commonly encountered structure in solid-state chemistry, layered materials represent a
unique class of material with a large a range of potential. In its simplest form, a layered material
consists of two-dimensional sheets that are loosely bound to one another in a third dimension,
stacking in such a way to make a bulk crystal. The strong interactions within a given layer allow
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one to peel away individual layers without disrupting the structure underneath. This process,
known as exfoliation, led to a new a field of chemistry, physics and materials science which focuses
on 2D systems.
The archetypal layered material, and the one that we will focus on primarily in this chapter,
is graphite (Figure 8.1a), which is formed purely from carbon. The strong covalent bonding that
takes place in plane lends a surprising durability to each sheet, despite bulk graphite’s soft nature.
Each sheet is held together by weak van der Waals interactions that allow one to not only
delaminate one sheet from another, isolating an atomically thin layer known as graphene, but to
also expand the gallery between the sheets while still maintaining a crystalline structure. As shown
in Figure 8.1b, the expansion of a layered structure creates space for guest atoms, ions or molecules
to reside within the lattice and makes way to a new class of compounds.1

Figure 8.1: (a) Schematic of the graphite lattice showing the AB stacking and spacing between
individual graphene sheets. Reproduced from Ref. 2. (b) To accommodate an intercalant,
represented by a green sphere, the graphite lattice must expand. As shown, this is often
accommodated by a switch to AA stacking.
The reversible insertion of a guest into a layered (or porous) host is known as intercalation.3
In an ideal case, the guest (or intercalant) is ordered either along the plane of the layer or vertically
through the sheets, leading to a new crystalline lattice. The intercalants can be neutral or charged,
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but there is often a strong interaction between the guest and host that alter the properties of the
overall compound. Charge transfer is commonly observed between the intercalant and host lattice,
thus making it an effective method of doping a semiconductor or semimetal.4 Likewise, magnetic
behavior can be induced with the inclusion of transition metals such as manganese1 and emergent
properties such as superconductivity1,5 can be realized.
Intercalation can be achieved in a variety of ways, spanning all three phases of matter. In
graphite, gases such as Br2 and I2 can be inserted under extreme pressures with a two-zone
furnace.1 Alkali metals can be similarly vaporized and intercalated at high temperatures.4 In the
liquid state, common techniques include the hydrothermal method where an aqueous solution is
heated under extreme pressures or redox reactions, where the host is dipped into a powerful
reductant such as n-butyllithium.6 Once intercalated and the lattice expanded, ion exchange can be
used to synthesize new materials that could not be accessed directly, by exchanging the guest with
even larger or simply less favorable intercalants.1 Many of these methods require harsh conditions
to overcome the interlayer attractions in the host and supply energy for the diffusion of the guest
within the host lattice. This activation barrier however can be overcome in the liquid or solid state,
through electrochemical means.

8.2 Electrochemical Intercalation
The Li-ion battery, which is pervasive in our daily lives with the increased usage of mobile
electronic devices such as laptops and cellphones, relies on this principle: the insertion of lithium
ions into a layered material by electrochemical means. As a result, the body of literature focusing
on electrochemical intercalation is massive. One of the most studied systems within this rich body
of work fall under the category of graphite intercalation compounds (GIC).
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Figure 8.2a displays a schematic of a typical Li-ion battery can be found with two insertion
electrodes. Upon charging, a potential difference is applied across the anode and cathode, injecting
electrons into the graphite lattice. The negative charge on the graphite attracts the solvated Li-ions
towards the anode and makes it thermodynamically favorable for the Li to insert themselves
between the graphene layers. The stored Li can be discharged at a later state by reconnection with
a load of some kind, shown in Figure 8.2 for a lightbulb. In theory, this process can be iterated an
infinite number of times but as most cell phone or laptop users can attest, the lifetime of a
rechargeable battery decreases with time.

a

b

+

+

Discharging

Charging

Figure 8.2: Schematic of an operating graphite Li-ion battery under (a) charge and (b) discharge
cycles. When charging, the Li-ions are attracted to the negatively charged graphene and use the
electrochemical energy supplied by the circuit to insert into the electrode. Upon discharging, this
stored energy can be used to power a load such as a light or a cell phone. Adapted from Ref. 7.

One of the reasons for this phenomenon lies in the very nature of an electrochemical cell.
When a voltage is passed through a system, the energy is non-discriminatory: any reaction that can
take place at the applied voltage can and will happen. In fact, if there is a reaction that can take
place at a voltage lower than that of the desired outcome, it is often impossible to attain the latter
as all the electrochemical energy will be funneled into the lower energy reaction. For this reason,
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many reduction reactions are carried out in air-free environments: to avoid the unwanted reduction
of O2. The choices of electrode material, electrolyte and solvent are all therefore incredibly
important in minimizing the number of side reactions that take place.
Even with all these precautions however, it is often impossible to fully eliminate these
parasitic reactions. The formation of a passivation layer, (often dubbed the solid-electrolyte
interphase or SEI,) on the electrode surface is unavoidable and is one of the key factors in
determining the reversibility and lifetime of a battery.8 This process both competes with Li-ion
intercalation and can hinder its mobility in and out of the insertion electrode by blocking its
pathway. The morphology and composition of the SEI changes with time, making it very difficult
to definitively characterize. Its study is further complicated by its ubiquity in both liquid and solid
electrolytes, adding new dimensions to the sorts of reactions that can take place at the electrode
surface.
The discovery of solid electrolytes is relatively new within the lifespan of battery
chemistry, dating back only some 40 years.3 The introduction of polymeric compounds in
particular that could mold themselves to fill the volume between two electrodes whilst also capable
of dissolving and transporting ions has completed the formation of the all solid-state
electrochemical cell. Popular choices of polymer electrolyte “solvents” include those based on
polyethylene glycol/oxide (PEO/PEG), polypropylene oxide (PPO) and polyethylene imine (PEI).
Common amongst all polymer electrolytes are polar solvating groups such as oxygens or nitrogens
that interact well with ions but do not bind them strongly enough to hamper solid-state diffusion
within its framework. Each polymer therefore has its own library of electrolytes that it can
accommodate while remaining conductive and effective.9,10
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8.3 Properties of Bulk Graphite

Figure 8.3: (a) Classic model of staging in which the galleries are either completely occupied or
completely empty. (b) Daumas-Hérold model which has intercalant in every gallery but they are
clustered together in domains that yield an average structure with n-staging. Reproduced from Ref.
11.

Due to its popularity, bulk GICs are well studied and characterized compounds. Their
intercalation displays a unique staging phenomenon, where intercalate layers are arranged
periodically within the graphite layers.4 The number of graphene layers that alternate between
adjacent intercalate layers is known as the stage number, n. Thus, as the stage number increases,
the separation between intercalate layers increases and the concentration of intercalant within the
structure decreases. This is shown in Figure 8.3a, where Stages 4 represents 4 layers of graphene
in between structured intercalate layers and so on and so forth. There are two models which allow
the staging phenomenon to take place. The first is shown Figure 8.3a, where there is a uniform
distribution of intercalant within each intercalate layer and completely empty galleries in the
alternating graphene layers. The second, proposed by Daumas and Hérold in 1969, allows for
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intercalants in each layer but the ordering is such that an overall stage n is observed (Figure 8.3b).
The optical properties of GIC are strongly dependent on the stage number. Bulk GIC
display rich colors that change with n. An optical image of a piece of bulk graphite under
intercalation is shown in Figure 8.4a for n = 3,2,1 from bottom to top, where several color changes
from blue to red to golden yellow are observed. In addition to the brilliant colors, the Raman
spectra of each stage is different and its evolution has been well characterized.12 The spectra are
highly sensitive to the staging phenomenon since the G-peak, which corresponds to bond
stretching of ring and chain sp2 atoms,13 is sensitive to the doping of individual graphene layers.14
The charge-transfer with a donor species such as Li-ion will therefore modulate the spectra,
making Raman spectroscopy a powerful tool for monitoring the progress of the intercalation. The
spectra of a few stages, corresponding to those shown in (a), are displayed in Figure 8.4b. (The
reader is referred to Ref. 12 for the full evolution.)

Figure 8.4: (a) Optical image reproduced from Ref. 15 showing the change in color upon
increasing concentration of intercalant (Li-ion here) in bulk graphite. Stages 3, 2 and 1 are shown
from left to right. (b) Select Raman spectra showing the evolution of the G and 2D peaks with
increasing intercalation of Li-ion into bulk graphite. Reproduced from Ref. 16.
As intercalation proceeds, electrons are added to the graphene π* band and the G-peak
shifts to higher wavenumbers. During earlier stages of intercalation, the G-peak is split in two
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(dark red, stage 3) due to the alternating structure where some graphene layers are exposed to
intercalant and are highly doped, while others are not exposed to intercalant and give rise to a Gpeak similar to that of pristine graphite. As intercalation progresses, more layers are exposed to
intercalant and the intensity of the low energy G-peak decreases as the intensity and breadth of the
high energy G-peak increases (bright red, Stage 2). In the fully intercalated state (yellow, Stage 1),
the π to π* band transition is blocked (known as Pauli blocking) and the G-peak is no longer
detectable.
Bulk graphite intercalation is often monitored by cyclic voltammetry (CV),17 where the
current of an electrochemical cell is monitored as a function of applied voltage. In an ideal case, a
reversible signal is collected where a sharp rise in current is observed when intercalation
commences. When the reaction reaches its maximum speed, it tapers off resulting in a clearly
defined peak. Upon deintercalation, an equal but opposite signal should be observed on the reverse
voltage sweep. Each isolated peak in a CV can be attributed to a specific reaction taking place
within the cell and for GIC, if well resolved, each peak will correspond to an individual stage, n.

8.4 2D Insertion Electrodes
After the isolation of graphene by mechanical exfoliation in 2004,18 a new field focusing
on 2D materials was born. These materials display astonishing new properties and differ from their
bulk counterparts in many ways. For example, the tensile strength of graphite tends to be on the
order of 13 MPa19 while a single sheet of graphene displays a remarkable 130 GPa20. Considering
the long-standing tradition of graphite intercalation compounds, a natural question then becomes
what happens to the properties of GICs as the 2D limit is approached?
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To probe this question, we developed methods to intercalate and study the intercalation of
few layer graphenes. As discussed above, unlike vapor or liquid phase intercalations, which often
require harsh conditions and very high temperatures (~ 500 °C), electrochemical intercalation of
graphitic compounds is driven forward by an applied voltage and can be achieved at moderate
temperatures (~50 °C). The reaction can therefore be carried out in the controlled environment of
a cryostat and under conditions safe for mesoscopic devices. This allows for in-situ measurements
of our devices and obviates the need to do fabrication with very reactive, pre-intercalated
graphenes.
Mechanically exfoliated graphenes are typically on the order of 1 x 10-10 m2, making it
rather difficult to study a single piece in a standard, liquid electrochemical cell. Borrowing from
the battery literature, we fabricated microscopic solid-state electrochemical devices using PEO as
our electrolyte matrix. For the electrolyte, LiTFSI was quickly substituted for LiClO4 as the TFSIion is known to be more stable and expands the PEO amorphous framework, allowing for easier
Li-ion transport. Standard nanofabrication techniques were employed and are briefly summarized
at the end of the chapter.
Figure 8.5 depicts the basic design of our electrochemical cell. To initiate the reaction, a
potential difference is applied between a graphene working electrode and a Pt counter electrode in
the presence of a solvent-free electrolyte. A second Pt electrode serves as a pseudo-reference,
giving us greater control over the applied voltage. In our device, the gold leading to the working
electrode is covered with a passivating SU-8 layer that is both electrochemically inert as well as
insulating. This simultaneously protects the gold wires from corrosive reactions occurring under
high voltage, limits the number of side reactions occurring in the cell, and eliminates the current
contribution from these reactions. The electrolyte was therefore carefully deposited under a
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microscope with a micropipette to avoid contact with unpassivated areas of the working electrode.
This three-electrode cell, loaded into a vacuum cryostat with an optical window, allowed the
performance of CV alongside optical microscopy and Raman spectroscopy.

Figure 8.5: Initial scheme of mesoscopic solid-state electrochemical cell. n-layer graphene,
(shown as 1LG) exfoliated on Si/SiO2, is used as the working electrode and contacted with a
passivated Ti/Pt wire. Partially passivated Ti/Pt wires are added as the counter and
pseudoreference electrodes. Solid polymer electrolyte LiTFSI-PEO is dropcast over the three
wires.
As with many batteries, we saw the formation of an SEI during our experiments. Due to
the microscopic size of our electrodes, the CV signal from SEI growth overwhelmed any possible
detection of intercalation. We therefore passivate the top surface of the few-layer graphenes in
addition to the Au electrode and leave just the edges exposed to allow for the diffusion of ions into
the sample. Photoresist passivation allowed us to optically observe the intercalation of lithium into
ultrathin graphite, as well as few-layer graphene. The reactions were followed by both optical
microscopy as well as Raman spectroscopy, recorded at numerous intervals as the potential applied
to the working electrode was ramped.
Figure 8.6a shows one such device (Image A) containing three regions of varying
thicknesses: 1-2 layers (middle), 3-4 layers (upper) and ultrathin bulk graphite (lower). The applied
potential was increased from 0 to 3.6 V vs. Pt at a rate of 0.45 V/hr and at 320 K. The resulting
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CV has a strong background signal but subtraction of the background current from the
voltammogram with a 3rd order polynomial (Figure 8.6b) reveals a number of local maxima over
the range -3.2 to -3.6 V, corresponding to intercalation of the graphene/graphite electrode.
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Figure 8.6: (a) Optical images of passivated n-layer graphene device at various stages of
intercalation; (b) CV of n-LG with 3rd order polynomial background current subtracted, (v = 0.45
mV/hr, T=320K.) Each peak in the CV is labeled with a letter that corresponds to the label in the
optical image take at that voltage.

This is confirmed with a series of optical microscope images of the sample taken at
different times during the experiment (Images B-H). Each peak in the CV is associated with a
change in the color of the ultrathin bulk region. This region lightens in color (Image C) at low
applied potentials before turning dark orange/red (Image D) between -3.4 and -3.6 V and finally
golden orange (Image E) at -3.6V. This behavior is seen both outside and under the passivation
layer and is fully reversible: each color phase is observed on the reverse sweep, with peaks
corresponding to each change. Like the phenomenon observed in bulk graphite (Section 8.3), the
color changes correspond to different stages of intercalation.
In the few-layer graphene limit, the number of available states is restricted. For instance,
in a bilayer sample there is only one space to occupy between the two sheets and multiple color
changes are not observed. The upper (3-4 layers) and middle (1-2 layers) regions of the sample
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shown in Figure 8.4a follow this expected behavior: the only change that is detected is an increase
in transparency at -3.6 V (Image E). The intercalation of metals such as lithium into graphene
increases its transparency by negatively doping the graphene layers. As more electrons are added
to graphene, more of the electronic transitions in the visible region are blocked. In accordance with
our observations, this increase in transparency was quantitatively measured recently and threelayer graphene that has been fully intercalated with Li was shown to have nearly 100%
transmittance.21

Figure 8.7: Raman evolution of (a) 3LG and (b) 4LG passivated with HSQ photoresist.

We monitor and confirm the complete intercalation of Li ions into n-layer graphene within
our setup with Raman spectroscopy and use the observed trends with staging in bulk graphite to
interpret our results. As SU-8 has a Raman signature slightly above 1600 cm-1, near that of the
graphene G-peak, hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ) was used to perform Raman spectroscopy on
an otherwise identical setup. Figure 8.7a and b shows two typical sets of spectra obtained on a
passivated three-layer graphene (3LG) and four-layer graphene (4LG) sample respectively. The
G-peak exhibits behavior similarly to but not identically to the bulk case. At low levels of doping,
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the G-peak sharpens and shifts to higher wavenumber, characteristic of dilute stage 1 intercalation
compounds, where a random ordering of intercalant is found in between each layer. At
intermediate stages of intercalation, both the G- and 2D-peaks each begin to broaden. In the case
of the G-peak, the initial broadening is due to asymmetric doping of the layers and the subsequent
presence of two overlapping G-peaks. Unlike in the bulk case, where the lower energy peak
disappears as the higher energy peak grows, in the few-layer case, the lower energy signature
persists until stage 2 intercalation is achieved. As with bulk graphite, at these high levels of doping,
both the G and 2D peaks are gradually quenched due to a phenomenon known as Pauli-blocking.
A full quenching of both peaks is characteristic of LiC6, stage 1 intercalation.
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Figure 8.8: Sample CV collected on a passivated few-layer graphene sample with no bulk graphite
attached.

Throughout optical data collection, we consistently performed simultaneous cyclic
voltammetry measurements. An example of a CV for a passivated few-layer graphene (n < 4) with
no bulk sections attached can be found in Figure 8.8. In comparison to Figure 8.6, where a
correlation could be made between the color changes and the peaks, we consistently observed
many peaks with no optical changes in the corresponding microscopy or Raman signal measured
at the time of the peaks. Spectroscopic or visual changes in staging corresponded to areas in the
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CV where there was a lot of noise, making it difficult to analyze, and often no peaks were observed
on the reverse scan, further suggesting that CV peaks were from irreversible reactions with the
electrolyte. Thus, despite surface passivation, the electrolyte signal overwhelms the
voltammogram and often obscuring any signal from the intercalation. This problem stems directly
from the founding principles of the technique: the current measured in CV is directly proportional
to the concentration of reacted species. It therefore relies on a strong signal from the reaction being
studied, which for an intercalation reaction is wholly dependent on the size of the sample. While
bulk graphite can provide a strong enough signal to be observed over the background electrolyte
resistance it is clear that micron-sized single crystals of few or single-layer graphene do not. Thus,
while this study was a good proof-of-concept for the intercalation of 2D electrodes, a new
technique must be developed before the intercalation can be monitored electrically.

8.5 Experimental Methods
n-layer graphene was prepared by mechanical exfoliation of kish graphite directly onto Si
substrates coated with ~300 nm SiO2.22 Cr/Pd/Au or Ti/Au electrical contacts to the graphene
working electrode, as well as Ti/Pt counter and reference electrodes, were fabricated using
standard electron-beam lithography of poly(methyl methacrylate), followed by metal evaporation
and lift-off process in acetone.
For the electrolyte, lithium perchlorate (LiClO4, battery grade, Sigma-Aldrich) or lithium
bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide (LiTFSI, Sigma-Aldrich) was dissolved in poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO, Mw = 100,000 g/mol, Sigma-Aldrich) and small amounts of anhydrous acetonitrile under
Ar atmosphere to achieve a molar ratio of 38:1 EO:Li. To ensure an anhydrous cell, LITFSI and
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PEO were dried under reduced pressure at 180°C and 60°C respectively. LiClO4 was purchased
anhydrous and used as is. Acetonitrile was vacuumed transferred from activated 4 Å molecular
sieves.
Throughout the intercalation process, it is vital that the electrolyte stays as pure as possible,
as any chemical contamination, especially air exposure, will give rise to additional parasitic
reactions. To avoid these, the 4 µL of electrolyte were drop-casted on to the devices under a
microscope in an argon glovebox immediately before measurement, with water and O2
concentration kept below 1 ppm. The sample was placed into a flow cryostat while still in the
glovebox, and the cryostat sealed until it is pumped to high vacuum, and remained at high vacuum
for the duration of measurement.
Electrical measurements were performed using a Keithley 2400 SourceMeter in 4-Wire
Sense mode, a Keithley 6487 picoammeter and an in-house written LabVIEW program to control
the CV experiments. Optical microscopy was performed on a home-built confocal microscope
setup with a quartz tungsten halogen lamp for illumination. Raman spectra were collected on a
Renishaw inVia Confocal Micro-Raman microscope using the 514nm line of an Ar-ion laser and
a diffraction grating of 1800 grooves/mm.
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Chapter 9.

Intercalation of Assembled van der Waals Heterostructures

In this chapter, we use electrochemistry to intercalate the interface between h-BN and graphene.
This represents the first intercalation of an assembled heterostructures. We confirm this with
Raman spectroscopy and develop a new method based on the Hall effect to monitor intercalation
reactions in place of the traditionally used cyclic voltammetry.

9.1 Introduction
Low dimensional materials have garnered much attention across the fields of chemistry,
physics and engineering for the fundamental insights as well as potential applications they offer.
In addition to the added advantage that shrinking sizes presents to current cutting-edge technology,
materials with reduced dimensions often behave non-classically when compared with their bulk
counterparts. Spurred by the isolation of semi-metal graphene, the number of two-dimensional
systems reported has expanded to include insulators such as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) and
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semiconductors such as transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDC).1 With the advent of mechanical
transfer processes2 two-dimensional heterostructures are on the forefront of materials research and
a variety of systems have been built. Considering the rich intercalation chemistry in traditional van
der Waals materials, it is surprising to find no report of intercalation in van der Waals
heterostructures. In analogy to bulk graphite intercalation compounds, the intercalation of van der
Waals heterostructures3,4 composed of stacks of few-atomic-layer crystals creates a new generation
of functional heterostructures with new emergent properties that have potential applications in
industry.
In this chapter, we develop an approach to intercalate electrically conductive 2D crystal
heterointerfaces by electrochemical means. We build upon the work presented in Ch. 8 and
accomplish three main goals: (i) We show that like SU-8 or HSQ, h-BN acts as an effective
passivation layer of 2D devices with respect to electrochemical degradation. (ii) We demonstrate
the formation of a prototype heterostructure intercalation compound and show for the first time
the insertion of Li ions into the interface between single-layer graphene and h-BN crystals. (iii)
We use the Hall effect for the first time to monitor the progress of intercalation as a function of
applied bias, rather than classic voltammetry methods which fail on the mescoscopic level. These
approaches combined can be generalized to a wide range of heterostructures and will open the
field to a new system of intercalation compounds.

9.2 Electrochemical Methods
Compared to traditional van der Waals materials, synthetic heterostructures present a host
of challenges for intercalation. Intercalation is typically performed on bulk van der Waals crystals,
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producing highly sensitive and unstable compounds that prohibit subsequent fabrication of fewatomic-layer intercalated heterostructures. Conversely, as detailed in Ch. 8, conventional chemical
intercalation methods involve highly reactive reagents and high temperatures incompatible with
relatively delicate cryogenic measurement apparatus. Our strategy was to instead employ an
electrochemical technique on a pre-fabricated mesoscopic electrical device, thus replacing
conventional molten metal reagents with a relatively inert electrolyte, driven by electrochemical
potentials rather than high temperature.
One challenge associated with electrochemical intercalation comes from the difficulties in
measuring the sub-picoampere electrochemical currents produced from microscopic flakes of van
der Waals structures. The size and mass limitations of most heterostructures – a typical 10 µm ×
10 µm device contains a mere 76 fg of graphene – combined with the current contributions from
parasitic reactions occurring in the electrolyte preclude the use of standard electrochemistry
techniques such as cyclic voltammetry (CV). Instead, we control and monitor the intercalation
progression in real time using Hall effect measurements, simultaneously probing the electrical
transport properties and the charge carrier density of the crystals as Li penetrate. (Recall from Ch.
8, the intercalation of Li ions dopes graphene, thereby increasing its carrier density.) Using this
technique, we can unambiguously observe the reversible doping of graphene as Li ions intercalate
and deintercalate the h-BN/graphene interface.
We improve upon our original design outlined in Ch. 8 and use the van der Waals
heterostructure as a working electrode. To fabricate this electrode, we sandwich n-layer graphene
between two h-BN crystals using standard van der Waals dry assembly techniques.5 As a
passivating layer to prevent surface parasitic reactions, h-BN offers significant benefits over the
previously used photoresists: it forms an atomically precise interface with graphene,2 while still
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being electrically insulating and spectroscopically silent near the graphene phonon peaks.

Figure 9.1: (a) Lithium ions (pink) intercalating into the atomically precise interface between
single-layer graphene (grey) and h-BN (blue) crystals in an assembled van der Waals
heterostructure. (b) The heterostructure is is patterned into a Hall bar with edge Cr/Pd/Au contacts.
Metallic electrodes are passivated with a SU-8 photoresist film. A channel is left open at the
entrance of the Hall bar to allow interactions with the electrolyte. (c) The solid polymer LiTFSIPEO electrolyte is dropcast over the Hall bar device (working electrode), as well as a Pt pseudoreference electrode and counterelectrode. A voltage is applied between the counterelectrode and
working electrode, and the intercalation voltage is measured versus a Pt pseudoreference. (d)
Optical micrograph of a representative heterostructure device before electrolyte deposition. Note
that all the electrodes are covered with SU-8 photoresist, leaving only an edge of graphene in
contact with the electrolyte.

Figure 9.1a through c depict the basic design of our electrochemical cell at different
magnifications. In addition to the use of a heterostructures, we facilitate magneto-transport
measurements by patterning the working electrode into a modified Hall bar geometry with
approximate dimensions of 7 µm × 20 µm. An example of one such device is shown in Figures
9.1d. As before, all gold contacts and wires leading to the working electrode are covered with a
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passivating SU-8 layer that is both electrochemically inert and electrically insulating. This
simultaneously protects the Au from corrosive reactions occurring at high voltage and limits the
number of side reactions occurring in the cell. The standard Hall bar geometry is altered slightly,
with the “source” contact at the end of the Hall bar split into two on the long side of the device, so
that the corresponding etched edge can be exposed directly to the electrolyte. This is highlighted
in Figure 9.1d, where the left side of the heterostructure is unobscured by gold/SU-8, forming an
opening where Li is free to enter the device. As in Ch. 8, we complete the three-electrode cell with
a Pt counter electrode and a Pt pseudo-reference electrode. We cover the whole device with a solid
electrolyte composed of lithium bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide suspended in a polyethylene
oxide (PEO) matrix.

9.3 Hall Voltammetry
To perform the intercalation of the device shown in Figure 9.1, we apply a potential
between the graphene heterostructure working electrode and the Pt counter electrode, sweeping
between 0 and -5 V versus a Pt pseudo-reference. To avoid the problems encountered with CV,
we apply a small magnetic field B of 0.5 T perpendicular to the graphene sheet (Figure 9.1b), and
monitor the Hall voltage to estimate electron density.
Figure 2 shows the resistivity and the estimated carrier density (from VH) for two devices
built from a graphene single layer (1LG) sandwiched between h-BN (Figure 2a), and a graphene
bilayer (2LG) sandwiched between h-BN (Figure 2b). In both cases, at low voltages, the graphene
sheet’s carrier density increases linearly with the applied voltage, while the sample’s resistance
decreased, consistent with electrostatic gating of the graphene crystal close to the high-resistance
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Dirac point. As we reach a threshold voltage (~1.4 V for run 1 in Figure 2a), the carrier density
begins to increases at a significantly higher rate, suggesting the intercalation of Li ions into the
heterostructure. At the same threshold voltage, we observe a spike in the sheet resistance of the
device, consistent with a decrease in the graphene mobility as charged Li ions moves into the
device. The exact threshold voltage value varies somewhat from device to device.

Figure 9.2: Measured electron density and sample resistivity in intercalating and de-intercalating
graphene heterostructures fabricated with (a) 1-layer graphene and (b) 2-layer graphene. In both
cases, on the first intercalation attempt (red), electron density increases linearly at low potentials,
while resistance decreases, consistent with electrostatic gating across the h-BN. Once the
electrochemical potential exceeds a certain threshold, density suddenly increases by about an order
of magnitude and then saturates, while at the same time resistance spikes. This suggests the onset
of an electrochemical reaction. When the potential is swept back towards zero (green), the sample
de-intercalates at a slightly lower voltage, but follows the same general trend in reverse. On second
intercalation attempt, the same trend is observed, but with lower threshold voltage.

On the reverse scan, we observe a concordant steep decrease of the charge carrier density
associated with a somewhat broader maximum in the resistance of the device. We note that de197

intercalation happens at a lower voltage than the initial intercalation threshold voltage. Our
measurements indicate that the de-intercalated graphene heterostructures contain more electrons
than the pristine device, suggesting that some Li ions remain between the sheets. After waiting
overnight at zero potential for the device to return to its de-intercalated state, a second intercalation
attempt in the same geometry always reveals a curve very similar to the first intercalation. Overall,
the reversibility of the reaction demonstrates that our measurements are not a result of a sudden
delamination of the van der Waals heterostructure, which would result in immediate contact with
the electrolyte and thus a permanent increase of electrostatic gating efficiency at all applied
potentials.
These results, clearly demonstrating our ability to insert Li ions in graphene/h-BN
heterostructures, are significant as previous attempts to synthesize analogous intercalated
compounds using halogens proved unsuccessful.6 In this context, the 1LG sample is most
significant as it contains two graphene/h-BN interfaces but no graphene/graphene interface. Thus,
our observation of doping of this heterostructure beyond the electrostatic gating regime points to
the insertion of Li ions directly into the graphene/h-BN interface.

9.4 Raman Spectroscopy
Unlike the 1LG case, the 2LG heterostructure contains one graphene/graphene interface
and two graphene/h-BN interfaces. To detail the staging and determine if Li is inserting itself
between the heterointerface, we turn to Raman spectroscopy, which as we developed in Ch. 8, will
yield a different signal if a dopant is present on one or both sides of a single graphene sheet. We
therefore performed in-situ Raman spectroelectrochemistry in devices analogous to those
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described above but with a simpler working electrode geometry. Figure 9.3 shows the evolution
of the Raman G- and 2D-peak shifts and shapes as a function of applied cell potential for both 1LG
(9.3a, c) and 2LG (9.3b, d) heterostructures.

Figure 9.3: (a,b) Select Raman spectra displaying the evolution of the G and 2D peaks with
applied negative potential while the h-BN peak remain constant for 1-layer graphene (a) and 2layer graphene (b) encapsulated in h-BN. (c,d) G-peak position (gray/rainbow) as a function of
increasingly negative applied voltage of 1-layer graphene (c) and 2-layer graphene (d)
encapsulated in h-BN. G-peak both broadens and shifts in both instances, indicating more than just
a gating/capactive effect. Both represent the second round of intercalation.

The 1LG structure is once again very instructive. As the cell potential increases, the
graphene G peak sharpens and shifts at low voltages, as a result of increasing carrier density in
graphene. A fit of the G peak position suggests that the carrier density increases approximately
linearly with the applied voltage, consistent with electrostatic gating through the h-BN layer.
However, once the electrolyte voltage exceeds a threshold voltage, both the G and 2D phonon
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peaks suddenly vanish, while the corresponding h-BN phonon peak7 at 1370 cm-1 remains visible,
suggesting that the graphene layer is sufficiently doped by the Li intercalant as to be Pauli-blocked,
while the h-BN layer remains unaffected. Comparing with graphite literature presented in Ch. 8,
Pauli-blocking and the vanishing of the graphite Raman peaks is exactly the signature of stage one
intercalation in bulk lithium intercalated graphite LiC6.8 This observation further suggests that Li
is coming into direct contact with the graphene, and supports the notion of crystal interface
intercalation. Using the excitation laser wavelength (λ = 532 nm) as a lower bound for the Fermi
energy, the graphene was doped to at least EF > 1.16 eV.
The 2LG structure in comparison can undergo two forms of intercalation: at the graphene
– graphene interface and at the graphene – h-BN interface. To determine which, if any, are
occurring, we compare once more to the bulk GIC signatures. Stage 2 behavior (LiC12), which
refers to only one side of each graphene layer exposed to intercalant, is characterized by G and 2D
peaks which are broadened but present in the spectrum.8 However, we observe behavior in the
Raman that cannot be ascribed solely to intercalation of the graphene-graphene interface; at high
voltages, the Raman G and 2D peaks disappear (while the h-BN D mode remains constant) for the
2LG case as well, indicative of doping beyond the LiC12 stage.
As with the Hall voltammetry performed above, the Raman behavior was pseudoreversible: the graphene G and 2D peaks do reappear when we reach a threshold voltage during
the reverse cell potential scan. However, we consistently measure higher doping in the
deintercalation as compared to the pristine graphene devices, suggesting that some of the Li is not
discharged. Furthermore, while the second intercalation cycle reproduces the Raman spectra trends
of the first cycle, intercalation consistently occurs at a lower threshold potential. One possible
explanation for this is that the graphene/h-BN interface has already been mechanically opened by
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the remaining lithium atoms, and is therefore more amenable to intercalation. Notably, we did not
observe the formation at any point of the graphene D-peak, which is commonly associated with
chemical disorder or damage in the covalent graphene bonds.9 The Raman data therefore
corroborates our previous conclusion: the Li ions are inserted into the graphene/h-BN interface in
both the 1LG and 2LG samples without damaging the in-plane bonds between the carbon atoms,
leaving the graphene lattice itself intact.

9.5 Low-Temperature Electrical Measurements
In addition to confirming the formation of intercalated heterointerfaces, we also fully
characterize the intercalated samples electrically in Figure 9.4. After reaching the threshold voltage
and observing a final plateau in carrier density, we cool the intercalated devices at a rate ~10 K/min
while maintaining a constant cell potential to freeze the PEO electrolyte (glass transition
temperature Tg ~225 K) and hinder any unwanted deintercalation during the characterization. We
corroborate this by monitoring the estimated carrier density (from VH) as above while returning
the cell potential back to 0 V applied. Whenever the temperature is kept below 100 K, electron
densities remained constant with temperature (Figure 9.4b), confirming that the Li ions are
immobile in the PEO glassy matrix and all chemical processes are completely frozen. However,
as soon as temperatures elevated above 100K, the Hall signal became somewhat unstable,
signifying the onset of chemistry occurring in the devices.
With the samples frozen at a pre-defined electrochemical potential, we measure the Hall
voltage as a function of the magnetic field and thus determine the carrier density more accurately
than the estimates obtained via Hall voltammetry. Although the exact value varies between devices
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and maximum applied electrochemical potentials, we find that the electron density of the 1LG
heterostructures saturates around a maximum of ~7 × 1013 cm-2. DFT calculations show that each
intercalating Li ion donates 0.88 electron charges to the conducting graphene system,10 implying
a Li:C stoichiometric ratio of approximately 1:60, about one-tenth of the electron density of Li
intercalated bulk graphite. This suggests that the graphene/hBN interface is far less amenable to
hosting Li atoms than two neighboring graphene planes. This is in good agreement with
calculations reported by Shirodkar et al., which predict that the graphene/hBN interface can
favorably accommodate at most 25% the number of Li ions that a graphene/graphene interface
can.10
As with bulk compounds, the inclusion of many charged lithium ions into graphene/h-BN
heterostructures has the potential to be both beneficial and detrimental to charge transport. At the
lithium densities achieved here, the lithium atoms are likely to be distributed randomly relative to
the graphene lattice, creating scattering sites for the conducting electrons in graphene.
Correspondingly, we observe a large decrease in mobility after intercalation, from the order of
~200,000 cm2/(Vs) readily achieved in clean 1LG devices to approximately ~1000 cm2/(Vs).
However, when the electron density is relatively low (4 x 1013 cm-2) and during the first
intercalation attempt, when disordered is relatively minimized, Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH)
oscillation can be observed at 1.8 K (Figure 9.4c). Whenever this occurred, the carrier density
extracted from SdH always matched the density observed in Hall measurements. While the
intercalated samples are always metallic, we observed no signs of superconductivity down to 1.8K.
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Figure 9.4: (a) Resistivity of the intercalated 1-layer graphene (black) and 2-layer graphene (blue)
heterostructures at cryogenic temperatures, showing metallic behavior. (b) Electron density from
Hall measurements (black) and electron mobility (red) at various temperatures for an intercalated
2LG device at maximum electron density. Note that both mobility and density remains
approximately constant below 100K, demonstrating that the samples are stable over time.
However, when the intercalated devices warm up above 100 K, chemical reactions occur,
rendering the signals less stable. (c) Shubnikov-de Haas (SdH) oscillations of a lightly intercalated
2LG device, at 5.8 x 1013 cm-2. The two periodicities in the oscillations suggest the filling of two
bands. A fit reveals that the total charge carrier density from the two-band SdH oscillations
matched that measured from Hall effect. (d) SdH oscillations in a 1LG device, at 4 x 1013 electrons
cm-2.

Similar measurements performed on 2LG heterostructures revealed a carrier density up to
5.5 × 1014 cm-2. By assuming that the carrier density of the graphene/h-BN interfaces in 2LG
matches that of the 1LG heterostructure (7 × 1013 cm-2), we can estimate an electron density in the
graphene/graphene interface of 4.8 × 1014 cm-2. This comparison confirms that the graphenegraphene interface can host significantly more Li ions than the h-BN/graphene interface, as
expected from bulk graphite.
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SdH oscillations are also visible in the 2LG devices (Figure 9.4d), but only if the electron
density is kept low (around 5.8 x 1013 cm-2) by keeping electrochemical potential close to the
threshold. Compared to the 1LG devices, the SdH oscillations show two distinct frequencies,
corresponding to conduction in two separate bands, previously observed in electrolytically gated
bilayer graphene samples.11 The total carrier density in both bands matches neatly with the value
derived from Hall data. Similar to the 1LG case, at higher levels of doping, the electron mobility
significantly decreases in 2LG as can be seen in Figure 9.4b. At maximal carrier density of 5.5 x
1014 cm-2, electron mobility decreases to approximately 18 cm2/(Vs).

9.6 Summary and Outlook
We have demonstrated the electrochemical intercalation of lithium into encapsulated
graphenes. Passsivation of the device components (graphene surface and electrodes) prevents
electrochemical side reactions that lead to the modification of the sample surface. Our device
platform allows for the performance of in-situ characterization of the doping level and electrical
transport properties of the resulting intercalated compounds, despite their mesoscopic sizes. With
this method, not only can we very clearly monitor the intercalation directly by using the Hall effect,
we can also intercalate the galleys left open by the h-BN-graphene interface. This is most
prominent in the SLG case, where gating effects are not enough to explain the observed doping
levels in both the Raman and transport data. While there are experimental challenges to overcome
in order to achieve maximum doping, we have taken the first steps towards achieving fully
intercalated heterostructures. Furthermore, this work opens the door to the intercalation of other
similar van der Waals heterostructures, whose library is quickly growing, with a range of ions.
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9.7 Experimental Methods
With the exception of the Hall effect, the low temperature transport measurements, and the
formation of heterostructures, all the details pertaining to the experimental methods can be found
at the end of Ch. 8.
For h-BN passivation and h-BN/graphene/h-BN sandwich structures, a transfer technique
was employed.5 Hall measurements were performed in a flow-cryostat or a PPMS. If removal from
the glovebox was required sans cryostat, (as is the case for the PPMS measurements,) the devices
were loaded into a ceramic chip holder, and a glass cover slip placed on top, with vacuum grease
providing a seal on the sealing ring. Separate tests confirmed that such an enclosure kept a sample
of metallic potassium pristine for at least 72 hours under ambient atmosphere. In this way, the
device is kept sealed while the sample is loaded as quickly as possible into a vacuum chamber and
pumped to high vacuum. During all measurement, the sample was maintained under high vacuum
or an inert helium atmosphere at roughly 7 torr.
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Chapter 10.

Layered Superatomic Structures

In this chapter, we explore the extension of the techniques developed for layered 2D materials to
superatomic solids. We first look at the exfoliation and then at the intercalation of these systems,
with a focus on transport properties wherever feasible. Overall, this represents the first steps
towards isolating 2D superatomic layers and achieving the study of doping in these systems in the
3D and 2D limits.
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10.1 Introduction
When compared to atomic solids, superatomic crystals offer a unique opportunity to
combine programmable building blocks and atomic precision to create hierarchical materials1–5
with tunable collective properties, including semiconducting6 or metallic conductivity7,
ferromagnetic ordering8, anomalous chiral response to pressure9 and coherent thermal
conductivity10. As such, these materials bridge traditional semiconductors, molecular solids, and
nanocrystal arrays by merging some of their most attractive features11–14. Yet, if superatomic
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crystals are to compete with their atomic analogues, there remains a breadth of chemistry and
physics still unexplored. With the surging interest in 2D materials, fueled by the development of
methods to isolate, manipulate and characterize a variety of layered structures, the question begs
to be asked: can superatomic assemblies be formed and treated in a similar manner? In Ch. 8 and
9, we discussed two features of traditional, layered materials: exfoliation and intercalation. The
ultimately goal of course would be to achieve few-layer single crystals, incorporate them into
devices, perform controlled intercalations and measure the effects of doping on transport as we
described in the previous two chapters. While this has yet to be achieved, we describe below our
first attempts at exfoliation and intercalation of superatomic solids.

10.2 Exfoliation
Binary superatomic assemblies can be formed via charge transfer2,6 or van der Waals1
interactions. The crystal structure of one such assembly is shown in Figure 10.1a, for the ionic
compound [Co6Te8(PEt3)6][FeCl4]2. This structure consists of layered rows of Co6Te8(PEt3)6 and
FeCl4 and can be mechanically exfoliated using scotch tape and transferred onto a Si/SiO2 substrate
as shown in Figure 10.1b. The pale blue color seen is often indicative of relatively thin crystals.
The exfoliated crystals were left in air overnight and Figure 10.1c is an optical image of the same
crystal. The crystal rearranged itself overnight and reduced its surface area, leaving behind a
smaller sample that is thicker in parts. This can be seen visually where the large center retained its
original shape and translucency but the side arms are visibly more opaque and have changed
shapes. Figure 10.1.d is an AFM image of (c), showing that the thinnest part of the sample is on
average 13 nm high or about 10-15 layers.
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Figure 10.1: (a) Structure of [Co6Te8(PEt3)6][FeCl4]2, phosphines are represented by the P atom
only. (b,c) optical image of mechanically exfoliated single crystal of [Co6Te8(PEt3)6][FeCl4]2 (b)
before and (c) after being left in air overnight. The cleaved ionic crystal is unstable for long periods
of time in air and rearranged itself on the SiO2 substrate. This is most notable by the left side arm
which visibly decreased in surface area and increased significantly in thickness overnight. The top
sidearm has also disappeared. (d) AFM of (c). The scale bar represents 5 µm. The average
thickness for majority of line 1 is ~13 nm.
The exfoliation of superatomic van der Waals assemblies on the other hand has been shown
by members of our lab to be more stable.1 The compound [Co6Se8(PEt2phen)6][C60]5 consists of
Co6Se8 clusters adorned by six phenanthrene containing phosphines that form two sets bowls that
can accompany a fullerene. Thus, when combined in solution with C60, the phenanthrenes interact
with the C60 and direct the assembly of a van der Waals solid, resulting in alternating layers of
cluster and fullerene as shown schematically in Figure 10.2. The successful exfoliation of this
layered solid is shown in Figure 10.2 on the right, where a light blue crystal is once again observed.
(The full details of this study can be found in Ref. 1.)

Figure 10.2: Schematic showing the self-assembly of clusters into a van der Waals solid as well
as the exfoliation of the solid, chopping the fullerene layer in half. An optical image of the bulk
and exfoliated crystals are shown on the right. Adapted from Ref. 1.
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10.3 Intercalation of Charge Transfer Complexes
The intercalation of superatomic crystals remains a challenge15–19 because the weak
intermolecular interactions responsible for establishing the crystalline and electronic structures are
easily disrupted by entering guests, resulting in a loss of structural order and properties. To achieve
intercalation, the choice of host structure must therefore be one that allows for the insertion of a
guest, both structurally as well as electronically. One noteworthy example of success in this area
is the intercalation of alkali metals into the fullerene cubic lattice, resulting in the emergence of
superconductivity at temperatures as high as 38 K20. While the carbon allotrope C60 can withstand
the high temperatures necessary for alkali metal vapor phase intercalation, most superatomic
structures are fragile and unable to tolerate such treatment. We therefore sought other solid-state
and solution-based methods to intercalate charge-transfer superatomic compounds that would
allow the superstructure to remain intact.
Given our success with electrochemical intercalation of traditional van der Waals materials
(Ch. 8-9), we first attempted a similar approach with superatomic assemblies. We first prepared
solid-state electrochemical cells with [Co6Te8(PEt2Ph)6][Fe8O4Pz12Cl4] and [Co6Se8(PEt3)6][C60]2
as well C60 for comparison. Single crystals were attached to evaporated Au electrodes by solution
growth on a prepared substrate or with a Ag adhesive (epoxy or colloidal Ag dispersion in
tetradecene). The crystal bearing electrodes were adjacent to similar, unadorned Au electrodes,
and solid electrolytes described in the previous chapters were deposited on top.
An optical image of a representative device is shown in Figure 10.3a. The Ag epoxy,
crystals and electrolyte are highlighted. The device was heated slightly, above the glass transition
of PEG and so electrolyte appears to be liquid. Figure 10.3b shows the resulting two-electrode CV
of a and [Co6Se8(PEt3)6][C60]2 as well as the expected background from a similar, crystal-free
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device built with Ag epoxy. The presence of a peak in the former but not latter is promising but
without further characterization, not much can be said about the partially irreversible reaction that
took place.
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Figure 10.3: (a) Optical image of a solid-state electrochemistry cell built with superatomic
crystals, showing three Au electrodes evaporated on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The approximate shape
of the Ag epoxy (gray) and PEG-1500 electrolyte (blue) are highlighted. Several more obvious
crystals are highlighted in orange but the contrast obscures the view of most. Surface coverage of
the crystals however was significantly more than what is shown in orange. (b) Solid-state CV of
[Co6Se8(PEt3)6][C60]2 (red) and Ag epoxy(black) shown as function of potential applied across the
working and bare Au electrodes.

While this method was a quick and dirty way to try some conditions out, we needed a better
way to characterize systems that had been built into electrochemical devices in-situ. Since our
devices were bulk materials, rather than 2D as in the previous chapters, we sought alternative
device designs. The one that shows the most promise is illustrated in Figure 10.4 and is based off
of cell as described in Ref. 21. Using standard methods, we polymerized 0.5 – 1 in thick slabs of
PDMS in square dishes and using a machined square stamp, punched out a hole in the center. This
created 4 contiguous walls for the electrochemical cell. The idea was to build the cell on a substrate
that was transparent to the characterization method of interest, surround it by the 4 walls and seal
it with a glass slide or similar substrate and seal off all edges with epoxy, allowing thin wires to
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escape through. We ran a few test versions on glass slides with pressed pellets of
[Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3 but the CV were unfortunately messy and irreproducible.

Figure 10.4: (a) top down view and (b) side view of disposable solid-state electrochemical cell.

Simultaneously, we attempted the intercalation of superatomic solids in solution. While
many different conditions were tested, we did achieve and report the first instance of intercalation
in a superatomic co-crystal assembly. The molecular cluster Co6Te8(PnPr3)6 and C60 fullerene
assemble into a layered solid state material, [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3 which is porous and contains
guest toluene molecules in its parent structure. However, via a solution-phase reaction, it can be
intercalated with a redox-active guest, tetracyanoethylene (TCNE) in a single-crystal-to-singlecrystal (SC-SC) transformation that maintains the integrity of the parent structure and is driven by
the oxidation of the host structure by the intercalant. The system was fully characterized ex-situ by
SCXRD to confirm the transformation as well as by Raman spectroscopy, electronic absorption
spectroscopy, electronic structure calculations and thermal transport measurements, the details of
which can be found in Ref. 22. Here, we focus only on the necessary structural and synthetic details
to understand the electrical transport measurements that were completed to show that intercalation
of superatomic crystals is an effective approach to tune the collective electrical and optical
properties of such materials while preserving their atomic precision.
Figure 10.5a and b shows the layered structure of [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3, as determined by
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SCXRD. The full synthetic details of Co6Te8(PnPr3)6 are described in Ref. 22. The stacking of
cluster layers (CL) and fullerene layers (FL) results in a pillared structure with a network of
channels within CL that are occupied by the phosphine ligands and six toluene molecules per
formula unit (shown in light blue in Figure 10.5a). Using bond distances, Raman spectroscopy,
DFT calculations and the redox potentials of the individual superatomic components, we conclude
that Co6Te8(PnPr3)6 bears a 1+ charge in the superatomic crystal, and its one transferred electron
lies delocalized across the C60 layer, implying an average 1/3 of an electron per C60. Additionally,
the solubility of the crystals is consistent with an ionic lattice; the material spontaneously
crystallizes from toluene and shows poor solubility in other non-polar solvents.
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CL

c

c

b

b

FL
a

a+c

a

a

Parent Host Structure

Intercalated Structure

Figure 10.5: (a,b) Edge-on view (a) and top view (b) of the space-filling structure of
[Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3. FL is a corrugated monolayer of C60 and CL contains Co6Te8(PnPr3)6 and
six toluene molecules per formula unit, occupying interstitial sites. The toluene molecules are
shown in (a) in light blue at 50 % atomic radius. (c,d) Edge-on view (c) and top view (d) of the
space-filling structure of [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]2. Cobalt, navy; tellurium, gold; carbon,
dark grey. TCNE molecules are shown in red (carbon) and light blue (nitrogen) in (c) and (d).
Hydrogens and phosphines are removed to clarify all the views.
The strategy to intercalate [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3 was to displace the included toluene
molecules with TCNE, a guest capable of exchanging charge with the host (Figure 10.5c). By
analogy to the intercalation of Br2 and alkali metals into graphite and many other layered solids,
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we sought to use the thermodynamic favorability of this redox process as the driving force for
intercalation. Crystallographic analysis shows that the intercalation preserves the single
crystallinity of the material, explicitly confirming the SC-SC transformation. Figure 10.5c and d
displays the crystal structure of the intercalation compound [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]2, which
contains two ordered TCNE molecules occupying interstitial sites in the gap between two C60
layers. Sub-stoichiometric intercalation of the host ([Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]x ,x < 2) as well
as the stoichiometric compound [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]2 were synthesized and the
stoichiometric ratio x was determined by elemental analysis (EA).
The oxidative intercalation of TCNE into the superatomic host results in dramatic changes
to its electronic properties. The primary charge carriers in [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3 are the
transferred electrons in FL. This was suggested by DFT+U calculations and confirmed by
measurements of Seebeck coefficients (see Ref. 22 for details.) The insertion of TCNE into the
structure transfers the carrier electrons onto TCNE, resulting in a decrease of the material electrical
conductivity (σ) and an increase of the thermal activation energy (Ea). Figure 10.6 displays the
electrical transport properties of [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]x as a function of x. At room
temperature, σ ~0.2 S/m for x = 0 and decreases monotonically by four orders of magnitude as x
increases (Fig. 4a). The conductance (G) decreases exponentially with decreasing temperature,
indicating a thermally activated electrical transport behavior; Ea is extracted from the slope of the
Arrhenius-type plot shown in Fig. 4b. [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3 has an activation energy Ea ~0.2 eV
that increases with x to reach Ea ~0.85 eV for x = 1.8. (The resistivity of the stoichiometric
compound [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]2 is too large upon cooling to reliably measure Ea,
presumably because all the conducting electrons are localized on TCNE.) This increase of the
thermal activation energy with increasing x agrees well with optical measurements that show a
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widening of the bandgap to ~0.65 eV upon TCNE intercalation as well as the charge transfer
predicted by the DFT+U calculations (Ref. 22.)
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Figure 10.6: (a) Room temperature conductivity (s) as a function of x in
[Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]x. Error bars represent standard deviation across 6-10 devices. Inset
shows representative current (I) versus voltage (V) curves. (b) Plot of the conductance (G) versus
1/T for pellets of [Co6Te8(PnPr3)6][C60]3[TCNE]x. The Arrhenius fits, shown as solid lines are used
to extract the activation energy Ea. Error bars that are not visible are included within the data point.

10.4 2D Cluster Assemblies
Combining the results from Sections 10.2 and 10.3 and what we know about intercalation
compounds, the ideal 2D material would be layered, van der Waals assembled and have an
interlayer attraction that was strong enough to withstand the insertion of a guest. Furthermore, it
must be oxidizable or reducible if we the intercalant is intended to dope the material. Mo6S3Br6
(10.7a) and Re6Se8Cl2 (10.8a) represent just this. Little is known about the transport properties of
these compounds and so we begin by studying their inherent, bulk properties.23,24 However, each
offer the unique possibility of exfoliating strong 2D layers of covalently linked clusters and should
be amenable to intercalation.by many different means. The lack of organic ligands significantly
reduces the resistance of these materials and removes any limitations we previously had on high
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temperature intercalation. Preliminary transport results are shown below.
Pressed pellets and single crystals of Mo6S3Br6 were incorporated into two-terminal
devices and contacted with graphite paint (insets of Figure 10.7b and c respectively). The devices
were loaded into a He-filled cryostat and cooled, while IVs were collected as a function of
temperature. Each IV was fitted with a linear function to calculate a conductance, G.
Representative plots of the resulting values vs. temperature are shown in Figure 10.7b and c. Three
regimes of Arrhenius behavior was observed for the pressed pellets with thermal activation barriers
(Ea) ranging from 15 to 27 meV between 300 K and 16 K. The single crystal devices were only
active until 112 K but the data was similar to that of the pellet collected in the same temperature
range, with an activation barrier of 13 rather than 17 meV. These small barriers and Ohmic contacts
suggest that doping would be important to modulate to the transport behavior of Mo6S3Br6, whose
conductivities even as a pellet are ~ 1.5 S/m.
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Figure 10.7: (a) Side view of the crystal structure of Mo6S3Br6 clusters covalently linked in two
dimensions and stacked into layers in the third. (b) Plot of log(conductance) plotted against inverse
temperature for a Mo6S3Br6 pellet contacted with two graphite leads. Arrhenius fits yield three
different regimes of behavior, with thermal activation energies ranging from 15 to 27 meV. (c)
Plot of log(conductance) plotted against inverse temperature for a Mo6S3Br6 single crystal
contacted with two graphite leads. Arrhenius fit yields a thermal activation energy of 13 meV, only
~5meV smaller than that of the pressed pellet in the same temperature region.
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Figure 10.8: (a) Side view of the crystal structure of Re6Se8Cl2 clusters covalently linked in two
dimensions and stacked into layers in the third. (b) Plot of log(conductance) plotted against inverse
temperature for a Re6Se8Cl2 single crystal contacted with two graphite (blue open circles) and two
silver (green closed circles) leads. Arrhenius fits yield two different regimes of behavior, with
distinct thermal activation energies. (c) Plot of log(conductance) plotted against inverse
temperature for a Li@Re6Se8Cl2 pellet contacted with two graphite leads. Arrhenius fit yields a
single thermal activation energy of 181 meV. Fit is only shown for the cooling cycle but it is
evident that the heating cycle displayed the same slope, with slightly lower conductances.

Pellets of Re6Se8Cl2 and Li@Re6Se8Cl2 were pressed but the powder was very loosely held
together, even in pellet form. In fact, the former did not yield any functioning devices. However
single crystals were contacted with graphite paint and silver epoxy and cooled. Preliminary data
can be found in Figure 10.8, where resistances were estimated as linear fits from Schottky-like
IVs. (This is less reliable at low temperatures, where the Schottky behavior of the devices is
magnified.) These devices showed two distinct regions of thermal activation with an energy barrier
that decreases to half its original value. The activation barriers are the same regardless of contact
metal. In the same region, Li doped pellets display a single Arrhenius trend with Ea similar to the
undoped single crystal. As the corresponding undoped pellet devices were insulating, it remains to
be seen whether there was a change in band gap. It is possible that the grain boundaries introduced
by the pellet are obscuring any benefits from the Li doping or it is possible that Li was not
incorporated and/or is not interacting with the solid as initially hoped. Regardless, this represents
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the first step towards forming 2D intercalated devices from superatomic compounds.
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Part IV

Appendix

The following chapters include supplementary information regarding SPCM as well as sample
house-written programs used to analyze much of the data in this thesis.
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Appendix – A

SPCM Standard Operating Procedure

A.1: Loading the Device
(refer to Figure A.1)
1. Load device in chip socket and replace cover, using the screws on top as handles. Make sure
the o-ring is seated before replacing cover.
2. Make sure release valve is closed shut (no red visible) then flip the Turbo valve from shut
(pointing upward) to open (pointing downward). You should hear static vacuum take hold in
the cryostat and should not be able to remove the cover anymore. [There is another valve along
the path that is, in essence, useless. Leave it open always. If you don’t hear the static vacuum,
double check that it is open.]
3. Turn the turbo on by hitting

.

4. Allow turbo pump to reach 100%.
5. Switch to pressure reading on turbo pump by pressing

.

6. Depending on the sensitivity of your sample, you may want to wait to achieve base pressure
(~10-6 Torr.)
7. Using the microscope, with the wheel on “1”, locate your sample and focus the microscope
optics on it. The image you see in the microscope and on the screen above will be inverted
from actual life. (Up is down, right is left and vice versa.)
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Figure A.1: Photocurrent cryostat schematic – turbo pump and pin-outs

A.2: Readying the Laser
8. Choose your laser: (a) NKT pulsed, supercontinuum laser (b) continuous wave 405nm diode
laser (c) continuous wave 532 pen laser [not show in image below].

Figure A.2: Photocurrent setup with optics labeled, part 1
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9. Make sure mirrors A & B for the individual laser are set in the upright position and that those
belonging to the other lasers are flipped downward if need be. (The NKT mirrors remain fixed
upright, those for the continuous wave are flipped up and down. Mirror B is identical for the
405nm and 532nm and is a dichroic mirror.)
10. To turn on the NKT: power up from behind, switch the key from OFF to ON, hit the interlock
and then turn on the emission using the button on the front or through the computer interface.
It is best to start on the lowest power = 24%.
To turn on the 405nm: Turn on the temperature controller and then the laser source. The latter
allows you to control the wattage of the laser.
To turn on the 532nm: flip the switch on the power source.
11. Check the laser alignment. It should follow its path straight to the telescope without straying
from the table.
12. To align the laser:
(a) use the two mirrors closest to laser source (labeled A & B) for course focus.
(b) Define points A & B on the optics route where you want the laser to aim. Always use the
mirror farther back on the path (mirror A) to define the point farther back (point A) and the
closer one (mirror B) to define the point closer (point B) to your laser’s final destination.
Both of these points will be passed the mirrors you are trying to use to control position. For
example, your first set of A & B might be before and after the ND filters respectively.
(c) Move iteratively through the path, where the old point B turns into new point A, and the
next spot along the line is selected as point B. Use the 2 mirrors closest to the points you
choose downstream of points A & B as you go along, moving through mirrors 1,2 and 3,
until the laser hits the piezo controlled x-y mirrors.
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Figure A.3: Photocurrent setup with optics labeled, part 2
(d) Make sure the x-y mirrors are set to (0,0) in Labview code before attempting anything else.
(Run a 0 x 0 µm scan.)
(e) Using the hanging target (“cage alignment plate,” see below), check the laser’s alignment
with the center of the telescope entry point.

Figure A.4: Cage alignment plate (reproduced from ThorLabs website)
13. At this point, select the ND filter that you want (usually range of 2.5 – 3) to decrease the laser
power hitting your sample to decrease the spot size to something manageable for the rest of
the alignment. Once you decrease, you should still be hitting the center of the target, such that
the some of the laser light makes it through the pinhole.
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14. Switch the wheel on the microscope to “4” and DO NOT look through the eyepiece until it is
switched back to “1”.
15. Place the hanging target at the exit point of the telescope. Use the set of mirrors from the
telescope to adjust the position and astigmatism of the laser. This will require a few iterations.
Depending on where in x-y phase space you are, one mirror will move the laser position
physically on your sample and define (0,0) and the other will adjust the astigmatism – when
you rock the laser in and out of focus in both directions, it should be concentric and symmetric
in how it defocuses. You need to achieve an equilibrium spot for both of these that also places
the laser at the center of the hanging target. Do not rock the laser while the target is in the path.

Figure A.5: Photocurrent setup with optics labeled, part 3
16. You are now ready to measure! Just remember what you see is inverted from reality. So Pin 5
will appear near the top of the screen and Pin 1 will appear on the bottom of the screen, etc.

A.3: Power Meter
It’s very important to have an accurate measure of the power being applied to your system
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in order to understand things like quantum efficiency and to estimate the number density of
photogenerated carriers. To get the most accurate measure of power, all background light must be
minimized and the Δ function on the power meter box can be used. With the power meter placed
next to the 90/10 pick-off mirror as shown in the images in Part B, calibrations were performed at
a wide range of wavelengths. For each wavelength listed below, the power was measured under
the objective with the microscope set to 50-50 (objective-screen) as well as reflected from the pickoff mirror, over a series of ND filters. Conversion factors were then determined by averaging over
these filters and account for losses in the system from all the mirrors and optics on the table when
this work was written as well as the emission spectrum of the NKT which varies from wavelength
to wavelength (Figure A.6). The table below provides the final values used throughout this thesis.
(Where relevant, the bandwidth of the NKT was set to 7nm.)
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Figure A.6: Output spectra for NKT supercontinuum laser showing the relative emissions for each
wavelength. From 360 – 425 nm, the weak emissions are actually > 825nm. (425 nm line used to
be blue-violet but has since failed.)
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Table A.1. Power Meter Conversion Factors
Laser Source
Wavelength (nm)
Conversion Factor
NKT
400
1.41
CW
405
1.41
NKT
425
0.86
NKT
450
6.61
NKT
475
7.62
NKT
500
7.60
NKT
510
7.94
NKT
520
8.20
NKT
525
8.25
NKT
530
9.24
CW
532
5.93
NKT
532
8.66
NKT
540
8.32
NKT
545
8.13
NKT
550
8.39
NKT
555
8.26
NKT
560
8.47
NKT
565
8.41
NKT
570
8.45
NKT
575
8.37
NKT
580
8.11
NKT
590
8.44
NKT
600
7.61
NKT
625
8.54
NKT
633
8.78
NKT
650
8.89
NKT
675
8.68
NKT
700
8.46
NKT
725
8.40
NKT
750
6.05
NKT
775
5.08
NKT
800
3.14
NKT
825
2.82
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Appendix – B

Control Experiments for SPCM

All SPCM studies require an assurance that a host of measurement conditions do not over or underestimate the diffusion length observed. This is particularly important when a comparison of LD
values is requires across multiple samples and materials. The list of conditions include but are not
limited to: 1) scan direction, 2) scan speed, 3) excitation power, 4) excitation wavelength. Below
is an example of these control experiments performed on each of the perovskite used in Ch. 4, 5
and 7.

B.1 Scan Direction Dependence of LD
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Figure B.1: Representative profiles of the exact same map, showing the difference of LD and
Gaussian width (σ) with scan direction for a p-type MAPbI3 crystal with 700 nm laser excitation.
The laser is scanning (a) from graphite contact to perovskite (b) from perovskite to graphite
contact.
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B.2 Scan Speed Dependence of LD
All measurements were performed at slow to moderate scan speds (generally < 10 µm/s for
n-type and < 1 µm/s for p-type), where the observed diffusion length is independent of scan rate.
The appropriate speed range was determined for each device individually, as some variation was
observed with both material quality and cation or halide identity. Figure B.2 shows LD as a function
of scan speed for representative crystals of each perovskite material.
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Figure B.2: LD as a function of laser excitation scan speed for representative crystals of n-type
and p-type (a) MAPbBr3 (b) MAPbI3 (c) FAPbBr3 (d) CsPbBr3.
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B.3 Power Dependence of LD
The quantum efficiency behavior of the perovskite devices (Figure B.3) is power dependent
and generally decreases at very high fluence. However, this does not have a significant impact on
LD (Figure B.4) within the range of powers typically used to excite the crystals.
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Figure B.3: EQE as a function of laser excitation power for representative crystals of n-type and
p-type (a) MAPbBr3 (b) MAPbI3 (c) FAPbBr3 (d) CsPbBr3.
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Figure B.4: LD as a function of laser excitation power for representative crystals of n-type and ptype (a) MAPbBr3 (b) MAPbI3 (c) FAPbBr3 (d) CsPbBr3.
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B.4 Wavelength Dependence of LD
We note in our studies that the results in Ch. 4 and 5 are consistent over the entire visible
absorption spectrum of the perovskite. Examples of LD as a function of excitation wavelength are
shown in Figure B.5. The slight deviations around the band edge are primarily due to a loss in
signal, as can be seen by the quantum efficiencies of the peak photocurrent reported in Figure B.6
as a function of excitation wavelength. In both cases, the data was collected with the appropriate
power to yield the same number of photons across all wavelengths probed.
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Figure B.5: LD as a function of laser excitation wavelength for representative crystals of n-type
and p-type (a) MAPbBr3 (b) MAPbI3 (c) FAPbBr3 (d) CsPbBr3. Error bars represent uncertainty
in the exponential fit. LD is relatively flat across the spectrum and generally appears to increase
slightly close to the band edge as external quantum efficiency (EQE) and our resolution decreases.
Below the band edge, no signal is observed.
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Figure B.6: EQE as a function of laser excitation wavelength for representative crystals of n-type
and p-type (a) MAPbBr3 (b) MAPbI3 (c) FAPbBr3 (d) CsPbBr3. Below the band edge, no signal is
observed. As discussed in the main text, EQE for an individual crystal is dependent on the Schottky
barrier height with the graphite paint.

Figure B.7 shows a typical response from FAPbBr3 grown from DMF. Note that despite
its darker appearance, LD is active in the same regions as FAPbBr3 grown in HBr. The key
difference in transport can be attributed to the lower crystal quality.
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Figure B.7: (a) LD and (b) EQE as a function of laser excitation wavelength for representative
crystals of n-type FAPbBr3 grown from DMF. Error bars in (a) represent uncertainty in the
exponential fit. LD is relatively flat across the spectrum and generally appears to increase slightly
close to the band edge as external quantum efficiency (EQE) and our resolution decreases. Below
the band edge, no signal is observed.

When we applied a sufficiently high bias to an n-type MAPbBr3 device, we were able to
observe electron diffusion lengths. As with the initial carrier type, in Figure A.X we confirmed
that the signal remains constant across the visible absorption spectrum of the perovskite and that
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Figure B.8: (a) LD and (b) EQE as a function of laser excitation wavelength for n-type MAPbBr3
under -1 V bias. Initial LDh+ ≈ 7.5 µm.
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Appendix – C

Range of LD Observed in SPCM

Representative traces of photocurrent as a function of laser position can be found in the main text.
However, we observed a large range of values from sample to sample, and location to location
within each sample, which we ascribe to variation in purity and surface passivation. Below are
tables showing this variability, across a few samples for each n- and p-type APbX3, along with
errors in the exponential fit.

C.1 Location to Location Variation in LD
For MAPbI3, several locations are reported to show the variability within samples. Excitation
wavelengths as well as laser identity are indicated. We use continuous wave (CW) diode lasers
and a tunable quasi-continuous wave (QCW) pulsed super-continuum laser (QCW Photonics).
TABLE C.1: ELECTRON DIFFUSION LENGTHS FROM P-TYPE MAPbI3
SAMPLE

LD (µm)

λ (nm)

QCW/CW

CRYSTAL A

9.8 ± 0.5

405

CW

CRYSTAL B

28 ± 0.5

500

QCW

CRYSTAL C

14 ± 3

405

CW

CRYSTAL D

25 ± 0.6

700

QCW
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TABLE C.2: HOLE DIFFUSION LENGTHS FROM N-TYPE MAPbI3
SAMPLE

LD (µm)

λ (nm)

QCW/CW

CRYSTAL A
(MAPPING
DIFFERENT
REGIONS)

46 ± 1
47 ± 0.4
40 ± 0.3
63 ± 3
49 ± 1
65 ± 3
49 ± 1

405
405
405
405
405
405
405

CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW
CW

CRYSTAL B

27 ± 0.5
28 ± 0.6
17 ± 0.6

405
633
405

CW
CW
CW

18 ± 0.8

405

CW

46 ± 2

750

QCW

FOUR
MONTHS
LATER:
CRYSTAL C

C.2 Sample to Sample Variation in LD
To appropriately account for location to location variation in each sample, an average LD was
reported and calculated for each crystal as a weighted averages of multiple photocurrent maps.
Below are those averages for an individual crystal along with the standard error due to the
exponential fits, across a large range of excitation wavelengths.
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TABLE S4. HOLE DIFFUSION LENGTHS FROM N-TYPE APBBR3
HALIDE
A-TYPE CATION
SAMPLE
LD (µm)
I
MA
CRYSTAL A
43.46 ± 0.23
CRYSTAL B
27.39 ± 0.39
CRYSTAL C
33.62 ± 0.43
BR

MA

CRYSTAL A
CRYSTAL B
CRYSTAL C
CRYSTAL D
CRYSTAL E
CRYSTAL F

1.087 ± 0.13
9.01 ± 0.04
42.78 ± 0.76
65.11 ± 0.63
11.22 ± 0.10
12.36 ± 0.23

FA

CRYSTAL A
CRYSTAL B
CRYSTAL C
CRYSTAL D

9.02 ± 0.17
27.0 ± 0.5
20.57 ± 0.16
28.50 ± 0.55

CS

CRYSTAL A
CRYSTAL B
CRYSTAL C

7.80 ± 0.33
20.23 ± 0.27
10.88 ± 0.15

TABLE S5. ELECTRON DIFFUSION LENGTHS FROM P-TYPE APBBR3
HALIDE
A-TYPE CATION
SAMPLE
LD (µm)
I
MA
CRYSTAL A
15.55 ± 0.33
CRYSTAL B
27.15 ± 0.46
CRYSTAL C
14.0 ± 3.2
CRYSTAL D
25.36 ± 0.13
CRYSTAL E
6.67 ± 0.11
BR

MA

CRYSTAL A
CRYSTAL B
CRYSTAL C
CRYSTAL D
CRYSTAL E
CRYSTAL F
CRYSTAL G
CRYSTAL H

1.01 ± 0.01
12.80 ± 0.01
9.9 ± 1.0
0.38 ± 0.01
0.614 ± 0.005
0.85 ± 0.48
1.04 ± 0.48
0.88 ± 0.30

CS

CRYSTAL A
CRYSTAL B
CRYSTAL C
CRYSTAL D

1.75 ± 0.01
1.68 ± 0.01
0.24 ± 0.01
3.00 ± 0.05
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Appendix – D

Data Workup Procedures

Much of the data collected above was analyzed in IgorPro with programs that were written for
their specific purpose. Because different programs (iMeazure, LabView, Matlab, etc.) each save
data in a different way, the skeletal structure was repurposed for the task at hand. Below are
samples of the most commonly used procedures for SPCM, Hall and conductivity measurements.
A list of the procedures and their categories can be found below, followed by copies of said
procedures. Many load procedures include a function to parse the file name and extract out
information and require the right naming format to work properly.

Procedures:
(1) SPCM: Automatically loads and fits all the data in two steps. User-defined fit functions are
included along with functions to normalize the data and update fit parameters table. For data
collected with Labview.

(2) Hall: Loads all data and contains a user-defined fit function. Included are functions to calculate
carrier density, resistivity, conductivity, mobility, etc. from the Hall fit. For data collected on
Agilent 4145B/4155C.
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(3) Room Temperature Van der Pauw: Loads van der Pauw data collected on the Hone Lab
AutoProbe station, using Matlab. Includes a function to calculate Rs, does not always converge.

(4) Variable Temperature Kelvin Sensing: Loads Kelvin sensing data collected on the Hone
Lab cryofree cryostat or on the PPMS. Includes a function to calculate the activation energy of
an Arrhenius plot. A similar function was written for 2-terminal measurements and later on,
adopted for the following procedure.

(5) Variable Temperature S-D Sensing: Loads and analyzing source-drain data collected on the
Hone Lab cryofree cryostat. Includes a function to calculate the activation energy of an
Arrhenius plot, as well as one to calculate resistivities and conductivities (assuming that the
contact resistance is negligible in comparison to the sample resistance.)

(6) Raman: Automatically loads all the data, subtracts a linear baseline and fits hBN, G and 2Dpeaks with Lorentzians. Creates a table of peak positions, amplitudes, areas and FWHM.
Requires “Baselines” procedure below.

(7) Baselines: Open-source procedure to subtract a linear baseline from a spectrum.
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6/17/17
#pragma rtGlobals=3

PCAutoLoadT.ipf

1

// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.

//Menu
Menu "PC"
"Load PC with T", LoadPCTemps()
"AnalyzePC", AnalyzePC()
"UpdateCoefs", UpdateCoefs()
"Normalize To Min", NormalizeCurves(SliceMin)
"Normalize To Max", NormalizeCurves(SliceMax)
"Normalize To Absolute Max", NormalizeCurves(AbsMax)
End

//Loading Data
function LoadPCtemps()
SetDataFolder root:
Open/D/R/MULT=1/M ="Select PC T Files" frn
//Open/D/R/MULT=1/F=".txt"/M ="Select PC T Files" frn
variable num = ItemsInList(S_fileName, "\r")
if(WaveExists($"Temperature"))
Wave/D SliceMin,SliceMax,Temperature,runNumber, AbsMax
Wave/T folders
InsertPoints 0,num, SliceMin,SliceMax, AbsMax,Temperature,runNumber,folders
else
Make/O/D/N=(num) runNumber, Temperature, SliceMax, SliceMin, AbsMax
Make/O/T/N=(num) folders
endif
Variable transpose=1, width=200, height=200, startSlice=5, numSlices=1, multiplier=10
Prompt transpose, "transpose?", popup, "no;yes"
Prompt multiplier, "voltage to pA multiplier"
Prompt width, "estimated X (microns)"
Prompt height, "estimated Y (microns)"
Prompt startSlice, "first slice (first guess is usually 5)"
Prompt numSlices, "number of slices to average (1 if no averaging desired)"
DoPrompt "Set Scale", transpose,multiplier,width, height, startSlice, numSlices

variable ii
for(ii = 0; ii < num; ii += 1)
DFREF dfr = LoadPCT(StringFromList(ii, S_fileName, "\r"), transpose, width, height, startSlice, nu
SetDataFolder root:
NVAR thisRunNumber, thisTemp, ScanMax, ScanMin
runNumber[ii] =thisRunNumber
root:Temperature[ii] = thisTemp
root:folders[ii] = GetDataFolder(0, dfr)
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6/17/17

PCAutoLoadT.ipf

2

root:SliceMax[ii] = ScanMax
root:SliceMin[ii] = ScanMin
endfor
Edit/K=0 root:folders, root:runNumber,root:Temperature,root:SliceMax,root:SliceMin,root:AbsMax
ModifyTable/Z alignment=0
Sort runNumber runNumber,Temperature,folders, SliceMax, SliceMin, AbsMax
AbsMax = SliceMax - SliceMin
ModifyGraph/W=TempCurves tick=2,mirror=1,standoff=0,btLen=4
Display SliceMax,SliceMin vs Temperature
ModifyGraph mode=4,marker=19
ModifyGraph marker(SliceMin)=8,rgb(SliceMin)=(16384,16384,65280)
Legend/C/N=text0/A=MC
Label left "\\Z15Photocurrent Extrema (pA)"
Label bottom "\\Z15Temperature (K)"
ModifyGraph tick=2,mirror=1,standoff=0,btLen=4

SetDataFolder root:
Printf "%d by %d µm, averaging from slice #%d to #%d\r", width, height, startSlice, startSlice+numSlic
end
function/DF LoadPCT(filePath, transpose, width, height, startSlice, numSlices, multiplier)
string filePath
variable transpose, width, height, startSlice, numSlices, multiplier
String UniqueID = PCParseTempFileName(ParseFilePath(0, filePath, ":", 1, 0))
SetDataFolder root:
NewDataFolder/S/O $UniqueID
LoadWave/J/M/D/A=image/K=0 filePath
Wave image0
NewImage/N=$UniqueID image0
if(transpose==2)
MatrixTranspose image0
print "transposing"
endif
image0 *= multiplier
SetScale/I x 1,width,"", image0
SetScale/I y 1,height,"", image0
Variable/G root:ScanMax
NVAR ScanMax = root:ScanMax
Variable/G root:ScanMin
NVAR ScanMin = root:ScanMin
Make/D/O/N=(DimSize(image0,1)) slice, slice_stdev
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Variable ii
for(ii = startSlice; ii < (numSlices+startSlice); ii += 1)
slice += image0[ii][p]
endfor
slice /= numSlices
SetScale/I x 1,width,"", slice
//scan max/min here
for(ii = startSlice; ii < (numSlices+startSlice); ii += 1)
slice_stdev += (image0[ii][p] - slice[p])^2
endfor
slice_stdev = sqrt(slice_stdev/numSlices)
Rename image0, $UniqueID
if(WinType("TempCurves"))
AppendToGraph/W=TempCurves slice
else
Display/N=TempCurves, slice
endif
DeletePoints 99,1,slice
ScanMax = WaveMax(slice)
ScanMin = WaveMin(slice)
Rename slice, $UniqueID+"slice"
DFREF dfr = GetDataFolderDFR()
return dfr
end

function/S PCParseTempFileName(name)
string name
variable/G thisRunNumber, thisTemp
string matchExpr = "%d %dK.txt"
sscanf name, matchExpr, thisRunNumber, thisTemp
String UniqueID
if (ThisTemp==0)
Prompt UniqueID, name
DoPrompt "Name parsing failed, please provide a unique string for:" UniqueID
else
UniqueID = "T"+num2str(thisRunNumber)+"_"+num2str(ThisTemp)+"K"
endif
return UniqueID
end
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//Fit Functions
//ExModGauss Fit Fn - literature (Journal of Chromatography A, 915 (2001) 1–13)
function EMG_with_background(w, x) : fitfunc
wave w
variable x
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/

variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable

Define function
Coefficients 6
w[0] = M0
w[1] = tau
w[2] = center
w[3] = stdev
w[4] = offset
w[5] = background

M0 = w[0] // peak area
tau = w[1] // exponential
center = w[2] // center
sigma= w[3] // stdev
y0 = w[4] // offset
background = w[5] // background signal from crystal

variable piecewise
if(tau > 0)
piecewise = background*(x > center) // left side contact, turn on background for x past edge
else
piecewise = background*(x < center) // right side contact, turn on background for x before edge
endif
return y0+(M0/2*tau)*(exp(((1/2)*(sigma/tau)^2)-((x-center)/tau)))*erfc((1/sqrt
end
function EMG_w_bkgndSlope(w, x) : fitfunc
wave w
variable x
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/

Define function
Coefficients 7
w[0] = M0
w[1] = tau
w[2] = center
w[3] = stdev
w[4] = offset
w[5] = background
w[6] = slope
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M0 = w[0] // peak area
tau = w[1] // exponential
center = w[2] // center
sigma= w[3] // stdev
y0 = w[4] // offset
background = w[5] // background signal from crystal
slope = w[6]

variable piecewise
if(tau > 0)
piecewise = background*(x > center) // left side contact, turn on background for x past edge
else
piecewise = background*(x < center) // right side contact, turn on background for x before edge
endif
return y0+(M0/2*tau)*(exp(((1/2)*(sigma/tau)^2)-((x-center)/tau)))*erfc((1/sqrt
end

//Automatic Fits
function AnalyzePC()
Variable positive, left
Prompt positive, "Positive response? Yes = 1, No = 0"
Prompt left, "Contact on Left? Yes = 1, No = 0"
DoPrompt "Map Parameters", positive, left
If(positive)
print "Positive response expected."
else
print "Negative response expected."
Endif
If(left)
print "Leftside contact expected."
else
print "Rightside contact expected."
endif

String objName
Variable images = CountObjects("root:", 4)
Wave Temperature
Make/O/N=(images) SliceMin, SliceMax, MinLoc, MaxLoc, Offset,FitPeak
Make/O/N=(images) M0,M0Err,Tau,TauErr,Center,CenterErr,StdDev,StdDevErr,Y0Err,Background,Back
Variable index = 0
do
objName = GetIndexedObjName("root:", 4, index) // 1=waves, 4=folders
if (strlen(objName) == 0)
break
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elseif(stringmatch(objName, "K*") || stringmatch(objName, "T*"))
SetDataFolder objName
Wave slice = $objName+"slice"
WaveStats/Q slice
Make/O/N=10 sliceBeginning = slice[p]
Make/O/N=10 sliceEnd = slice[numpnts(slice)-10+p]
if(left)
Offset[index] = 0// mean(sliceBeginning)
else
Offset[index] = 0//mean(sliceEnd)
endif
SliceMin[index] = V_min - Offset[index]
SliceMax[index] = V_max - Offset[index]
MinLoc[index] = V_minLoc
MaxLoc[index] = V_maxLoc
Display slice
ModifyGraph mode($objName+"slice")=3,marker($objName+"slice")=8
ModifyGraph rgb($objName+"slice")=(0,0,26112)
Make/O/D/N=6/O W_coef

//

if(positive)
if(left)
//W_coef[0] = {SliceMax[index],25,V_maxLoc,0.5,Offset[index],0} // +, left contact
W_coef[0] = {SliceMax[index],2,V_maxLoc,1,Offset[index],0}
else
W_coef[0] = {-SliceMax[index],-25,V_maxLoc,-0.5,Offset[index],0} // +, right contact
endif
else
if(left)
W_coef[0] = {SliceMin[index],25,V_minLoc,0.5,Offset[index],0} // -, left contact
else
W_coef[0] = {-SliceMin[index],-25,V_minLoc,-0.5,Offset[index],0} // -, right contact
endif
endif
Print "Guesses for: "+objName
Print w_coef
FuncFit/Q/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 EMG_with_background W_coef slice /D
FuncFit/Q/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 EMG_w_bkgndSlope W_coef slice[39,149] /D // [start,end] to s
wave W_sigma
if(positive)
FitPeak[index]=WaveMax($"fit_"+objName+"slice")-W_coef[4]
else
FitPeak[index]=WaveMin($"fit_"+objName+"slice")-W_coef[4]
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endif
M0[index]=W_coef[0]
M0Err[index]=W_sigma[0]
Tau[index]=W_coef[1]
TauErr[index]=W_sigma[1]
Center[index]=W_coef[2]
CenterErr[index]=W_sigma[2]
StdDev[index]=W_coef[3]
StdDevErr[index]=W_sigma[3]
Offset[index]=W_coef[4]
Y0Err[index]=W_sigma[4]
Background[index]=W_coef[5]
BackgroundErr[index]=W_sigma[5]
endif
SetDataFolder "root:"
index += 1
while( 1 )

edit Temperature,M0,M0Err,Tau,TauErr,Center,CenterErr,StdDev,StdDevErr,Offset,Y0Err,Background,B
end

//Manual Fixes to Fits

function UpdateCoefs()
SetDataFolder "root:"
String objName
Variable index = 0
Wave M0,M0Err,Tau,TauErr,Center,CenterErr,StdDev,StdDevErr,Offset,Y0Err,Background,BackgroundE
do
objName = GetIndexedObjName("root:", 4, index) // 1=waves, 4=folders
if (strlen(objName) == 0)
break
elseif(stringmatch(objName, "K*") || stringmatch(objName, "T*"))
SetDataFolder objName
WAVE W_coef,W_sigma
root:M0[index]=W_coef[0]
root:M0Err[index]=W_sigma[0]
root:Tau[index]=W_coef[1]
root:TauErr[index]=W_sigma[1]
root:Center[index]=W_coef[2]
root:CenterErr[index]=W_sigma[2]
root:StdDev[index]=W_coef[3]
root:StdDevErr[index]=W_sigma[3]
root:Offset[index]=W_coef[4]
root:Y0Err[index]=W_sigma[4]
root:Background[index]=W_coef[5]
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root:BackgroundErr[index]=W_sigma[5]
endif
SetDataFolder "root:"
index +=1
while( 1 )
end

//Normalizing SPCM Slices
function NormalizeCurves(NormTo)
Wave NormTo
Setdatafolder root:
//Setdatafolder root:trends //swap in when have trends folder
Duplicate NormTo, NormFactor
NormFactor = 1/NormTo
Wave NormFactor
//Setdatafolder root: //add in when have trends folder
String objName
Variable index = 0
do
objName = GetIndexedObjName("root:", 4, index) // 1=waves, 4=folders
if (strlen(objName) == 0)
break
elseif(stringmatch(objName, "K*") || stringmatch(objName, "T*"))
SetDataFolder objName
Wave slice = $objName+"slice"
Duplicate slice, $objName+"SliceNorm"
Wave slice2 = $objName+"SliceNorm"
variable factor = NormFactor[index]
slice2 *= factor
if(WinType("TempCurvesNorm"))
AppendToGraph/W=TempCurvesNorm slice2
else
Display/N=TempCurvesNorm, slice2
endif
endif
SetDataFolder "root:"
index += 1
while( 1 )
end
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// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.

//Load Hall Data
function LoadAllHall()
SetDataFolder root:
Open/D/R/MULT=1/F=".csv"/M ="Select Hall Files" frn
variable num = ItemsInList(S_fileName, "\r")
Make/O/D/N=(num) seconds, runNumber
Make/O/T/N=(num) expt, device, notes, folders
variable ii
for(ii = 0; ii < num; ii += 1)
string folder = "R"+num2str(ii)
DFREF dfr = LoadEasyExpert(folder, StringFromList(ii, S_fileName, "\r"))
NVAR thisSeconds, thisRunNumber
SVAR thisExpt, thisDevice, thisNotes
root:seconds[ii] = thisSeconds
root:runNumber[ii] = thisRunNumber
root:expt[ii] = thisExpt
root:device[ii] = thisDevice
root:notes[ii] = thisNotes
root:folders[ii] = folder
endfor
Edit/K=0 root:runNumber,root:seconds,root:notes,root:device,root:expt,root:folders
ModifyTable/Z alignment[3]=0
ModifyTable/Z format[2]=8
Sort ::seconds ::runNumber,::folders,::notes,::device,::expt,::seconds
SetDataFolder root:
end
function/DF LoadEasyExpert(runName, filePath)
string runName, filePath
SetDataFolder root:
NewDataFolder/S/O $runName
agilentParseFileName(ParseFilePath(0, filePath, ":", 1, 0))
string/G thisExpt

if(StringMatch(thisExpt, "*AC*"))
LoadWave/D/J/K=0/L={214, 215,0,1,0}/N/W filePath // messed up
else
LoadWave/D/J/K=0/L={217, 218,0,1,0}/N/W filePath // normal
endif
wave I1, I2, I3, I4, TimeW, V1, V2, V3, V4, Temperature, Field, VXY, VXX
/ / SetScale/P x TimeW[0],TimeW[1]-TimeW[0],"", I1, I2, I3, I4, TimeW, V1, V2, V3, V4, Temperature, Fi
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SetScale/P x TimeW[0],TimeW[1]-TimeW[0],"", I1, I2, I3, I4, TimeW, V1, V2, V3, V4, Temperature, F
Display/N=$runName VXY vs TimeW
AppendToGraph/R Field, Temperature vs TimeW
Legend/C/N=text0/J runName+"\r\\s(VXY) VXY\r\\s(Field) Field\r\\s(Temperature) Temperature"
ModifyGraph rgb(Field)=(0,0,0)
ModifyGraph lstyle(Temperature)=3,lsize(Temperature)=2,rgb(Temperature)=(0,0,0)
DFREF dfr = $runName
return dfr
end
function agilentParseFileName(name)
string name

string/G thisExpt, thisDevice, thisNotes, AMPM
variable/G thisRunNumber, month, day, year, hour, minute, second, thisSeconds
string matchExpr = "%d_%d_%d %d_%d_%d %[P,A]M %[^\[][%[^\(](%d) %[^\]]\].csv"
sscanf name, matchExpr, month, day, year, hour, minute, second, AMPM, thisExpt, thisDevice, thisRunNum
if (StringMatch(AMPM, "P") && hour < 12)
hour += 12
elseif(StringMatch(AMPM, "A") && hour == 12)
hour -= 12
endif
thisSeconds = date2secs(year, month, day) + 3600*hour + 60*minute + second
return thisSeconds
end

//Hall Data Fit Function
function hallEffect(w, x) : FitFunc
variable x
wave w
//CurveFitDialog/
//CurveFitDialog/ Coefficients 6
//CurveFitDialog/ w[0] = alpha
//CurveFitDialog/ w[1] = offset
//CurveFitDialog/ w[2] = intercept
//CurveFitDialog/ w[3] = slope
//CurveFitDialog/ w[4] = quad
//CurveFitDialog/ w[5] = cube
variable alpha = w[0]
variable delay = w[1]
variable intercept = w[2]
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variable slope = w[3]
variable quad = w[4]
variable cube = w[5]
wave Field, TimeW, backgroundWave
SetScale/P x TimeW[0],TimeW[1]-TimeW[0],"", Field
ModifyGraph rgb(Res_VXY)=(44253,29492,58982)
ModifyGraph rgb(fit_VXY)=(16385,16388,65535)
variable background = cube*x^3 + quad*x^2+ slope*x + intercept
/ / variable background = intercept + slope*exp(quad*x)
// backgroundwave = w_coef[1] + w_coef[2]*x+w_coef[3]*x^2 +w_coef[4]*x^3
// backgroundwave = w_coef[1] + w_coef[2]*exp(w_coef[3]*x)
variable signal
if(x+delay > TimeW[numpnts(TimeW)-1])
signal = alpha*Field[numpnts(Field)-1]
elseif(x+delay < 0)
signal = alpha*Field(0)
else
signal = alpha*Field(x+delay)
endif
return background + signal
end

//Hall Data Graphing
function postProcess()
wave VXY, VXX, TimeW, Field
AppendToGraph/R=VXX VXX vs TimeW
ModifyGraph axisEnab(VXX)={0.8,1},freePos(VXX)={inf,bottom}
variable VXX_max = waveMax(VXX, pnt2x(VXX,pcsr(A)), pnt2x(VXX,pcsr(B)))
variable VXX_min = waveMin(VXX, pnt2x(VXX,pcsr(A)), pnt2x(VXX,pcsr(B)))
SetAxis VXX VXX_min,VXX_max
ModifyGraph rgb(VXX)=(65535,49151,55704)
wave w_coef
SetScale/P x TimeW[0],TimeW[1]-TimeW[0],"", VXX, VXY, TimeW, Field
Duplicate/O VXX, background
background = w_coef[2]+w_coef[3]*x + w_coef[4]*x^2 + w_coef[5]*x^3
AppendToGraph background vs TimeW
ModifyGraph rgb(background)=(1,52428,52428)
Duplicate/O VXY, VXY_abs
Duplicate/O Field, Field_abs
VXY_abs = abs(VXY-background)
Field_abs = abs(Field)
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Display VXY_abs vs Field_abs
end

//Plot Background on Graph Based on Hall Fits
function bkgrdPlot()
wave w_coef, VXY, TimeW, Field
SetScale/P x TimeW[0],TimeW[1]-TimeW[0],"", VXY, TimeW, Field
Duplicate/O VXY, background
background = w_coef[2]+w_coef[3]*x + w_coef[4]*x^2 + w_coef[5]*x^3
AppendToGraph background vs TimeW
ModifyGraph rgb(background)=(1,52428,52428)
Duplicate/O VXY, VXY_abs
Duplicate/O Field, Field_abs
VXY_abs = abs(VXY-background)
Field_abs = abs(Field)
Display VXY_abs vs Field_abs
end

//Hall Data Calculations Based on Fits
function calc_RXXindiv()
wave VXX, I1
Duplicate/O VXX, RXX
RXX = VXX/I1
end

function calc_RXXs()
wave VXX_nearfit
Duplicate/O VXX_nearfit, RXXs
RXXs = abs(VXX_nearfit/(2*(10^-8)))
end

function calc_sigma(length, width, thickness, RXXs)
variable length, width, thickness//in cm
wave RXXs
Duplicate/O RXXs, sigma
sigma = length/(width*thickness*RXXs)// S/cm
end

function calc_n(alphas, alphaErrors, current, thickness)
wave alphas, alphaErrors, current
variable thickness//in A and m
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variable elemchg = 1.602176565*10^-19//in Coulombs
Duplicate/O alphas, CarrierDensity, CarrierDensityError
CarrierDensity = (-current/(alphas*thickness*elemchg))*10^-6//in cm-3
CarrierDensityError = (current/(alphas^2*thickness*elemchg))*10^-6*alphaErrors//in cm-3
end

function calc_mu(sigma, CarrierDensity)
wave sigma, CarrierDensity
Duplicate/O sigma, mobility
variable elemchg = 1.602176565*10^-19
mobility = (sigma)/((CarrierDensity)*(elemchg))//
end
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#pragma rtGlobals=3

1

// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.

//Load VdP data from Hone Lab Probe Station
function Load_VdP()
//open file and make new folder
SetDataFolder root:
//NewDataFolder/S/O Expt_Name -- Copy & Paste this line and fill in name by "Expt_Name"
NewDataFolder/S/O CrPd_C_Dark
LoadWave/A/J/D/W/O/K=0
Wave VG, VSW, IS, VD, ID, VSM, VDM
KillWaves VG, VSW
Differentiate VD/X=ID/D=$"RSD"

//calc pairs
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(IS)) $"V34" = VDM-VSM
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(IS)) $"I12" = ID-IS

//Parse into 4 sets and separate out
wave V34, I12
Duplicate/O V34, V41, V12, V23
Duplicate/O I12, I23, I34, I41
wave V41, V12, V23, I23, I34, I41
DeletePoints
DeletePoints
DeletePoints
DeletePoints
DeletePoints
DeletePoints

82, 246, V34,I12
0,82, V23,I41
82, 164, V23,I41
0,164, V12,I34
82, 82, V12,I34
0,246, V41,I23

//calc R
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(V34))
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(V23))
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(V12))
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(V41))

$"R12_34"
$"R23_41"
$"R34_12"
$"R41_23"

=
=
=
=

V34/I12
V23/I41
V12/I34
V41/I23

wave R12_34, R34_12, R23_41, R41_23
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(V34)) $"R_vertical" = (R12_34 + R34_12)/2
Make/D/O/N=(numpnts(V34)) $"R_horizontal" = (R23_41 + R41_23)/2

//Graphs
Duplicate VD, VD_abbr
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DeletePoints 82, 246, VD_abbr
wave R_vertical, R_horizontal, VD_abbr, RSD

//Display R_vertical vs VD_abbr as "Expt_Name" -- Copy & Paste this line and fill in name by "Expt_Nam
Display R_vertical vs VD_abbr as "CrPd_C_Dark"
AppendToGraph/R R_horizontal vs VD_abbr
ModifyGraph rgb(R_horizontal)=(0,0,65535)
Label bottom "VD (V)\\U";DelayUpdate
Label right "(Ohm)\\U";DelayUpdate
Label left "(Ohm)\\U";DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph axRGB(left)=(65535,0,0),tlblRGB(left)=(65535,0,0);DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph alblRGB(left)=(65535,0,0);DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph axRGB(right)=(0,0,65535),tlblRGB(right)=(0,0,65535);DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph alblRGB(right)=(0,0,65535);DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph lstyle(R_horizontal)=3;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph lsize(R_horizontal)=2;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph lsize(R_vertical)=2;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph axisEnab(left)={0.52,1},axisEnab(right)={0.52,1};DelayUpdate

AppendToGraph/L=RSD RSD vs VD;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph axisEnab(RSD)={0,0.48},freePos(RSD)=0;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph lblPos(RSD)=50;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph axRGB(RSD)=(36873,14755,58982),tlblRGB(RSD)=(36873,14755,58982), alblRGB(
ModifyGraph rgb(RSD)=(36873,14755,58982);DelayUpdate
Label RSD "(Ohm)\\U"
Legend/C/N=text0/A=MC
Make/O/N=8 properties
end

//Calculate Rs from VdP data
Function VdP(cw, R_S)
Wave cw
Variable R_S
Variable R_V = cw[0]
Variable R_H = cw[1]
return exp(-Pi*R_V/R_S) + exp(-Pi*R_H/R_S) - 1
End
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// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.

//Load Kelvin 4-terminal Sensing collected on PPMS
function LoadPPMS4IV()
SetDataFolder root:
Open/D/R/MULT=1/T="????"/M = "Select 4 terminal IVs - PPMS" frn
variable num = ItemsInList(S_fileName, "\r")
Variable VVfactor, AVfactor
Prompt AVfactor, "Current Pre-Amp Sensitivity (A/V)"
Prompt VVfactor, "Voltage Pre-Amp Sensitivity (V/V)"
DoPrompt "PreAmp Conversions" VVfactor, AVfactor
if(WaveExists($"Temperature"))
Wave/D Temperature, R_SD, R_Int
Wave/T PinSD, PreAmpA, Factor, PinAB, PreAmpV
InsertPoints 0,num, Temperature, R_SD, R_Int, PinSD, PreAmpA, Factor, PinAB, PreAmpV
else
Make/O/D/T=(num) PinSD, PreAmpA, Factor, PinAB, PreAmpV
Make/O/D/N=(num) Temperature, R_SD, R_Int
endif
variable ii
for (ii = 0; ii < num; ii +=1)
DFREF dfr = Load4terminalPPMS(StringFromList(ii, S_fileName, "\r"), VVfactor, AVfactor)
SetDataFolder root:
NVAR thisTemp, thisRSD, thisIntR
SVAR thisSD, thisPreAmpA, thisFactor, thisAB, thisPreAmpV
root:PinSD[ii] = thisSD
root:PreAmpA[ii] = thisPreAmpA
root:Factor[ii] = thisFactor
root:PinAB[ii] = thisAB
root:PreAmpV[ii] = thisPreAmpV
root:Temperature[ii] = thisTemp
root:R_SD[ii] = thisRSD
root:R_Int[ii] = thisIntR
SetDataFolder root:
endfor
Duplicate/O R_SD, G_SD, G_Int, invT, G_SD_log, G_Int_log
G_SD = 1/R_SD
G_Int = 1/R_Int
G_SD_log = log(G_SD)
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G_Int_log = log(G_Int)
invT = 1/Temperature

Edit Temperature
AppendToTable PinSD, PreAmpA, Factor, PinAB, PreAmpV, R_SD, R_Int, G_SD, G_Int
DeletePoints numpnts(Temperature), 150, PinSD, PreAmpA, Factor, PinAB, PreAmpV, R_SD, R_Int, G_SD
Sort Temperature Temperature, PinSD, PreAmpA, Factor, PinAB, PreAmpV, R_SD, R_Int, G_SD, G_Int
if(WinType("GvsInvT"))
else
Display/N=GvsInvT, G_Int_log vs InvT
AppendToGraph/R G_SD_log vs invT
ModifyGraph tick=2,mirror(bottom)=1,standoff=0,btLen=4;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph prescaleExp(bottom)=3;DelayUpdate
Label left "\\Z15logG\\Binternal";DelayUpdate
Label right "\\Z15logG\\BSD";DelayUpdate
Label bottom "\\Z151000/T (K\\S-1\\M\\Z15)";DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph mode(G_Int_log)=3,marker(G_Int_log)=19;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph mode(G_SD_log)=3,marker(G_SD_log)=8;DelayUpdate
Legend/C/N=text0/F=0/A=MC
endif
end
function/DF Load4terminalPPMS(filePath, VVfactor, AVfactor)
string filePath
Variable VVfactor, AVfactor
String UniqueID = ParseFileNamePPMS(ParseFilePath(0, filePath, ":", 1, 0))
SetDataFolder root:
NewDataFolder/O/S $UniqueID
LoadWave/J/D/K=1/B="N=Vsource; N=Idrain; N=VAB;"/A filePath
wave Vsource, Idrain, VAB
Duplicate/O VAB, RSD, InternalR
RSD = (Vsource)/(Idrain*AVfactor)
InternalR = (VAB/VVfactor)/(Idrain*AVfactor)
Display InternalR vs Vsource
AppendToGraph/R RSD vs Vsource
ModifyGraph tick=2,mirror(bottom)=1,standoff=0,btLen=4;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph rgb(RSD)=(0,0,65280);DelayUpdate
Label left "\\Z15R\\Binternal \\M\\Z15(Ohm)";DelayUpdate
Label right "\\Z15R\\BSD \\M\\Z15(Ohm)";DelayUpdate
Label bottom "\\Z15V\\BS";DelayUpdate
Legend/C/N=text0/F=0/A=MC
variable/G root:thisRSD
NVAR thisRSD = root:thisRSD
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CurveFit/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 line RSD /X=Vsource /D
thisRSD = K0
variable/G root:thisIntR
NVAR thisIntR = root:thisIntR
CurveFit/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 line InternalR /X=Vsource /D
thisIntR = K0
ModifyGraph rgb(fit_InternalR)=(0,0,0)
ModifyGraph rgb(fit_RSD)=(0,0,0)
DFREF dfr = GetDataFolderDFR()
return dfr
end
function/S ParseFileNamePPMS(name)
string name
string/G thisSD, thisPreAmpA, thisFactor, thisAB, thisPreAmpV
variable/G thisTemp
string matchExpr = "%s %s %s %s %s %d.dat"
sscanf name, matchExpr, thisSD, thisPreAmpA, thisFactor, thisAB, thisPreAmpV, thisTemp
String UniqueID = "T"+num2str(thisTemp)+"K"
return UniqueID
end

//Pull Activation Barrier from Variable Temperature Data
function Analyze4term()
SetDataFolder root:
wave G_Int_log, G_SD_log, invT
variable Eg_Int, Eg_SD
CurveFit/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 line G_Int_log /X=invT /D
Eg_Int = (K1)*(2)*(8.617e-5)//eV
CurveFit/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 line G_SD_log /X=invT /D
Eg_SD = (K1)*(2)*(8.617e-5)//eV
print "Energy barrier from G_Int = "+num2str(Eg_Int)+"eV"
print "Energy barrier from G_SD = "+num2str(Eg_SD)+"eV"
end
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// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.

//Menu
Menu "VT-iMeazure"
"Load VT-iMeazure IV", LoadiMeazure()
"Get Eg from 2 terminal", GetEg2term()
"Get Resistivity and Conductivity",GetRhoSigma()
End

//Load Variable Temperature Data Collected with iMeazure
function LoadiMeazure()
SetDataFolder root:
Open/D/R/MULT=1/T="????"/M ="Select IV Sweep Files from iMeazure" frn
variable num = ItemsInList(S_fileName, "\r")
if(WaveExists($"Temperature"))
Wave/D Temperature, G_SD, G_SDerr
Wave/T Cycle
InsertPoints 0,num, Temperature, G_SD, G_SDerr, Cycle
else
Make/O/D/T=(num) Cycle
Make/O/D/N=(num) Temperature, G_SD, G_SDerr
endif
Variable Direction
Prompt Direction, "Cycle Direction?", popup, "cooling;heating"
DoPrompt "Set Direction", Direction
string s1="cooling", s2="heating"
string/G thisCycle
If(Direction==1)
thisCycle = s1
else
thisCycle = s2
endif
variable ii
for (ii = 0; ii < num; ii +=1)
DFREF dfr = LoadIV(StringFromList(ii, S_fileName, "\r"))
SetDataFolder root:
NVAR thisTemp, thisGSD, thisGSDerr
SVAR thisCycle
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root:Temperature[ii] = thisTemp
root:G_SD[ii] = thisGSD
root:G_SDerr[ii] = thisGSDerr
root:Cycle[ii] = thisCycle
SetDataFolder root:
endfor
Duplicate/O G_SD, R_SD, R_SDerr, invT, G_SD_log, G_SD_logErr
R_SD = 1/G_SD
R_SDerr = (G_SDerr/G_SD)*R_SD
G_SD_log = log(G_SD)
G_SD_logErr = (1/(ln(10)))*(G_SDerr/G_SD)
invT = 1/Temperature

Edit Temperature
AppendToTable Cycle, R_SD, R_SDerr, G_SD, G_SDerr, G_SD_log, G_SD_logErr, invT
DeletePoints numpnts(Temperature), 150, Cycle
Sort/R Temperature Temperature, Cycle, R_SD, R_SDerr, G_SD, G_SDerr, G_SD_log, G_SD_logErr, invT

if(WinType("GvsInvT"))
else
Display/N=GvsInvT, G_SD_log vs invT
ModifyGraph tick=2,mirror=1,standoff=0,btLen=4;DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph prescaleExp(bottom)=3;DelayUpdate
Label left "\\Z15logG\\BSD";DelayUpdate
Label bottom "\\Z151000/T (K\\S-1\\M\\Z15)";DelayUpdate
ModifyGraph mode=2;DelayUpdate
ErrorBars G_SD_log Y,wave=(G_SD_logErr,G_SD_logErr);DelayUpdate
Legend/C/N=text0/F=0/A=MC
endif
end
function/DF LoadIV(filePath)
string filePath
String UniqueID = ParseFileName_iMeaz(ParseFilePath(0, filePath, ":", 1, 0))
SetDataFolder root:
NewDataFolder/O/S $UniqueID
LoadWave/J/D/K=1/B="N=Vsource; N=Idrain;"/A filePath
wave Vsource, Idrain
//For Graphing and Fit to get RSD and err
Display Idrain vs Vsource
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ModifyGraph tick=2,mirror=1,standoff=0,btLen=4;DelayUpdate
Label left "\\Z15I\\BSD \\M\\Z15(uA)";DelayUpdate
Label bottom "\\Z15V\\BS";DelayUpdate
Legend/C/N=text0/F=0/A=MC
variable/G root:thisGSD
variable/G root:thisGSDerr
NVAR thisGSD = root:thisGSD
NVAR thisGSDerr = root:thisGSDerr
//For Average GSD and Err - better for non-ohmic behavior
//WaveStats/Q GSD
//thisGSD = V_avg
//thisGSDerr = V_sdev
//For Graphing and Fit to get GSD and err
CurveFit/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 line Idrain /X=Vsource /D
thisGSD = K1
wave W_sigma
thisGSDerr = W_sigma[1]
ModifyGraph rgb(fit_Idrain)=(0,0,0)
//if(WinType("TempCurves"))
//AppendToGraph/W=TempCurves Idrain vs Vsource
//else
//Display/N=TempCurves, Idrain vs Vsource
//endif
DFREF dfr = GetDataFolderDFR()
return dfr
end
function/S ParseFileName_iMeaz(name)
string name
variable/G thisTemp
string matchExpr = "T %d K.dat"
sscanf name, matchExpr, thisTemp
String UniqueID = "T"+num2str(thisTemp)+"K"
return UniqueID
end

//Pull Activation Barrier from Variable Temperature Data
function GetEg2term()
SetDataFolder root:
wave G_SD_log, G_SD_logErr, invT
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variable Eg, slopeErr, EgErr
CurveFit/NTHR=0/TBOX=768 line, G_SD_log/X=invT /W=G_SD_logErr /I=1 /D
wave W_sigma
Eg = (K1)*(-2)*(8.617e-5)*(2.3)*(1000)/ / m e V
SlopeErr = W_sigma[1]
EgErr = (SlopeErr)*(2)*(8.617e-5)*(2.3)*(1000)/ / m e V
print "Energy barrier = "+num2str(Eg)+"meV"
print "Energy barrier stdev = "+num2str(EgErr)+"meV"
ModifyGraph rgb(fit_G_SD_log)=(0,0,0)
TextBox/C/N=text0/A=MC "Energy barrier = "+num2str(Eg)+" ± "+num2str(EgErr)+" meV"
end

//Calculate Resistivities and Conductivities
function GetRhoSigma()
SetDataFolder root:
Wave/D Temperature, R_SD, R_SDerr, G_SD, G_SDerr
Variable thickness, width, length, factor
Prompt thickness, "measured thickness (um)"
Prompt width, "measured width (um)"
Prompt length, "measured length (um)"
Prompt factor, "current pre-amp factor * iMeazure factor (A/V)"
DoPrompt "Set Scales" thickness, width, length, factor
Duplicate/O Temperature, R_Ohm, R_OhmErr, G_Siem, G_SiemErr, Rho, Sigma
R_Ohm = R_SD/factor
R_OhmErr = R_SDerr/factor
Rho = (R_Ohm)*(width*thickness*1e-6)/length //Ohm*m
G_Siem = G_SD*factor
G_SiemErr = G_SDerr*factor
Sigma = (G_Siem)*(length)/(width*thickness*1e-6) // S/m
AppendToTable R_Ohm, R_OhmErr, G_Siem, G_SiemErr, Rho, Sigma
end
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#pragma rtGlobals=3

1

// Use modern global access method and strict wave access.

//Load Raman Data from Renishaw Auto Collect
//Requires "Baselines.ipf" downloaded from a free source and printed separately
function LoadAutoRaman()
SetDataFolder root:
Open/D/R/MULT=1/M="Select MultiSpectrum Raman Files" frn
variable num = ItemsInList(S_fileName, "\r")

variable ii
for(ii = 0; ii < num; ii +=1)
DFREF dfr = LoadMultiRaman(StringFromList(ii, S_fileName, "\r"))
NVAR FWHM_2D, Area_2D, Amp_2D, Pos_2D, FWHM_G, Area_G, Amp_G, Pos_G, FWHM_hBN, Area_
SVAR name
SetDataFolder root:
endfor
//ModifyGraph/W=Spectra mode=3,marker=8
end
function/DF LoadMultiRaman(filePath)
string filePath
String UniqueID = ParseFilePath(3, filePath, ":", 1, 0)
SetDataFolder root:
NewDataFolder/S/O $UniqueID
LoadWave/D/J/K=1/O/B="N=TimeSec; N=MultWaveNumber; N=Intensity;"/A filePath
wave TimeSec, MultWaveNumber, Intensity
//Duplicate/O/R=[0,1020] MultWaveNumber, Wavenumber
variable length = numpnts(TimeSec)
variable runs = (length/1021) - 1
Make/O/T/N=(runs)
Make/O/D/N=(runs)
Make/O/D/N=(runs)
Make/O/D/N=(runs)

RunNumber
Peak2D_FWHM, Peak2D_area, Peak2D_amp, Peak2D_position
PeakG_FWHM, PeakG_area, PeakG_amp, PeakG_position
Peak_hBN_FWHM, Peak_hBN_area, Peak_hBN_amp, Peak_hBN_position

variable iii
for(iii = 0; iii < runs; iii +=1)
//splice data
string name = "Intensity"+num2str(iii)
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string Wavenumber = "WaveNumber"+num2str(iii)
NewDataFolder/S/O $name
Duplicate/O/R=[(iii*1021),(((iii+1)*1020)+(iii))] Intensity, $name
Duplicate/O/R=[(iii*1021),(((iii+1)*1020)+(iii))] MultWaveNumber, $Wavenumber
//Baseline fits
Display $name vs $WaveNumber
InitBaselineFitting($name, W_x=$WaveNumber)
ResetFitRegion(1262, 2830, 1)
FitBaseline($name, "line")
SubtractBaseline($name)
string lincoef = "lin_coef_"+num2str(iii)
Rename W_coef, lincoef
string linsig = "lin_sigma_"+num2str(iii)
Rename W_sigma, linsig
//2D peak fits
Variable/G root:FWHM_2D, root:Area_2D, root:Amp_2D, root:Pos_2D
NVAR FWHM_2D = root:FWHM_2D
NVAR Area_2D = root:Area_2D
NVAR Amp_2D = root:Amp_2D
NVAR Pos_2D = root:Pos_2D
string subwave = "Intensity"+num2str(iii)+"_Sub"
string Peak2D = "Peak2D_coef"+num2str(iii)
string Peak2Dsig = "Peak2D_sigma_"+num2str(iii)
string fit = "fit_Intensity"+num2str(iii)+"_Sub"
string fit2D = "fit2D_Intensity"+num2str(iii)+"_Sub"
curvefit lor, $subwave[40,164]/X=$WaveNumber/D
FWHM_2D = 2*sqrt(K3)
Area_2D = (K1*pi)/(sqrt(K3))
Amp_2D = K1/K3
Pos_2D = K2
Rename W_coef, $Peak2D
Rename W_sigma, $Peak2Dsig
Rename $fit, $fit2D

//G peak fits
Variable/G root:FWHM_G, root:Area_G, root:Amp_G, root:Pos_G
NVAR FWHM_G = root:FWHM_G
NVAR Area_G = root:Area_G
NVAR Amp_G = root:Amp_G
NVAR Pos_G = root:Pos_G
string PeakG = "PeakG_coef"+num2str(iii)
string PeakGsig = "PeakG_sigma_"+num2str(iii)
string fitG = "fitG_Intensity"+num2str(iii)+"_Sub"
curvefit lor, $subwave[785,860]/X=$WaveNumber/D
FWHM_G = 2*sqrt(K3)
Area_G = (K1*pi)/(sqrt(K3))
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Amp_G = K1/K3
Pos_G = K2
Rename W_coef, $PeakG
Rename W_sigma, $PeakGsig
Rename $fit, $fitG
//hBN peak fits
Variable/G root:FWHM_hBN, root:Area_hBN, root:Amp_hBN, root:Pos_hBN
NVAR FWHM_hBN = root:FWHM_hBN
NVAR Area_hBN = root:Area_hBN
NVAR Amp_hBN = root:Amp_hBN
NVAR Pos_hBN = root:Pos_hBN
string PeakhBN = "Peak_hBN_coef"+num2str(iii)
string PeakhBNsig = "Peak_hBN_sigma_"+num2str(iii)
string fithBN = "fit_hBN_Intensity"+num2str(iii)+"_Sub"
curvefit lor, $subwave[930,980]/X=$WaveNumber/D
FWHM_hBN = 2*sqrt(K3)
Area_hBN = (K1*pi)/(sqrt(K3))
Amp_hBN = K1/K3
Pos_hBN = K2
Rename W_coef, $PeakhBN
Rename W_sigma, $PeakhBNsig
Rename $fit, $fithBN
//Graph of all spectra offset
if(WinType("Spectra"))
AppendToGraph/W=Spectra $subwave vs $Wavenumber
ModifyGraph/W=Spectra offset($subwave)={0,(1000*iii)}
else
Display/N=Spectra, $subwave vs $Wavenumber
endif
//compile fit values in table
Peak2D_FWHM[iii] = FWHM_2D
Peak2D_area[iii] = Area_2D
Peak2D_amp[iii] = Amp_2D
Peak2D_position[iii] = Pos_2D
PeakG_FWHM[iii] = FWHM_G
PeakG_area[iii] = Area_G
PeakG_amp[iii] = Amp_G
PeakG_position[iii] = Pos_G
Peak_hBN_FWHM[iii] = FWHM_hBN
Peak_hBN_area[iii] = Area_hBN
Peak_hBN_amp[iii] = Amp_hBN
Peak_hBN_position[iii] = Pos_hBN
RunNumber[iii] = name
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SetDataFolder root:$UniqueID
endfor
KillWaves TimeSec, MultWaveNumber, Intensity
SetDataFolder root:
end
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#pragma version=2.00

Baselines.ipf

1

// Use modern global access method.

// 2.00
// 1/2/15 made it work for X-Y data
// added wave notes to output waves
// 1.50
// finally fixed offsets
// 1.22
// fixed offset calculation
// 1.21
// 12/10/09
// 1.20
// 6/24/08
// line between cursors
// 1.12
// 6/9/08
// 1.11
// 9/12/07
// 1.10
// 7/23/07 added smoothed spline baseline
// 1.00
// 7/3/07
Menu "GraphMarquee"
submenu "Baselines"
"Initialise...", /Q, MenuInitBaselineFitting()
FitMenu("Add Region to Fit"), /Q, GetMarquee /K bottom; ResetFitRegion(V_left, V_right, 1)
FitMenu("Remove Region From Fit"), /Q, GetMarquee /K bottom; ResetFitRegion(V_left, V_right, 0)
FitMenu("Clear All Fit Regions"), /Q, ClearFitRegion()
"Clear Everything", /Q, ClearEverything()
submenu "fit"
FitMenu("line"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("poly 3"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("poly 4"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("gauss"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("lor"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("exp"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("gauss3"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("sin"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("sigmoid"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("spline"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("line between cursors"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
//
"exp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
//
"dblexp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
end
FitMenu("Subtract Baseline"), /Q, MenuSubtractBaseline()
end
End
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Menu "TracePopup"
submenu "Baselines"
"Initialise...", /Q, MenuInitBaselineFitting()
"Clear Everything", /Q, ClearEverything()
submenu "fit"
FitMenu("line"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("poly 3"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("poly 4"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("gauss"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("lor"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("exp"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("gauss3"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("sin"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("sigmoid"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("spline"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("line between cursors"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
//
"exp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
//
"dblexp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
end
FitMenu("Subtract Baseline"), /Q, MenuSubtractBaseline()
end
End
Menu "AllTracesPopup"
submenu "Fit baseline to all traces on plot"
"line", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"poly 3", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"poly 4", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"gauss", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"lor", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"exp", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"gauss3", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"sin", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
"sigmoid", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
"spline", /Q, FitAllTraces()
"line between cursors", /Q, FitAllTraces()
//
"exp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
//
"dblexp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
end
end
Menu "Macros"
submenu "Baselines"
"Initialise...", /Q, MenuInitBaselineFitting()
"Clear Everything", /Q, ClearEverything()
FitMenu("Add Region to Fit"), /Q, AddRegionToFit()
FitMenu("Remove Region From Fit"), /Q, GetMarquee /K bottom; ResetFitRegion(V_left, V_right, 0)
FitMenu("Clear All Fit Regions"), /Q, ClearFitRegion()
submenu "fit"
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FitMenu("line"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("poly 3"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("poly 4"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("gauss"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("lor"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("exp"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("gauss3"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("sin"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("sigmoid"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("spline"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
FitMenu("line between cursors"), /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
"exp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()
"dblexp_XOffset", /Q, MenuFitBaseline()

//
//

end
FitMenu("Subtract Baseline"), /Q, MenuSubtractBaseline()
end
end

Function/S FitMenu(str)
string str
SVAR S_dataWave= root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
if (SVAR_exists(S_dataWave))
if (strlen(S_dataWave))
// initialised; allow all menu items
return str
endif
endif
// not initialised
string menuList="line;poly 3;poly 4;gauss;lor;exp;gauss3;sin;sigmoid;spline;line between cursors;"
menulist += "Add Region to Fit;Remove Region From Fit;Clear All Fit Regions;Subtract Baseline"
if (WhichListItem(str, menuList)> -1)
return ""
endif
return str
end

// a wrapper function for InitBaselineFit
function MenuInitBaselineFitting()
// need to select data wave
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string strDataTrace
if (wintype("")!=1)
doalert 0, "Oops: target wave must be plotted in a graph window\rto initialise baseline fitting"
return 0
endif
prompt strDataTrace, "Data Wave", popup, TraceNameList("", ";", 1)
doPrompt "Initialise Baseline Fit", strDataTrace
if (V_flag)
return 0
endif
wave W_data=TraceNameToWaveRef("", strDataTrace )
wave W_Xwave=XWaveRefFromTrace("", strDataTrace) // null if not X-Y
InitBaselineFitting(W_data, W_x=W_Xwave)
end
function AddRegionToFit()
GetMarquee /K bottom
if (V_flag)
ResetFitRegion(V_left, V_right, 1)
else
DoAlert 0, "drag to select region on graph"
endif
end

// value = 1 to include, 0 to exclude.
function ResetFitRegion(V_left, V_right, value)
variable V_left, V_right, value
wave W_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
if (waveexists(W_mask)==0)
return 0
endif
NVAR isXY=root:Packages:Baselines:isXY
if (isXY)
SVAR wname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
wave w_x=$wname
endif
SVAR wname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
wave W_data=$wname
wave W_display=root:Packages:Baselines:W_display
variable p_low, p_high, p_left, p_right
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if (isXY)
variable xmax=wavemax(w_x)
variable xmin=wavemin(w_x)
v_left=min(v_left,xmax)
v_left=max(v_left,xmin)
v_right=min(v_right,xmax)
v_right=max(v_right,xmin)
findlevel /Q/P w_x, v_left
if (v_flag)
print "baseline error: problem with findlevel"
return 0
endif
p_left=V_LevelX
findlevel /Q/P w_x, v_right
if (v_flag)
print "baseline error: problem with findlevel"
return 0
endif
p_right=V_LevelX
p_low=min(p_left, p_right)
p_high=max(p_left, p_right)
else
p_low=min(x2pnt(W_data,V_left), x2pnt(W_data,V_right))
p_high=max(x2pnt(W_data,V_left), x2pnt(W_data,V_right))
endif
W_mask[p_low, p_high]=value
W_display = W_mask[p] ? W_data[p] : NaN
printf "ResetFitRegion(%d, %d, %d)\r", V_left, V_right, value
end
function ClearFitRegion()
wave W_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
wave W_display=root:Packages:Baselines:W_display
W_mask=0
W_display=nan
end

function ClearEverything()
SVAR s_targetGraph=root:Packages:Baselines:s_targetGraph
string s_win=""
if (SVAR_exists(s_targetGraph))
s_win=s_targetGraph
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dowindow /f $s_targetGraph
else
s_win=winname(0,1)
doalert 1, "Remove any baseline paraphernalia from "+s_win+"?"
if (V_flag==2)
return 0
endif
endif
RemoveBaselineWaves(s_win)

// delete some stuff
wave W_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
if (waveexists(W_mask))
KillWaves /Z root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask, root:Packages:Baselines:W_base
KillWaves /Z root:Packages:Baselines:W_NoBase, root:Packages:Baselines:W_display
KillStrings /Z root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
KillStrings /Z root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
endif
if (SVAR_exists(s_targetGraph))
s_targetGraph=""
endif
buildmenu "macros"
buildmenu "GraphMarquee"
buildmenu "TracePopup"
end

// set the data wave (raw spectrum from which baseline is to be subtracted)
function InitBaselineFitting(w, [w_x])
wave w, w_x
NewDataFolder /O root:Packages
NewDataFolder /O root:Packages:Baselines
String /G root:Packages:Baselines:s_targetGraph
SVAR s_targetGraph=root:Packages:Baselines:s_targetGraph
string s_win=WinName(0,1)
if (SVAR_exists(s_targetGraph))
if (strlen(s_targetGraph) && !stringmatch(s_win, s_targetGraph))
// remove our stuff from old target graph
RemoveBaselineWaves(s_targetGraph)
print "Removed baseline traces from " + s_targetGraph
endif
endif
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s_targetGraph=s_win
String /G root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName=GetWavesDataFolder(w, 2)
variable /G root:Packages:Baselines:v_multifit=0
variable /G root:Packages:Baselines:isXY=waveexists(w_x)
nvar isXY=root:Packages:Baselines:isXY
if (isXY)
String /G root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName=GetWavesDataFolder(w_x, 2)
else
KillStrings /Z root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
endif

// clean waves from graph
RemoveBaselineWaves(s_targetGraph)
duplicate /O w root:Packages:Baselines:W_Display
wave W_display=root:Packages:Baselines:W_display

// don't reset the mask wave if new data wave has same length as previous one
// in case we want to apply the same fit to many spectra
wave W_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
if (waveexists(W_mask))
if (numpnts(W_mask)!=numpnts(W_display))
duplicate /O w root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
W_mask=0
W_display=nan
endif
else
duplicate /O w root:Packages:Baselines:W_Mask
wave W_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
W_mask=0
endif
W_display = W_mask[p] ? w[p] : NaN
if (isXY)
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph W_display vs w_x
else
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph W_display
endif
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph mode(W_display)=7,hbFill(W_display)=4
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph rgb(W_display)=(24576,24576,65280)
// preserve offsets
variable DataOffsetX=0,DataOffsetY=0
string infostr=TraceInfo("", nameofwave(w), 0 )
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infostr = GrepList(infostr, "offset", 0,";")
infostr=StringFromList(0, infostr,";")
sscanf infostr, "offset(x)={%g,%g}", DataOffsetX,DataOffsetY
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph offset(W_display)={DataOffsetX,DataOffsetY}
duplicate /O w root:Packages:Baselines:W_Base
wave W_base=root:Packages:Baselines:W_base
W_base=nan
if (isXY)
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph W_Base vs w_x
else
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph W_Base
endif
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph rgb(W_Base)=(0,15872,65280)
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph offset(W_Base)={DataOffsetX,DataOffsetY}
duplicate /O w root:Packages:Baselines:W_NoBase
wave W_NoBase=root:Packages:Baselines:W_NoBase
W_NoBase=nan
if (isXY)
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph W_NoBase vs w_x
else
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph W_NoBase
endif
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph rgb(W_NoBase)=(0,0,0)
variable /G root:Packages:Baselines:V_smooth
NVAR V_smooth=root:Packages:Baselines:V_smooth
V_smooth+=0.5*(V_smooth==0)
if (isXY)
printf "InitBaselineFitting(%s, W_x=%s)\r", nameofwave(w), nameofwave(w_x)
else
printf "InitBaselineFitting(%s)\r", nameofwave(w)
endif
buildmenu "macros"
buildmenu "GraphMarquee"
buildmenu "TracePopup"
end

function RemoveBaselineWaves(s_targetGraph)
string s_targetGraph
do // remove all instances of w_display
removefromgraph /W=$s_targetGraph/Z W_display
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checkdisplayed /W=$s_targetGraph W_display
while (V_flag)
do // remove all instances of w_base
removefromgraph /W=$s_targetGraph/Z W_base
checkdisplayed /W=$s_targetGraph W_base
while (V_flag)
do // remove all instances of W_NoBase
removefromgraph /W=$s_targetGraph/Z W_NoBase
checkdisplayed /W=$s_targetGraph W_NoBase
while (V_flag)
KillControl /W=$s_targetGraph SplineSmoothSetVar
Cursor /K /W=$s_targetGraph I
Cursor /K /W=$s_targetGraph J
// remove hook in case we were fitting to cursors
SetWindow $s_targetGraph hook=$""
end
// wrapper function to subtract the current fit from the data wave
function MenuSubtractBaseline()
SVAR wname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
wave W_data=$wname
SubtractBaseline(W_data)
end
// subtract current baseline from W_data
function SubtractBaseline(W_data)
wave W_data
SVAR s_targetGraph=root:Packages:Baselines:s_targetGraph
NVAR multifit=root:Packages:Baselines:v_multifit
wave W_base=root:Packages:Baselines:W_base
if(numpnts(W_base)!=numpnts(W_data))
if (multifit)
print nameofwave(W_data) +" and baseline have different length"
else
doalert 0, nameofwave(W_data) +" and baseline have different length"
ClearEverything()
endif
return 0
endif
// save a copy of the baseline
string strNewName=CleanupName( nameofwave(W_data)+"_BL",0)
if (exists(strNewName))
doalert 1, strNewName+" exists. Overwrite?"
if(V_flag==2)
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return 0
endif
endif
duplicate /o W_base $strNewName
wave newbase= $strNewName
newbase=W_base
// subtract baseline
strNewName=CleanupName( nameofwave(W_data)+"_Sub",0)
if (exists(strNewName))
doalert 1, strNewName+" exists. Overwrite?"
if(V_flag==2)
return 0
endif
endif
duplicate /o W_data $strNewName
wave subtracted= $strNewName
subtracted=W_data-W_base
print "SubtractBaseline("+nameofwave(W_data)+")"
note subtracted, note(W_base) // append note from baseline wave to output wave note
KillControl /W=$s_targetGraph SplineSmoothSetVar
/ / uncomment if you don't wish to continue to allow fitting
/ / SVAR s_Dataname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
/ / s_Dataname=""
checkdisplayed /W=$s_targetGraph subtracted
if (V_flag)
return 1
else
nvar isXY=root:Packages:Baselines:isXY
if (isXY)
svar s_Xname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
wave w_x=$s_Xname
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph subtracted vs w_x
else
appendtograph /W=$s_targetGraph subtracted
endif
ModifyGraph /W=$s_targetGraph rgb($nameofwave(subtracted))=(0,0,0)
endif
end
// wrapper function to start baseline fit of type defined by menu item
function MenuFitBaseline()
SVAR wname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
wave w=$wname
GetLastUserMenuInfo
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printf "FitBaseline(%s, \"%s\")\r", nameofwave(w), S_value
FitBaseline(w, S_value)
end

// fit a baseline defined by type to the data wave W_data using predefined mask wave
// this function allows batch fitting from the command line
function FitBaseline(W_data, type)
wave w_data
string type
SVAR s_targetGraph=root:Packages:Baselines:s_targetGraph
if (SVAR_exists(s_targetGraph)==0)
return 0
endif
wave W_Base=root:Packages:Baselines:W_Base
wave W_display=root:Packages:Baselines:W_display
wave W_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
wave W_noBase=root:Packages:Baselines:W_noBase

if (wavemin(w_mask)==0 && wavemax(w_mask)==0)
doalert 0, "No fit region selected. Select fit region using graph marquee\rand add region to fit before fit
return 0
endif
nvar isXY=root:Packages:Baselines:isXY
if( i s X Y )
svar s_Xname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
wave w_x=$s_Xname
endif
string s_log=type
if (stringmatch(type, "spline"))
// remove hook in case we were fitting to cursors
SetWindow $s_targetGraph hook=$""
W_display = W_mask[p] ? W_data[p] : NaN // reset W_display in case we're batch fitting
NVAR V_smooth=root:Packages:Baselines:V_smooth

if (isXY)
duplicate /o w_x root:Packages:Baselines:w_splineX
wave w_splineX=root:Packages:Baselines:w_splineX
interpolate2/T=3/I=3/F=(V_smooth)/X=w_splineX/Y=W_Base w_x, W_display
else
interpolate2/T=3/I=3/F=(V_smooth)/Y=root:Packages:Baselines:W_Base root:Packages:Baselines
endif
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SetVariable SplineSmoothSetVar title="Smoothing", pos={200,100}, size={100,16}
SetVariable SplineSmoothSetVar labelBack=(65535,65535,65535)
SetVariable SplineSmoothSetVar limits={0,1e6,0.1 }, value=root:Packages:Baselines:V_smooth
SetVariable SplineSmoothSetVar proc=BL_SplineSetVarProc
elseif(stringmatch(type, "line between cursors"))
// remove the spline smoothing control in case previous fit was a spline
KillControl SplineSmoothSetVar
variable Yval
if ( strlen(CsrWave(J))==0 )
getaxis /W=$s_targetGraph /Q bottom
Yval=w_data(V_max)
if (numtype(Yval))
getaxis /W=$s_targetGraph/Q left
Yval=(V_max-V_min)/2
endif
cursor /W=$s_targetGraph J $nameofwave(w_data) V_max //, w_data(V_max)
else
cursor /W=$s_targetGraph J $nameofwave(w_data) hcsr(J)
endif
if ( strlen(CsrWave(I))==0 )
getaxis /W=$s_targetGraph /Q bottom
Yval=w_data(V_min)
if (numtype(Yval))
getaxis /W=$s_targetGraph/Q left
Yval=(V_max-V_min)/2
endif
cursor /W=$s_targetGraph I $nameofwave(w_data) V_min //, Yval
else
cursor /W=$s_targetGraph I $nameofwave(w_data) hcsr(I)
endif
SetWindow $s_targetGraph hook=UpdateBaselineBetweenCursors, hookEvents=2^2
UpdateBaselineBetweenCursors("")
return 1 // note was reset by UpdateBaselineBetweenCursors()
else
// remove the spline smoothing control in case previous fit was a spline
KillControl /W=$s_targetGraph SplineSmoothSetVar
// remove hook in case we were fitting to cursors
SetWindow $s_targetGraph hook=$""
string s_hold=""
if (stringmatch(type, "gauss3"))
s_hold="/H=\"1000\""
type="gauss"
execute /Q "K0 = 0"
endif
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string cmd=""
variable i
wave w_mask=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask
variable mask1=0
for(i=0;i<numpnts(W_mask); i+=1)
if(w_mask[i]!=mask1)
mask1=1-mask1
if(mask1) // started to include
cmd += num2str(round(pnt2x(w_mask, i)))
else // stopped including
cmd+="-"+num2str(round(pnt2x(w_mask, i-1)))+" "
endif
elseif( (i==numpnts(w_mask)-1) && mask1)
cmd+="-"+num2str(round(pnt2x(w_mask, i)))
endif
endfor
print "fitting "+type+" baseline to "+nameofwave(w_data)+" at "+cmd
s_log+=" at "+cmd
if (isXY)
sprintf cmd, "CurveFit/NTHR=0 /Q %s %s , %s /X=%s /M=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask"
else
sprintf cmd, "CurveFit/NTHR=0 /Q %s %s , %s /M=root:Packages:Baselines:W_mask"
endif
execute cmd
wave W_coef=W_coef
type=ReplaceString("gauss", type, "Gauss1D")
type=ReplaceString("line", type, "BL_line")
type=ReplaceString("lor", type, "BL_lor")
type=ReplaceString("exp", type, "BL_exp")
type=ReplaceString("3", type, "")
type=ReplaceString("4", type, "")
type=ReplaceString("sin", type, "BL_sin")
type=ReplaceString("sigmoid", type, "BL_sigmoid")
string s_x="x"
if (isXY)
s_x= GetWavesDataFolder(W_x, 2)
endif
sprintf cmd, "root:Packages:Baselines:W_base = %s(%s, %s)", type, GetWavesDataFolder
execute cmd
endif
W_noBase=W_data-W_base
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// update note in w_base so that it's copied to output wave by SubtractBaseline()
string s_note=note(W_base)
s_note=ReplaceStringByKey("baseline", s_note, s_log)
s_note=ReplaceStringByKey("data", s_note, nameofwave(W_data))
note /K W_base s_note
end

Function BL_SplineSetVarProc(ctrlName,varNum,varStr,varName) : SetVariableControl
String ctrlName
Variable varNum
String varStr
String varName

NVAR isXY=root:Packages:Baselines:isXY
if (isXY)
svar s_Xname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
wave w_x=$s_Xname
interpolate2/T=3/I=3/F=(varNum)/X=root:Packages:Baselines:w_splineX /Y=root:Packages:Baselines
else
interpolate2/T=3/I=3/F=(varNum)/Y=root:Packages:Baselines:W_Base root:Packages:Baselines:W_d
endif
SVAR S_name=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
wave W_Data=$S_name
wave W_noBase=root:Packages:Baselines:W_noBase
wave W_base=root:Packages:Baselines:W_base
W_noBase=W_data-W_base
End

// use these functions to fill the baseline wave
function BL_line(w, x)
wave w; variable x
return w[0]+w[1]*x
end
function BL_exp(W_coef, x)
wave W_coef; variable x
return W_coef[0]+W_coef[1]*exp(-W_coef[2]*x)
end
function BL_lor(W_coef, x)
wave W_coef; variable x
return W_coef[0]+W_coef[1]/((x-W_coef[2])^2+W_coef[3])
end
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//function BL_exp_XOffset(W_coef, x)
/ / wave W_coef; variable x
/ / return W_coef[0]+W_coef[1]*exp(-(x-W_fitConstants[0])/W_coef[2])
//end
//
//
//function BL_dblexp_XOffset(W_coef, x)
/ / wave W_coef; variable x
/ / return
//end
function BL_sin(W_coef, x)
wave W_coef; variable x
return W_coef[0]+W_coef[1]*sin(W_coef[2]*x+W_coef[3])
end
function BL_sigmoid(W_coef, x)
wave W_coef; variable x
return W_coef[0] + W_coef[1]/(1+exp(-(x-W_coef[2])/W_coef[3]))
end

function FitAllTraces()
GetLastUserMenuInfo
NVAR multifit=root:Packages:Baselines:v_multifit
multifit=1
string ListOfTraces=TraceNameList("", ";", 1 )
string NonDataTraces="W_Display;W_Base;W_NoBase"
ListOfTraces=removefromlist(NonDataTraces,ListOfTraces, ";", 0)
do
wave W_data=tracenametowaveref("", StringFromList(0, ListOfTraces))
ListOfTraces=RemoveListItem(0, ListOfTraces)
FitBaseline(W_data, S_value)
SubtractBaseline(W_data)
while (itemsinlist(ListOfTraces))
multifit=0
end

// can use this function from data browser (Execute Cmd...). N defines baseline type:
// 1 line
// 2 poly 3
// 3 poly 4
// 4 gauss
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// 5 lor
// 6 exp
// 7 gauss3
function FitAndGo(W_data, N)
wave W_data; variable N
string FitTypeList="line;poly 3;poly 4;gauss;lor;exp;gauss3"
string type=StringFromList(N-1, FitTypeList)
FitBaseline(W_data, type)
SubtractBaseline(W_data)
end
function UpdateBaselineBetweenCursors(infoStr)
string infoStr
if (strlen(infoStr))
String event= StringByKey("EVENT",infoStr)
if (!stringmatch(event, "cursormoved"))
return 0
endif
endif
variable x1=hcsr(I), x2=hcsr(J), y1=vcsr(I), y2=vcsr(J)
wave W_Base=root:Packages:Baselines:W_Base
wave W_noBase=root:Packages:Baselines:W_noBase
SVAR S_name=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitDataWaveName
wave W_Data=$S_name
nvar isXY=root:Packages:Baselines:isXY
if (isXY)
svar s_Xname=root:Packages:Baselines:BaselineFitXWaveName
wave w_x=$s_Xname
W_Base=y1+(w_x[p]-x1)*(y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
else
W_Base=y1+(x-x1)*(y2-y1)/(x2-x1)
endif
W_noBase=W_data-W_base
string s_log
sprintf s_log "line between cursors at (%g,%g) and (%g,%g)", x1, y1, x2, y2
string s_note=note(W_base)
s_note=ReplaceStringByKey("baseline", s_note, s_log)
s_note=ReplaceStringByKey("data", s_note, nameofwave(W_data))
note /K W_base s_note
return 1
end
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